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Abstract 
Individual repetitive DNA sequence families of the sea urchin Strongylocentrotus 
purpuratus were investigated with regard to their genomic organization, the internal 
structure of their members, and the structural and developmental characteristics 
of their RN A transcripts. 
Analysis by gel blot hybridization and reassociation kinetics of cloned genomic 
DNA fragments containing members of three specific repeat families reveals a different 
pattern of organization in each case. One family is organized into long regions of 
repeated DNA, usually containing several members of the family in a tandem or 
clustered arrangement. A second family exists as long repeated elements occurring 
only once in a local genomic region. The third family consists of short repetitive 
sequence elements which are generally flanked on either side by single-copy sequences. 
The internal structure of eight cloned repetitive sequence elements was examined 
by determination of their nucleotide sequences. The lack of sequence homology 
among the eight elements indicates that they are representative of distinct repeat 
families. For the most part they consist of complex sequence internally, with a minor 
fraction of the length of five of the eight occupied by direct or inverse sequence 
repetitions. Six of the eight sequences are not translatable. Comparison of the 
nucleotide sequences of three different members of the same repeat family reveals 
that they are not simply colinear sequence variants, but that they differ in the presence 
and/or arrangement of small sequence subelements. 
Hybridization with cloned repetitive sequence elements was used to demonstrate 
that the level of representation of specific repeat sequences is quantitatively similar 
in the egg RNA of two sea urchin species,~· purpuratus and~· franciscanus. 
Egg and embryo polyadenylated RNAs bearing specific repetitive sequences 
were analyzed by cDNA cloning, DNA and RNA gel blot hybridization, and DNA 
sequencing. It was found that the two complements of a given repeat are carried 
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on different sets of polyadenylated transcripts, which are generally quite long (>3 
kilobases, with an estimated number average length of 5-6 kilobases). Within these 
transcripts, specific short repetitive sequence elements are found interspersed either 
with single-copy sequences or with other repeat sequences. It is demonstrated by 
sequencing that one such repeat-containing region is not translatable. The sets 
of polyadenylated transcripts deriving from several individual repeat families undergo 
substantial quantitative and probably qualitative modulation during early sea urchin 
development. Analysis of specific transcripts with single-copy probes from repeat-
containing cDNA clones indicates that the embryo genome is transcribed to produce 
at least some of the same interspersed RNAs as are stored in the oocyte during 
oogenesis. Finally, the transcripts bearing specific repeat sequences in the polyadenylated 
egg RNA of two related sea urchin species were found to be qualitatively dissimilar. 
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Introduction 
The first three chapters of this thesis are presented in the form of reproductions 
of published papers. Here I would like to provide a fuller explanation of their background, 
bring together in one place the logical connections between them, and indicate their 
relationship with the experiments described in Chapter IV. 
Genomic Organization of Individual Repetitive Sequence Families 
One issue of basic importance to us concerned the way in which the members 
of a given repetitive sequence family are arranged and distributed in the genome. 
The overall pattern of interspersion of repetitive and single copy sequences in many 
genomes [e.g., Xenopus (Davidson et al., 1973; Chamberlin et al., 1975); sea urchin 
(Graham et al., 1974); Drosophila (Manning et al., 1975); Dictyostelium (Firtel and 
Kindle, 1975); and human (Schmid and Deininger, 1975)] and the existence of "long" 
and "short" elements of repeated DNA (Goldberg et al., 1975) had been known for 
some time, but little specific information existed regarding the genomic organization 
of individual non-satellite repeat families. The experiments presented in Chapter I 
reveal a remarkable diversity in the way specific families are arranged. The 2034 
and 2108 repeat sequences were both known to belong to the "long" class of repeats 
(Moore et al., 1981), but as shown in Chapter I, the members of the 2034 family 
occur in long clustered or tandem arrays involving several copies of the 2034 sequence, 
whereas the 2108 family consists of several-kilobase-long units (see also Scheller 
et al., 1981) which occur singly in a given genomic region. By contrast, the 2109 
family is made up of "classical" short (200-300 nucleotide) repetitive elements, generally 
flanked on either side by single-copy sequences. This diversity of organization raises 
major questions concerning the ways in which different repetitive sequence families 
evolve and about the mechanism(s) of their dispersal in the genome. At the same 
time, the specific information obtained is extremely valuable in our interpretation 
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of the structure of RNA transcripts deriving from these families (Chapter IV). 
Internal Structure of Repetitive Sequence Elements 
The experiments of Klein et !!1· (1978) examined for the first time the character-
istics of specific repetitive sequence families, by making use of individual cloned 
repeat elements in DNA reassociation and thermal denaturation studies. That the 
reiterated fraction of the genome was composed of more-or-less distinct sets (families) 
of homologous sequences (Britten and Kohne, 1968) was confirmed: quantitative 
estimates of reiteration frequency (number of family members per genome) were 
obtained for 26 families, and these varied from a few to several thousand. It was 
known from earlier studies (Britten and Kohne, 1968; Davidson et al., 1974) that 
the various members of a given repeat family are not precise copies of each other, 
so that when complementary strands from different members are reannealed, the 
thermal stability of these heteroduplexes is found to be lower than that of the native 
homoduplexes or of reassociated single-copy DNA. Thus, when individual cloned 
repeat elements were reacted with total genomic DNA (Klein et al., 1978), or with 
single isolated repeat family members (Scheller et al., 1981), the thermal stability 
of the resulting heteroduplexes was lower than that of the duplex probe element 
itself, and the magnitude of this difference varied from family to family and member 
to member. Both these and the earlier studies were interpreted in terms of base 
sequence mismatch (divergence) between individual members of a repeat family 
(Bonner et al., 1973), implying that within the most divergent families, more than 
20% mismatch was the rule (Klein et al., 1978; Scheller et al., 1981). 
The studies described in Chapter II were undertaken to examine by nucleotide 
sequence determination the internal structure of a variety of repetitive sequence 
elements. In the first part of this investigation, sequences were obtained for eight 
cloned repeat elements, selected from those studied by Klein et al. (1978) as being 
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representative (if such is possible), both in terms of reiteration frequency and degree 
of apparent intrafamilial sequence divergence. We were interested primarily in 
two questions: (1) the character (simple or complex) of the sequence making up 
a repeat element, and whether specific features of internal organization (direct 
or inverse repetitions, etc.) could be discerned; (2) whether different repetitive 
sequences, apparently representing different repeat families, nevertheless carry 
short sequence elements in common. 
All eight elements were found to be composed very largely of complex sequence. 
Short but statistically significant direct and inverse repetitions formed a minor 
fraction of the length of five of the eight sequences. The general lack of statistically 
significant sequence homologies showed that the eight elements are distinct. These 
observations provide strong support for the earlier interpretations (e.g., Graham 
et al., 197 4) of DNA reassociation kinetic data as indicating a high sequence complexity 
for the moderately reiterated portion of the genome. It appears very likely that 
other genomes with a substantial content of repeated DNA will also be found to 
contain a large number of distinct sequence families, despite recent claims to the 
contrary (e.g., see Deininger et al., 1981). 
The observation by Costantini et al. (1978) and Scheller et al. (1978) that (in 
contrast to single-copy sequences) both complements of several individual repeat 
sequences are represented at approximately equal levels in sea urchin RNA's led 
to the suggestion that, even if repetitive elements form a part of certain messenger 
RNA's in the sea urchin, these elements would not play a role in protein coding. 
Direct evidence on this point was provided by the finding that six of the eight repeat 
elements which had been sequenced were translationally blocked by termination 
codons in all six possible reading frames. Of course, it was conceivable that the 
transcribed members of repeat sequence families might contain open reading frames. 
It was subsequently possible to show that a repetitive sequence region actually appearing 
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in egg polyadenylated RNA is in fact non-translatable (see Chapter IV). 
In the second part of the investigation of repeat element fine structure (Chapter II), 
the nucleotide sequences of three different members of the same repetitive sequence 
family (2109) were determined. The results of Chapter I showed that this family 
is composed of short repeat elements which are in general embedded in single-copy 
DNA. The measurements of Klein et al. (1978) and Scheller et al. (1981) identified 
the 2109 family as having a high degree of intrafamilial sequence divergence. Now 
we were interested in defining exact relationships among its members, to see whether 
the base differences were distributed along the length of the element, or whether 
invariant regions could be discerned. The sequence analysis revealed that, contrary 
to our expectation, the members of the 2109 family are not simply colinear sequence 
variants, but instead differ from each other in the presence or absence and order 
of arrangement of small subelements. Moreover, much less base sequence divergence 
was found between the three elements than was predicted by the thermal stability 
measurements. These observations allowed two important conclusions: 
(1) That a re-interpretation was required of the low thermal stability of hetero-
duplexes between 2109 family members. A consequence of the variable subelement 
composition of different 2109 repeats is that the heteroduplexes they can form are 
often quite short ( <100 nucleotides) and this by itself has a major effect on thermal 
stability (Britten et al., 1974). When heteroduplex length is taken into account, together 
with the base sequence mismatch which is observed, the measured thermal stabilities 
can be satisfactorily accounted for. This strongly suggests that the 2109 family, 
and perhaps others, have undergone much less sequence divergence than previously 
supposed. Analysis of a 2109 family member found within an egg RNA cDNA clone 
shows that it is 94% homologous over a span of 62 nucleotides with the probe sequence 
CS2109A (see Chapter IV); nevertheless, a heteroduplex between them would be 
expected to melt 15-20°C below the t of either homoduplex. 
m 
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(2) That fine-scale sequence rearrangement has occurred during the evolution 
of the 2109 repeat family. The process by which such small (<100 nucleotide) sequence 
segments are scrambled or lost is unclear, but it may be connected to the mechanism 
responsible for the dispersal of short repeat elements in the genome. In any case, 
it is clear that both the number (Moore et al., 1978) and the subelement composition 
(Chapter Il) of 2109 repeat sequences are evolutionarily fluid. 
Evolutionary Conservation of Repeat Sequence Representation in Egg RNA 
Using the cloned repetitive sequence elements whose families in the ~· purpuratus 
genome had been studied by Klein et al. (1978), Moore et al. (1978) investigated 
the characteristics of these same repeat families in the genome of~· franciscanus, 
a congener of~· purpuratus. It was found that striking changes in the sizes of many 
repetitive sequence families have occurred in the 10-20 million years (Durham, 1966) 
since the divergence of lineages leading to the two species. In general, the 
reiteration frequencies of the repeats studied were lower in~· franciscanus than 
in~· purpuratus by as much as 20-fold. (It may safely be assumed that, had the 
cloned repeat elements used as probes been derived from~· franciscanus DNA rather 
than from~· purpuratus, the reverse result would have been obtained, since Moore 
et al. provided conclusive evidence to this effect using kinetically isolated repetitive 
fractions from each genome.) Nevertheless, the interspecies difference in the mean 
thermal stability of heteroduplexes between a cloned repeat element and total genomic 
DNA was in all cases less than the interspecies difference in single-copy DNA (Hall 
et al., 1980). This suggested some degree of selective conservation of repeat sequences. 
Costantini et al. (1978) carried out quantitative measurements of the overall 
level of representation in~· purpuratus egg RNA of many of these same repetitive 
sequences. Given their generally lower reiteration frequency in the genome of 
~· franciscanus, it was of great interest to determine their level of representation 
xii 
in the egg RNA of that species. These experiments are described in Chapter m. 
Very simply, it was found that the concentration of transcripts complementary to 
the different repeat elements was very similar in the two egg RNAs, despite the 
differences in repeat family sizes in the two genomes. This observation led in turn 
to experiments described in Chapter IV, which show that polyadenylated transcripts 
bearing specific repeat sequences are different in size and prevalence in~· purpuratus 
vs. ~· franciscanus egg RN A. 
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Three repetitiYe sequence families from the sea urchin genome were studied, each 
defined by homology with a specific clont>d probe one to a ft>w hundred nucleotides 
long. RecombinantA-sea urchin DXA libraries were screened with these probes , and 
indi,·idual recombinants were selected that include genomic members of these 
families. Restriction mapping, gel blot , and kinetic analyses were carried out to 
determine the organization of each repeat family. Sequence elements belonging to 
the first of the three repeat families were found to be embedded in longer repeat 
sequences. These repeat sequences frequently occur in small clusters. Members of 
the second repeat family are also found in a long repetitive sequence em·ironment, 
but these repeats usually occur singly in any given region of the DKA. Tht> 
sequences of the third repeat art' only 200 to 300 nucleotides long, and are generally 
terminated by singlf' copy DKA, though a few examples were found associated with 
other repeats. These three repeat sequence families constitute sets of homologous 
sequence elements that relate distant regions of the D!\A. 
1. Introduction 
Renaturation kinetics indicate that animal DK As contain a large variety of diverse 
repetitive sequence families. A repeat family may be defined experimentally as that 
set of homologous sequences which reacts with a given cloned repetitive sequence 
probe. Klein et al . (1978) identified a number of such families in previous studies on 
sea urchin DNA, and three of these have been chosen for the present experiments . 
The genome of the sea urchin displays the short period pattern of repetitive 
sequence interspersion typical of most groups of animals (Graham et al., 1974 ; 
Da\·idson et al. , 1975). In genomes of this type, almost nothing is known about how 
the individual sequences belonging to repeat families are distributed with respect to 
each other.Members of given repeat families might be tightly clustered or they could 
be distributed widely in the genome. To approach this issue, we isolated from A 
genome Ii braries a number of A-sea urchin DNA recom binants that include genomic 
mem hers of the three repeat sequence families and their flanking sequences . These 
recombinants were used to establish the extent to which members of the same 
5 
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family occur in clustered arrays. as opposed to occurring singly in different genomic 
regions. In addition , we determined the sequence environment characteristic of each 
family; i.e. whether its members are characteristically embeddt>d in single copy 
sequence or in other repetitive sequences, or both. The particular families we haw 
chosen for this study include a set of short repetitive sequences interspersed in a 
typical way with single copy DNA, and two examples of Jong repetitive sequences 
(Britten et al., l9i6). Though the detailed pattern of organization of each family is 
characteristic, our measurements imply that the members of all three families occur 
in widely separated regions of the genome. 
2. Materials and Methods 
(a) Preparalion of unl,abeled sea urchin D.YA 
DXA was extracted from Strongylocenlrotu.s purpuratus sperm, as described by Britten 
et al. (1974). Care was taken to avoid mechanical shearing of the DXA to ensure maximum 
double-st.randed length. Driver DXA used in renaturation reactions was sheared by forcing 
the DXA solution through a needle ,-alve at 50,000 lb/in2 (Britten et al ., 1974). The sheared 
drinr DXA had a weight average length of 600 nucleotides. measured by ,·elocity 
sedimentation through alkaline sucrose gradients. Unsheared DXA had a length in exces..~ of 
100,000 nucleotides as measured by electron microscopy. 
(b) Partial EcoRI di,gestion of sea urchin D.YA 
To prepare DNA fragments of a length suitable for cloning (15 to 20 kbt). unsheared 
(>IOOkb) DXA was subjected to partial EcoRI digestion in 0·06111-Tris·HCI (pH 8·0). 
6 m111-.MgCI 2 . 0·05 111-NaCI at 37°C. \\'e would expect an EcoRI recognition sit.e to occur about 
once every 4000 (46 ) nucleotides (uncorrected for base composition). The Ec-0RI digestion 
conditions were adjusted to clea,·e an average o( I site in 5 by rnrying the length of digestion 
and the ratio of enzyme to DXA. The partially clea,·ed DXA (200 µ.g) was fractionated on 
preparath-e 10<}0 to 40% linear sucrose gradients (0·1 111-XaC'l. IO mM-Tris · HC'I (pH 8·0) . 
I 0 m111-EDTA) in a Beckman SW27 rotor. Gradients were centrifuged at 24.000 revs/min for 
20 hat l 5°C, and 0·5 ml fractions were collected. Samples of the fractions were anal~-zed by 
electrophoresis on 0·5% agarose gels using Ec-0RI-digested Charon 4 DXA (Blattner el al .. 
1977) as a molecular weight standard. The fractions containing DXA fragments 15 to 20 kb 
long were pooled and precipitated in isopropanol. 
(c) Preparali-011 of Charon 4 vector D.l\'A 
Charon 4 phage were grown essentially as described by F. R. Blattner in the protocol 
provided with the Charon,\ phages. Phage were purified as described by Yamamoto et al. 
(1970). The phage DXA was extracted as follows. The purified phage were dialyzed from C'sC'I 
against 0·01 111-Tris· HCI (pH 8·0). O·l 111-XaCI, 0·001 111-EDTA. Sodium dodecyl sulfate was 
added to 0· I% (w/v) , and the solution was heated for I 0 min at 60cC. The DXA was then 
extracted twice with phenol. once with chloroform/isoamyl alcohol (24: I , v/v), dial~-zed 
against O· I 111-Tris · HCI (pH 8·0) , 0·001 111-EDTA, and precipitated with ethanol. Thi> 
Charon 4 vector arms were isolated from the midpieces and prepared for use as deseribt>d by 
Maniatis et al. (1978). 
( d) .\-recombinant gen-0me libraries 
The Charon 4 arms were ligated to the partially digested sea urchin DXA at a I ·5 molar 
excess of vector to sea urchin DNA fragments. The ligation was carried out in 66 mM-
Tris · HCI (pH 7·6), IO m111-.MgCJ 2 , I m111-ATP, 15 m111-dithiothreitol, 200 µ.g gelatin/ml for 
t Abbreviations used: kb, kilo bases (I 03 bases): SDS. sodium dod!'<'yl sulfate: p.f.u .. plaque-forming 
units. 
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18 hat I 5°C, at a total nucleic acid concentration of200 ,.,g/ml. Jn vitro packaging and plate 
lysate amplification were carried out essentially as described by Maniatis et al. ( 19i8). Cloning 
efficiencies of I x I 04 to 2 x I 04 plaque-forming units/,.,g DNA were routinely obtained . Two,\ 
libraries constructed in this manner were utilized in this work , containing I ·4 x I 05 and 
2·5 x 105 different phage, respectively. The first of these libraries (denoted Sp,\R 1A) was 
derived from DNA of the sperm of5 males and the second (denoted Sp,\R 1B) from sperm ofa 
single male. A Poisson calculation indicates that the number of clones included in these 
libraries would contain 93% and 99% . respectively, of the sequences_ in the S. purpuralus 
genome ; i.e. ifthere is no selection against given sea urchin DNA sequences, and if EcoRI 
sites are randomly distributed. Both of these propositions are probably untrue in detail. 
Howe,·er, a direct complexity measurement in which DXA of the smaller library was used to 
drin a labelt>d single copy tracer showed that at least 90% oft.he genomic co~plexity was 
included in the amplified library at a sequence concentration ~I /3 tht> a\·erage library singl t> 
copy DNA sequenct>. A third and larger library ust>d for some experimt>nts was constructi>d 
by ligating EcoRJ linkers onto sea urchin DNA fragments that had been partially digested 
with Hae JI J. This librarv was built and characterized b\' M. Cliam berlin and G. Moore of this 
laboratory , by the meth~ds described by Maniatis eta! . (19i8) . This library (denoted Sp,\H 3C) 
contaiiwd i ·8 x I 0 5 individual phage. The average insert length in these libraries was I 5 kb, 
and the range of length was I 0 to 18 kb. 
(e) Preparation, labeling. and strand separation of cloned repetitive sequenc.e fragments 
Recombinant plasmids containing repetitiYe sequence elements inserted by blunt end 
ligation of EcoRI linkers were described earlier (Scheller et al. , 197i) . The Yector was RSF2124 
(So el al. , 19i5) . Briefly. sea urchin DNA was renatured to C0t 40t and digested with 8 1 
nucleast>. and the blunt-ended repeat duplexes that survived were cloned as indicated. 
Superhelical DNA of these plasmids was isolated on isopycnic CsCI gradients (Scheller et al. , 
19ii) . The DNA ~:as dialyzed int-0 5 mM-Tris ·HCl (pH 8·0) and stored at -20°C. Plasmid 
DXA was clea,·ed with EcoRI to release the inserted repetith·e sequence fragment and 
precipitated with ethanol. The DKA was diss6lved , then treated with bacterial alkaline 
phosphatase, end-labeled with 32 P by the polynucleotide kinase reaction (Maxam & Gilbert. 
197i) , and strand separated after alkali denaturation on neutral acrylamide gels , as described 
by Scheller el al. (19i8) . The DXA fragments of interest were localized by autoradiography 
and indi,·idual bands were excised with a razor blade. Gel slices were crushed with a glass rod 
in sterile plastic tubes: I ml of 0·12 111-sodium phosphate buffer (pH 6·8) , 0·05% (v.-j\-) SDS 
and I 0 ,.,g of purified calf thymus DXA carrier were added to each sample, and the mixture 
was incubated overnight at 3i°C. The acrylamide was removed by filtering through glass wool 
and rinsing with an additional I ml ofphosphatt> buffer. The eluate contained from 80 to 95% 
of the radioactivity in the gel band. The sample was then incubated overnight at 60°(' and 
passed over a 1 ml co lumn of hydroxyapatite at 50°C. The unbound fraction contained the 
strand-separated repetitive sequence. The final preparations were contaminated only 0 to 4% 
with their complementary strands. Reacth-ity of these Dl'\A preparations with excess total 
sea urchin DXA ranged from 55 to 98%. The non-reactive comfionent(s) were of low 
molecular weight and most probably consisted of unincorporated [ 2P]ATP. 
(f) Library screening 
The amplified sea urchin,\ libraries were screened with 32 P -labeled cloned repeat tracers by 
a modification of the Benton & Davis (197i) procedure. A total of 1x104 to2x104 
recombinant phage were plat.ed on 4 x I 0 8 bacterial cells on 15 cm agar plates. To prevent top 
agar from a.dhering to the nitrocellulose filter when it was lifted from the plate, O·i% (w/v) 
agarose rather than agar was use.cl for plating . Phage were adsorbed to nitrocellulose filters 
(Schleicher and Schuell, 0·45 fLm pore size) for about 10 min . The Dl\A was denatured and 
bound to the filters , as described by Benton & Davis (197i). 
t C0 t. moles nucleotide liter-• s. 
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To hybridize the filt.ers with a labeled probe, filters were preincubated for I h in 4 x SET 
(SET is 0·15 M-NaCI , 0·03 M-Tris · HCI (pH 8·0) , 2 mM-EDTA) plus 5 x Denhardt 's solution 
(Denhardt, 1966) and 0· l % (w/v) SDS. Subsequent hybridizations were carried out in the 
same solution in sealed plastic bags. In general, - 2 x 105 cts/min of tracer ( - I 0 7 ct.s/min per 
µ.g) were added per filter. Incubations were for 18 h at 50°C, or appropriately raised 
temperatures with higher salt concentration to produce an equiYalent. criterion condition. 
unless otherwise noted . Following hybridization, filters were washed several times in SET 
plus 0·5% (w/v) SDS at the incubation temperature. This set of conditions is described in the 
text as "low criterion". "High criterion" screens were carried out at 70°C, 0·1 M-NaCI. and 
the filters were washed in SET at 70°C. The filters were blotted dry , mounted on cardboard 
and exposed to prefiashed Kodak XR5 X-ray film with Dupont Cronex NR Xtra Life 
Lightning Plus intensifying screens at - 70°C for I to 7 days. Positiw plaques from the region 
of a plate corresponding to a spot on the autoradiogram were picked and suspended in I ml of 
SM buffer (0·05 M-Tris · HCl (pH 7·4) , 0·05 M-NaCI, 0·01 M-MgC1 2 ). The phage were titered 
and rescreened at a density of 200 phage per 15 cm plate . Individual positiw plaques wen· 
then selected, resuspended in 1 ml of SM buffer and amplified in 2-ml liquid cultures. These 
were prepared by adding I 0 µ.l oflate log phase bacteria and I 00 µ.l of the resuspended plaque 
to 2 ml of broth. The cultures were shaken at 37°C until lysis was evident (about 18 h). Titers 
of these cultures were of the order of 1 x 1010 p.f.u ./ml. The lysate was cleared of debris by 
centrifugation and stored at 4°C over a drop of chloroform . 
(g) Dl1'A renaturalwn 
DNA renaturation was carried out in 0·12 Mor 0·41 M-phosphate buffer (pH 6-8) with 
0·05% (w/v) SDS in sealed capillary tubes. All C01 values quoted in the text are equirnlent C0t 
(Britten et al., 1974). For example, C0 1in0·41 M-phosphate buffer was com·erted to equi,·alent 
C0t by multiplying by 5. Renaturation kinetic analyses carried out in this work included an 
internal single copy DNA rate standard. Single copy [3H]DNA was prepared and labeled by 
gap translation (Galau el al., 1976). The fraction of DNA fragments in molecules containing 
duplexes after reassociation was determined by binding to hydroxyapatite (DNA grade. 
BioRad, lot 17653). Samples were diluted to 0· 12 M-phosphate buffer and applied to water-
jacketed columns at 55°C. Unbound material was removed by washing with at least 5 bed 
volumes of 0· 12 M-phosphate buffer. The duplex fraction was subsequently eluted by raising 
the temperature of the column to 98°C. Less than 250 µ.g of DNA was loaded per cm 3 of 
packed hydroxyapatite . 
(h) Gel blots and restrictwn dige.sts 
Digestion with various restriction enzymes were carried out under the conditions 
suggested by the manufacturers. Transfer ofDXA from agarose gels t.o nitrocellulose filters 
was as described by Southern (1975). Hybridization conditions were as described a bow for 
library screening. 
3. Results 
(a) Three repetitive sequence familie,s : general characteristic..s 
from reactions of cl.oned probe,s with ge1wmic DKA 
The average properties of the repetitive sequence families chosen for these 
experiments are summarized in Table l . Most of the data listed are quoted from 
other studies, and were obtained mainly by analyses of the heteroduplexes formed 
by reacting genomic DNA with plasmid clones bearing the three individual repeat 
sequences (Klein et al., 1978; Moore et al., 1980). The three repeat families described 
in Table 1 are designated according to the plasmid clones that define them; viz. 
clones CSp2034, CSp2 I 08 and CSp2 I 09 . 
TABL~: I 
Characteri.stic,.s of three repetitfoe sequence families 
l..<.•11gth of RPp!'at. 
Family sizP : 
I nt.rafamilial 
Family• prolw IE"ngt.h 
<:.-nomic 
thrrmal Htahility• RepreHentation of family in RN A' 
Hequl'n«l'b e laHRC 
rt•it.erat.ion 
fm(°C) 
Oocyte RNA (:astrula nRNA Intestine nRNA 
fn•qm·n!'yd 
2034 4!l8 Long 2!)0(1 4 0·2 o-!I 48 
2108 204 Long 20 Ii !)90 !)!) !;!) 
2109~ 180 !JOO ~20 0·3 I 22 110 Hhort 1000 ~2!) !) 64 1·8 
• Repetitivr sequences were iRolat.e<l aml cloned in I.he EmlU Hite of the plaHmirl RHF2124. The 21 O!IA and 21 O!lR probes were isolated from the Rame plasmid. 
Cl-:p2IO!l. wherr they are Reparated by an Ernltl Rit.r (PoHakony Pl al ., 11npuhliHht>d n'sultR). 
b LengthH of the 1donl'<I rrpPat. fragmentR havP bPen ohtairwd from t.heir primary Rcqum1ces (Posakony el a.l .• unpuhlishecl results). The valueH Rhown represent 
the tot.al length (in nucleoti<lPs) of s1•a urchin DNA prr.Rent in th1• plasmids CHp2034. CHp2108 and <'Hp210!l . 
c Both lon11: ( ~ 2000 nul'h><itidrs) a11d short. (-300 nul'lr.otides) reprat clasHes have lwPn identifiPd in th" sea urchin 11:enome (Britt.en •I al., l!l76: Eden el al .. 
l!l77; Moore Pl a.I .. l!l80). Long rPpeats arl' dPfinf'!l as DNA SE'quencPs that are excluded from Hepharose CL2R aft.er low (.'01 incuhation followed hy 1-: 1 nuclease 
digest.ion. while t.he short. repeat." are retarded in gel tilt.rat.ion columns t-0 an extent indi<·at.ing a mean length of about 300 nucleotideH. This is also t.he typical 
length of short rrprat. duplexes obsnved in PIE'ctron microgrnphs of partially renature<! DNA (st•c e.g. Chamberlin Pl al .. l!l7fi). Thi• ohserv1><l reprat. length may 
undPrestimate the actual length of the rrpetitive Hequr.rw1· rl<'mf'nti<, Hiner the rf'natur!'cl duplPXeH will t.ermi11at.e at t.hr. h!'ginning of any non-homologous 
HrquPnl'!'H, whether th""" arn single copy seqUf'llCes or other rep1•titiv!' spquenceR. While moHt Hea urchin Rhort repe.at." are terminatml hy Hin1de copy sequ;•nce 
(( :raham Pl a.I .. 1974 ), this cannot hr taken for grante<I in any sprcific caHr. The 2108 and 2034 cl at.a are from Moore •l al . ( l!l80). 21 O!JA and 21 O!I B data are from 
t.lwHP st.lJ(lirs and from ~cheller Pf al. (unpuhlished reHults). 
• Measured hy the renat.uration kinetieRofrraction" betwe1•n the laheled clone<! proheH and exc!'ssgf'nomic DNA, assayed by hydroxyapatite hinrling. Data for 
210!lA and Bare from Moor!' el al. ( l!l80; and unpuhlish!'d clata) . Th .. conditions for whi<'h thl'se 1fot.erminat.ions are accurate are r;r;0 c, 0· 12 M-phosphate huffer 
(pH fi-8). K lrin pf al. ( l!l78) 11:avr I 000 <'opies aR t.h .. sizP oft.hr 2034 family. Howp,·er. t.he avPrafi:e of thr. 4 ind1•1wnrlent kinetic d<>t.f>rminat.ions Rhown lat.rr in this 
papPr for 2034 HNfUencrH indicatP that. t.hp proprr valu1• is 2!)00 ropiPs per haploid genomP. Th(• m1•asur('mf'nt Rhown for 2108 sequences iH t.hat from Klein Pl al. 
(l!l78). 
• lnt.rafamilial th('rmal stahility (Lllml is the mPan thermal Rtahi lity of the clone<I prohe fragment minus the mean thPrmal Rt.ability of the population of 
hrt('roduplPxrs form('d hy rracting the cloned prolw with g('llomic DNA (Klein Pl al .• l!l78) . The Ll!m values shown cou ld he clue to scattere<I mismatch or t.o short 
lrngt.h of homologous Hequ<'n<>r elements. or a «omhi11ation of hoth fact.orH. Mean th .. rmal Rt.abilities were determine<! (Kirin Pl al .. l!l78) as the temperat.urc at 
whi«h !)O'Yo oft.he homolo11:ous duplex or heteroduplex populations rh1t«•d from hydroxyapat.it.r columns . If thrre is a large sequence rliv('rgence among the 
meml><•rs of the familv. I.he ohs1·rv1·d thPrmal st.ahilit.v will 1,.. alT!'rtetl hv the critrrion of incuhat.ion. 
r l'er«rntagP repreN~ntation in orn:ytp total RNA. !!:~st.ruin 11tl<'h•ar ltN°A (nltNA) and inteRtine nl{NA is calculated according to the t•quat.ion: 
T 
"., rPprPHPntat.ion = _ _ c_' _ x JOO. 
F, x 7" 
whPre 7', is t.hr numhrr of trans«ripts PomplPmPntary to thf' «lorwd t.racrr pt•r ce ll . 7'" is the numhPr of copiPs of a typiral Hinglr. copy trans«ript. and Fe is the 
grnomic rPit.rration frpq11f>rwy of the rrprat. family to whi«h a gin•n clorw helongs (H«heller el al .. l!l78). 
-.....] 
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Table .I shows that the three repeat families differ from each other in st>Yeral 
important characteristics. Most of the individual sequence elements belonging to 
the 2034 family are recovered in the "long" repeat class; i.e. they occur in a context 
ofrepetitive DNA sequence extending~ 2 kb. The approximately 2500 membt>rs of 
this family appear to be closely homologous, since no distant relatives are observed 
in the genome, even under relaxed conditions. Sequences of the 2108 family also 
belong to the long repeat class . However, this family differs from the 2034 family in 
that there are in the genome, besides the 20 closely related members referred to in 
Table I , many additional sequences that are only distantly related to the CSp2 I 08 
probe sequence. These will be discussed in detail in a later paper. The large 2109 
family consists mainly of short repeat sequence elements, and its members display 
degrees of relatedness ranging down to the lowest level permitted by the reaction 
conditions. This is indicated by the low average thermal stability of heteroduplt>xes 
between CSp2I09 probes and genomic DNA (Table I). Family 2I09 has been 
separated into su bfractions, a set of sequences reacting with a I 80-nucleotide pro be 
representing one end of the CSp2I 09 insert (2I 09A), and a set of sequences reacting 
with a probe containing the remaining I I 0 nucleotides (2109B) . The genomic repeat 
sequence included in CSp2I 09 originally contained both the "A" and "B" portions 
(Posakony et al., unpublished observations). 
The three repeat families differ greatly in their representation in sea urchin RX As 
(Table I). Family 2034 is expressed mainly in intestine nuclear RXA; family 2108 
transcripts occur mainly in oocyte RNA; and that portion of the 2I 09 sequence 
represented by the A probe is expressed primarily in intestine nuclear RNA , whilt> 
transcripts homologous to the B probe are most prominent in gastrula nuclear 
RNA. The latter observations suggest that 2109 sequences homologous to the 
A portion of the repeat may occur in (transcribed) regions lacking the B element. 
and vice versa. 
(b) Frequency of occurrence of >..-sea urchin DNA recombinants bearing 
genomic members of the repetitive sequence families 
The probe repeat sequences described in Table I were labeled at the 5' termini by 
the kinase procedure, and were used to screen the recombinant A-sea urchin D:'.\A 
genome libraries. The num her of positive plaques obtained in these screens proYides 
initial evidence on the distribution of the repeat family members in the genomP. 
Thus, ifthe sequences belonging to a given family were widely distributed about the 
genome, the positive >..-recombinants would usually each contain only a single 
sequence element homologous to the repeat probe. The number ofpositi,-e plaqut>s 
expected is directly calculated for this case from the number of plaques screened and 
the reiteration frequency of the probe repeat family determined by renaturation 
kinetics . On the other hand, ifin the genome the sequences of a repeat family occur in 
clusters, positive>.. recom binants should often contain several copies , since the I 0 to 
I 8 kb length of the inserts is large compared to the length of most repeat sequences. 
The number of positive plaques expected would be correspondingly smaller. 
Autoradiographs of2I 09A and 2I 08 plaque screens are shown in Figure I (a) and 
(b). Both plates contained about 2 x I04 p.f.u . While 343 plaques scored as positiw 
with the 2I 09A tracer , only eight plaques reacted with the 2108 tracer. If all or most 
0 
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Fu:. I . Recombinant .\-sea urchin genome libraries screened with cloned repeat tracers. (a) 
Autoradiogra.ph of a plate containing 2 x I 04 p.f.u. from library Sp.\R 1A, and screened with the 2109A 
repeat probe described in Table I. Hybridization was in 0·6 M-Na + at 55°C, and the screen was carried 
out by the procedure of Benton & DaYis (1977), as described in Materials and Method s. (b) 
Autoradiograph of a plate containing 2 x I 04 p.f.u. from library Sp.\H 3C, and screened wi t h the 2108 
repeat probe. Procedures were as for (a), except that hybridization and subsequent washing of the filter 
were carried out in O· I M-Na + at 70°C. This criterion suppresses reaction of distantly related members of 
the 2108 family. 
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members of these families occurred singly in the ,\ recombinants, the reiteration 
frequencies listed in Table I predict that about 330 clones per plate should haYe 
reacted with the 2109A probe, and about seven clones per plate should have reacted 
with the 2108 probe. Since these expectations are close to the observed values. this 
suggests that the majority of the mem hers of each of these two repetitive sequenee 
families are scattered in diverse regions of the genome, rather than clustered . 
Data for screens with all four probe sequences are given in Ta hie 2 . Here it can be 
seen that screens carried out with the 2109B probe yield a result consistent with the 
2109A experiment shown in Figure 1 (a), and thus also indicate a non-clustered 
organization for the 2109 family . In contrast, the num her of positive 2034 plaques is 
only about one-third that expected if members of this family were generally to occur 
singly . This implies an average of three of the 2034 sequences per positive ,\-
recombinant . Additional evidence suggesting multiple local clusters of2034 family 
members in the,\ recombinants is that many plaques react with the labeled probe 
sequence much more intensely than others. Since, as Table I shows, the members of 
this family are all closely related, this is likely to be due to differences in the number 
of copies per ,\ insert, rather than to variability in the degree of homology of the 
sequences. 
When library screens were carried out with the 2108 probe at a more permissive 
criterion than used for the experiment shown in Figure I (b), many more reactive 
plaques could be detected (not shown). These recom binants contained distant 
genomic relatives of the CSp2108probe sequence . A random setof2108 plaques was 
selected for rescreening and clonal purification which included examples of both 
TABLE 2 
Rewvery of positive plaque.s in ,\ genome library screens with cl.oned repeal sequence 
probes 
Approximate 
Total no. A 
Repeat family Positi\'e plaques/ 
expectation if 
reeombinant s 
plate repeat sequences plaque-purifiedb 
occur singly' 
2034 308 920 i 
2108 8 7 15 
2109A probe 343 330 13 
B probe 357 370 2i 
Probes were obtained from the repeat plasmids CSp2108, C'lp2109 , and CSp2034 as described in the 
text. The length of the probe sequences is shown in Table I. All plates contained 2 x I 04 p.f.u ./15 cm 
plate. Av!'rage data for 4 experiments are shown. Except for the 2108 experiment , which is describE>d in 
the legend to Fig. I , all screens for which data are presented here were carried out under the low crit erion 
conditions specified in Materials and Methods . 
•The expected number of positi\'e plaques Xis calculated for the assumption that the DXA of eaeh 
recombinant A that reacts with the probe sequence contains only I copy of this sequence. }1; = PLR/G. 
where P is the number of p.f.u./plate ; L is the mean length of the sea urchin DXA insert in the A 
recombinants, for which we take l ·5 x 104 nucleotides: R is the repetition frequency of the repeat family. 
from Table I: and G is the haploid genome size for S. purpuratus, or 8·1 x108 nucleotides . 
b This column lists the total number ofpositi\'e clones ultimately selected from each family for furtht>r 
analysis . 
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closely and distantly related sequences. The number of,\ recombinants isolated for 
more detailed analysis of the sequence organization of all three repeat families is 
listed in the last column of Table 2. 
(c) Occurrence of the specific repeat se~1ience in ,\genome library recombina.nts 
The num her of sequence elements per,\ recombinant that reacts with the cloned 
repeat probes was estimated by the gel blot method (Southern, 1975). The D~A was 
digested with various restriction enzymes, and the fragments were separated by 
agarose gel electrophoresis and blotted onto nitrocellulose filters for hybridization 
with the respective repeat tracers . Results from several representative experiments 
are shown in Figure 2. It can be seen in Figure 2(a), for example, that only one out of 
many restriction fragments reacts with the CSp2109B probe in each of two ,\2109 
recombinants (lanes A and B), while in contrast, the two ,\2034 recombinants shown 
(lanes C and D) apparently contain multiple copies of this repeat , or elements 
thereof. The two ,\2108 digests (lanes E and F) differ in that one contains a single 
band that reacts with the CSp2108 probe, while the other displays three reactive 
subfragments . In Figure 2(b) are reproduced several subdigests and blot hybridiz-
ations that were carried out on individual restriction subfragments initially found to 
contain reactive sequence(s) . The examples shown include five cases in which the 
homologous repeat element is confined to only one relatively short subfragment 
(lanes A, B, C, E and G) and two cases in which evidence shown below indicates that 
there were clearly multiple copies of the relevant sequence clustered within the 
original reacti\·e subfragment (i.e. ,\2034-4 , lane F ; and ,\2109B-16, lane D). 
Since the repeat sequence elements are at least several hundred nucleotides in 
length , restriction sites will not infrequently occur within them. Indeed , primary 
sequence data (not shown) indicate that sites for some of the enzymes used in these 
experiments occur in the cloned repeat probes themselves , and it is probable that 
some members of the repeat family will contain the same sites. In a gel blot 
experiment, this would result in two (or more) bands for a single repeat sequence 
element . On the other hand , multiple homologous sequence elements could be 
present in any single reactive fragment large enough to contain them , as in the cases 
illustrated in Figure 2(b). To decrease the probability of misinterpretation due to 
either of these ca uses . we subjected each of the,\ recom binants analyzed to digestion 
with a number of different restriction enzymes individually . Table 3 displays the 
results of these experiments , and includes our best estimates for the number of 
relevant repeat family members per whole sea urchin DXA insert . As shown there. 
sequences of the 2109 repeat family hybridized with either A or B tracers generally 
occur only once in a given ,\ recombinant. However, there are several exceptions . 
,\2J09B-8 clearly contains at least two copies of the repeat , a s does ,\2J09B-16. 
among others . In these particular cases, the multiple copies are known not to be 
contiguous to each other from mapping data , some of which are presented below. 
Though only a minority of the ,\2109 recombinants include multiple copies of the 
repeat sequence, we note that the frequency with which they do occur is higher than 
would be expected if the elements of a I 000 member family were distributed 
completely at random throughout the genome. 
The 2034 clones examined, except one (,\2034-14) , contain multiple copies of this 
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TABLE 3 
]Ii umber of re.strictwn enzyme fragments bearing specific repeat 
family members in selected A recornbinants 
Family 
A EnzymPb Estimated number of family 
isolate' Hae III Hhal Hpall Hinfl sequPn<'es/A recombinant' 
2109 A2109A-6 2000 2500 2000 600 
8 1000 3000 iOO 
II 1000 2000 300 2500 2d 
12 500 3000 2000 
21 2500 3200 1500 
22 3500 1500 3000 (2) 
1000 2000 
23 3500 3200 3000 
2000 
24 3500 3000 3000 
2000 
25 1000 2000 1800 
1500 
26 3500 3500 2500 
2i 1500 1000 3000 
28 1800 500 1500 
300 
29 2500 300 1500 
A2109B-6 900 600 800 1200 (2) 
600 1000 
8 2300 4500 900 2000 2 
800 200 400 300 
9 600 1700 2000 800 
JO 700 iOO 2000 1100 
II 2000 1500 1500 2500 
14 1200 3000 2000 450 
15 2500 i50 3000 II 00 2 
i50 200 2000 250 
200 
16 3500 4700 1500 2000 2 
650 700 1200 
500 
Ii 2500 2000 2000 2000 
18 500 2000 
500 
30 200 1500 
31 2000 1200 3500 
32 2000 llOO 
38 2000 3500 
39 3000 3500 
40 1600 2500 
42 2000 1500 2500 
44 3500 2000 3500 
45 3000 300 2000 
46 2500 1000 2000 
48 1800 2500 2000 
49 2500 1800 
50 1500 3500 2500 
52 3000 3500 2500 
1000 
53 2000 3500 2000 
55 3000 2000 2500 
56 2000 3500 2500 
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2034 >.2034-3 2000 3000 (2) 
1000 2000 
4 2500 2000 2000 4 




9 2000 2000 3000 3 
iOO 500 1500 
500 300 1000 
IO 1500 4000 4 
1300 3000 
1200 2000 
11 00 900 
800 
13 2000 1000 2500 2 
1500 800 1000 
14 1500 1000 1000 I 
18 3000 1000 2500 2 
2300 500 2000 
2108 ,\2108-21 3000 2500 2000 3000 
32 3000 2500 
H igh 33 3000 2500 
cri terion 34 3000 2500 
selection 35 3000 2500 
36 3000 2500 
3i 3000 2500 
>.2 108-8 2500 1200 ~00 500 2 
1000 400 
900 
II 2000 liOO 800 
600 
12 1000 2500 2500 2000 2 
Low 700 1500 850 
criterion 15 2000 1200 4000 2500 2 
selection 500 1100 
200 
16 3000 2500 2000 3000 2 
800 2000 1000 
350 
17 3000 900 3000 3 
2500 800 2500 
350 1500 
18 600 1000 2000 (2) 
700 600 
20 400 1000 1000 
850 
• All 2034 ,\ recombinants, 2108 recombinant s 1-30, 2109_.\ recombinants 1-20, and 2109B 
recombinant s 1-40 were isolated fro m genome library Sp>.R , B. The ot her,\ recombinant s li sted were 
isolated from li brary Sp,\H 3C. 
b Indicated are t he lengths of t he restriction enzyme fragm ents t hat react wit h the respertiYe probes in 
gel blot hybridizations such as those shown in Fig. 2. 
c The presence of 2 or more positfre bands in 2 or more digest s was taken to indicate the exi stence of 
multiple copies of the repeated sequence. Where 2 bands occur in on ly 2 digests. the conclusion is less 
certain , as indicated by parentheses. 
d In th is case. the listed fragmen t s all occur twice within t he insert . 
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(a) (b) 
F1<:. 2. Gel blot analyses of specific repeat sequences in selected,\ recombinants. Isolates from the,\ genome libraries were selected by screening with the cloned 
repeat probes as described in text. (a) The DNAs of the recombinant phage were digested with the indicated restriction enzymes and blotted fo r hybridization 
with the same probe fragment initially used to select the respect. ive libra ry isolates (see Materials and Methods for details). Each lane shows on the left the 
ethid ium bromide fluorescence pattern of the digest, and on the right the autoradiograph of the corresponding gel blot. Fragment lengths are indicated along the 
ord inate. Lanes A and B: fami ly 2109 isolates, digests reacted with 15'-32 PJ2109B probe from plasmid CHp2 109. A. ,\2109B-9 DNA digested with /Iha!: B, ,\-
21098-14 DNA digested with 1-hnfI. Lanes C and D: fami ly 2034 iKolateK, digests reacted with 15'- 32 P]CHp2034 probe. C, ,\2034-10 DNA digested with lf paII; D, 
,\2034-13 DNA digested with lfpa,JI. Lanes E a nd F: family 2108 isolates, digests reacted with 15'-32 P]CHp2108 probe. E, ,\2108-15 DNA digested with lfpalI; F , 
,\2108- 17 DNA digested with II pa II . (b) 8ubdigests and gel blots of single restriction enzyme fragments that reacted wit h the repeat probes in experiments such 
as that shown in (a). The appropriate fragments were elut.ed from agarose gels, redigested with t he indicated restriction enzymes, a nd the digest again displayed 
on a gel. Restriction maps of many of the subfragments are shown in Fig. 3. As in (a), the left-hand track in each lane represents the ethidium bromide 
fluorescence pattern of the subdig_est, while the right-hand track is the autoradiograph of the hybridized subdigest gel blot. Lanes A to E: subfragments from 
,\2109 isolates, reacted wit.h j5' -"PJ210llA probe (A to C) or with j5'-32 P ]2109B probe (D and E). A, HhaI subfragment of ,\2109A -H, digested with 
1-fin fI + lfpaII ; B. HhaI subfragment of ,\2 J09A-8, digested with 1-fpaII + HaelII. C, HhaI subfragment of ,\2l09A-l I digested with Hpall + HaeIII ; D, HhaI 
subfragment. of ,\2109B-16, digested with flpaII :E , flhn.I subfragment of ,\210\lB-18, digested with Haelll. F , llhal subfragment of ,\2034-4, digested with 
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sequence . In the sample included in Table 3, the average number of these sequences 
per insert is 2·6, which can be compared to the estimate of three copies per insert 
derived from the data in Table 2. The agreement indicates that the presence of 
multiple copies of this repeat in the various 2034 A recom binants does not induce 
frequent deletions , at least through the several rounds of replication required for 
each liquid culture amplification . 
The 2108 family is a complex assemblage of,Tariably related sequences , as noted 
above. With one exception, those A recombinants selected at high criterion each 
contain only a single copy of the 2108 sequence. Though the particular restrict ion 
fragments that include this sequence are all the same in size (Table 3), the inserts of 
the various high criterion A2108 recombinants are di,·erse with respect to their 
overall restriction digest pattern. It follows that the high criterion 2108 sequence 
element is part of a longer repeat unit that occurs in many different regions of the 
genome, in different sequence environments. This inference is supported in detail by 
Scheller et al. (unpublished results) . The A2108 recombinants selected at a more 
permissive criterion occur in one, two or three copies per insert . The degree of 
relatedness and the actual size of this "superfamily" of diverse sequences is not well 
known , and the statistical significance of the multiple local occurrences of these 
sequences remains uncertain . 
(d) Sequence environment around repeat family members 
The genomic repetition frequency of sequences flanking several mem hers of each 
repeat family was measured. While most repeats in the sea urchin genome are short 
and are surrounded by single copy regions , data from other sources (summarized in 
Ta hie I) indicated that the 2108 and 2034 families belong to the long repeat class. 
Thus, it is expected that , on the average, the sequences immediately flanking the 
elements reacting with these two probes in the A recombinants would be repetitiw as 
well. There was no previous information regarding either the repeat length or the 
sequence environment characteristic of the 2109 family. 
Restriction subfragments bearing members of the three repeat families were 
isolated from a number of the A recombinants . Figure 3 displays the location of 
various enzyme sites within these subfragments, and indicates the positions of the 
specific repeat sequences (T). In most cases there is only one such sequence element 
within the several thousand nucleotides of the mapped fragment , as expectt'd from 
the data of Table 3, for at least the majority of 2109 and 2108 examples. However, 
the restriction maps provide interesting additional information regarding the 
arrangement of the 2034 repeat sequences. At least two different subfragments 
bearing these repeats were isolated and mapped from A2034·4, A2034-9. and 
A2034-IO. Figure 3 shows that all of the mapped subfragments from these 
recom bin ants contain multiple copit's of the 2034 repeat . In the case of A2034-4. the 
two mapped subfragments are identical in the pattern of restriction sites except for 
one Hae III site. All the other 2034 restriction maps are unique. These data suggest 
that the genome includes both tandem 2034 sequences, some of which are almost 
exact replicas, and tightly clustered but non-exact replicas ofregions carrying 2034 
sequences, as well as the somewhat more widely spaced 2034 sequence clusters 
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These elements are neighboring but not contiguous, as shown later in this paper. 
This suggests that a repeat family in which most members occur singly throughout 
the genome may also include local clusters of several sequence elements . 
Genomic reiteration frequencies were determined within the mapped regions by 
isolating and labeling the appropriate DNA subfragments with 32P, and reacting 
them with excess sea urchin DNA. Single copy [3H]DNA kinetic standards were 
included in each reaction . Figure 4 shows representative examples ofrenaturation 
kinetics for the relevant regions of three,\ recombinants . Reactions carried out with 
a set of subfragments from ,\2109B-9 are illustrated in Figure 4(a) . The 2109 family 
member on subfragment A reacts 680 times faster than the internal single copy 
standard , which is consistent with the oYerall repetition frequency estimated 
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single copy sequenres. In contrast. the measurements shown in Figure 4(b) and (c) 
demonstrate the repetitive nature of the sequence environments of a 2108 repeat in 
,\2108-16, and of a 2034 family member in ,\2034-18. 
Results of a number of experiments of this nature are summarized in Table 4. It is 
clear from these data that the 2109 family consists primarily of short (i .e. se\·eral 
hundred nucleotides) repeat sequenres interspersed in regions of single ropy DXA. 
Two individual exceptions are found in ,\2109B-l 7 and ,\2109B-l 8, in which both of 
the fragments tested were moderately repetitive. In several cases, the rate of 
reaction of the flanking sequenres was slightly faster than that of the single ropy 
standard. suggesting that one or two related sequenres exist somewhere within the 
sea urchin genome. Table 4 shows that the repeat elements of both the 2108 and 
2034 families are usually, though not inrnriably, flanked by sequenres reiterated in 
the genome to about the same extent. 
These determinations of reiteration frequency are probably subjert to at least a 
twofold error (see the legend to Table 4) . The significance of even some of the larger 
rate differences observed within the same region (e.g. in ,\2 l 08-16) is therefore not 
clear. If real , these differences could indicate that some of the contiguous repeat 
sequence elements occur separately, elsewhere in the genome. In one rase. the 
mapped subfragment appears to include a terminal junrtion of the 2108 long repeat. 
Thus. all the tested sequences on the left end of the ,\2108-15 subfragment are 
repetitive, while in the orientation shown , the right end is single copy. · 
(e) Heteroduplex analys-is of >.2109 sequence.s 
In Figure 5 are shown electron micrographs of heteroduplexes formed between 
DNA molecules from different ,\2109 recombinants. The structures obsen-ed are 
consistent with the conclusions drawn above regarding the organization of this 
family. In Figure 5(a). the complete inserts of ,\2109A-22 and ,\2109A-24 can be 
observed extending between the forks that represent the beginning of the right and 
left arms of the Charon 4 vector. The single duplex structure within the sea urchin 
DNA must be the 2109 sequence, though there are almost certainly many other 
repeat sequences in both of these long inserts. No other complementary region can 
be seen . The duplex structure is 210±25 nucleotides Jong (Fig . 5(b)). Figure 5(c) 
displays a heteroduplex between restriction subfragments from ,\2109B-9 and 
,\2109B-14. The only repetitive sequence in both these subfragments is located 
where the 2109B probe reacts. since the remainders of both su bfragments are single 
copy or nearly single copy (Table 4). Thus, the identification of the heteroduplex as 
a 2109 repeat is in this case unequivocal. The length of the homologous region 
between the four non-homologous single copy tails is again about 200 nucleotides. 
Figure 5(d) shows the HhaI subfragment of ,\2109B-16, reacting with itself at an 
homologous but out of register site. This is almost certainly the 21 09 sequence. since 
the map of this fragment in Figure 3 indicates that it contains at least two 2109 
repeat sequence elements. Figure 5(e) shows that the same length of duplex occurs 
in about the same position relative to the ends of the ,\2109B-16 subfragment when 
this subfragment is reacted with the ,\2109B-14 subfragment used in Figure 5(r) . 
The experiment thus confirms the unusual double occurrence of the 2109 repeat in 
the local region of the genome included in ,\2109B-l 6. This fragment thereforP 
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Fu; 5. Electron micrograph s of heteroduplexes formed between homologous regions of 2109 ,\ 
recombinants . (a) Heteroduplex between complete genomes of A2109A-22 and A2109A-24. The arrow 
indicates the homologous region between the sea urchin DNA inserts. The phage were mixed, treated 
with alkali and , after neutralization , hybridized as described by Davis el al. (1971 ). The DNA was spread 
from a hypophase containing 55% formamide and hyperphase containing 25% formamide (Davis et al. , 
1971 ). (b) Further magnification of the heteroduplex in (a) . (c) Hetero<luplex between I ·7 kb Hhal 
subfragment of .\2109B-9 and 2·85 kb HhaI subfragment of.\2109B-14. Restriction maps and reiteration 
frequencies for these subfragments may be found in Fig. 3 and Table 4. (d) Out of register duplex formed 
in self-rea~tion of 4·7 kb Hhal subfragmPnt from ,\2109B-16. This subfragment contains at least two 
2109B sequence elements (Fig. 3). (e) Heteroduplex bPtween 4·7 kb HhaI subfragmentof,\2109B-l 6 and 
2·85 kb HhaI subfragment of A2109B-14. The length oft.he bar in (b) to (e) represents 0·5 kb. 
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contains two copies of the 2109B repeat that are separated by 1000 nucleotides of 
other DNA sequences. 
4. Discussion 
(a) Organizatwn of the three repeat families 
The 2109 repeat family includes about l 000 reasonably well-matched sequences. 
though additional, more distant relatives exist in the genome. The repetitiYe 
sequences of this family are organized for the most part as 200 to 300-nucleotide 
elements interspersed in single copy DNA. Most individual family members occur 
distantly from each other, since few of the IO to 18 kb inserts in the 2109 ,.\ 
recombinants include more than a single 2109 sequence, and since the number of 
recom binants reacting with the 2109 probe in genome screens correctly predicts the 
size of this family. However, there is a minor fraction of2109 family members that 
are located only a short distance from other 2109 repeats. The fraction of 2109 
family mem hers in the genome that occurs in multiple local arrays may be 
overestimated in the set of 2109 ,.\ recombinants, since their stronger screening 
signals could have resulted in a bias toward their selection . \\Te cannot exclude the 
alternative that there is actually a more clustered 2109 sequence organization in the 
genome than we observed if such arrangements are unstable in the,.\ recom bi nan ts. 
However, we regard this as highly unlikely because of the quantitative agreement 
between the reiteration frequency of the 2109 family measured in whole DNA and 
the screening results shown in Table 2 . Furthermore, many recombinants contain-
ing clustered copies of 2034 repeat seq\lences have been recovered and studied 
without difficulty . 
The 2108 sequence is an element of a longer repeat that extends for several 
thousand nucleotides , as shown for several examples in Table 4. Some members of 
this family studied by Scheller et al. (unpublished results) are about 4·5 kb in length. 
This result is consistent with the observation (Moore et al., 1980) that the 2108 
probe reacts preferentially with a Jong repeat fraction of the genome. The 2108 
family is organized in a complex and interesting way . \\Then reactions are carried out 
under fairly stringent criterion conditions, only about 20 sequences closely related 
to the CSp2l 08 probe are observed. However, many more distant relatives. 
constituting a large "superfamily", exist in the genome. Differences in the apparent 
reiteration frequencies between several of the 2108 sequences in Table 4 are due to 
the fact that these sequences belong to different subsets of the 2108 superfamily. 
Despite this complication, it is clear from the experiments shown in Table 3 that 
most (or all) of the 20 members of the closely related 2108 sequence subfamily 
studied here occur singly . That is, they reside in regions of the genome that are at 
least I 0 to 20 kb apart . Table 3 shows that the large num her of less closely related 
members of the 2108 superfamily must also occur in many different locations. 
The 2034 sequence is also an element of a long repeat , but members of this family 
are all closely related . The amount of sequence divergence between various 2034 
family members (about 4% ) is no greater than between average single copy 
sequences of different individual S . purpuratus genomes (Britten et al., l 9i8). This 
large family has about 2500 members and these sequences are partially clustered 
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and partially scattered about the genome. At one extreme are regions such as those 
in Figure 3, which include tandem or tightly clustered 2034 sequences . Howenr. 
most clusters cannot contain many copies of the 2034 sequence, since the number of 
reactive restriction subfragments per,\ recombinant is not very large (Table 3), and 
since the 2034 genome screens revealed as many as one~third of the num her of 
positive plaques expected on the basis of single occurrences per insert (Table 2) . 
Thus, there are .probably several hundred small clusters of 2034 sequences in the 
genome, as well as some single occurrences (e.g . in ..\2034-14) . In addition. the 
genome contains one or more very large deposits that are probably tandemly 
arranged. The eYidence for this is presented elsewhere by Moore et a.I . (1980) , who 
noticed a prominent band in 2034 genome blots that includes a significant though 
small fraction of the 2034 sequence. The restriction pattern and tandem sequence 
organization· expected for an element derived from this genomic repository of 2034 
sequences is displayed by the subfragment of ..\2034-4 shown in Figure 3. 
(b) Gwba.l distributi.on of members of individual repeat families 
The major finding reported here is that the members of all three repeat families 
populate many separate regions of the genome. Suppose, for example, that the 
organization of the 1000-member 2109 family in the genome is reasonably 
represented in the set of A recombinants listed in Table 3. There are 40 single 
occurrences of 2109 sequences per average 15 kb insert. plus seven double 
occurrences. It follows that even on the extreme assumption that all 2109 sequences 
are as close as allowed by these statistics, (i.e. about one 2109 sequence every 
20 kb). this short repeat family would be dispersed over no less than 2 x 107 
nucleotides of DNA. Thus. unless the,\ recombinants are not representative, the 
2109 family could not be confined to one or a few chromosomal "domains" of the size 
observed in Drosophila cells (Benyajati & \Yorcel, 1976), or of the size ofpolytene 
chromosome bands . Most likely, the sequences of the 2109 family are dispersed oYer 
a large portion of the genome, although this is not shown. It is also clear from the 
foregoing that long repeats, such as the 2108 and 2034 sequences. are widely 
distributed in the genome. In situ hybridization has demonstrated extensive 
genomic dispersion of several cloned Drosophila long repeats as well (Finnegan et al .. 
1978; Potter et a.I ., 1979 ; \\.ensink et al. , 1979; Rubin et a.I. , 1980). 
Interspersed short repeats and their flanking sequences account for a major 
portion of the genome in organisms such as X enopus (Davidson et a.I. , 19i3 ; 
Chamberlin et al ., 1975), human (Schmid & Deininger, 1975), and sea urehin 
(Graham et a.I ., 1974). An interesting and relevant example from a particular region 
of a mammalian genome is the rabbit~ globin gene cluster. Shen & Maniatis (Hl80) 
showed that the 44 kb of DNA that includes the four~ globin genes eontains at least 
20 repeat sequence elements interspersed among other sequenees, and representing 
a minimum of four distinct families . Our present findings illuminate an important 
consequence of repetitive sequence interspersion. Each interspersed repeat family 
organized like the 2109 family endows the genome with a network of sequence 
relationships that links physically distant single copy regions of the DNA. In the sea 
urchin genome there are perhaps half a million short repeat sequence elements. 
belonging to at least 1000 non-homologous families. The matrix of relationships 
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constructed by these sequences extends throughout most of the genome, sinee only 
a minor fraction of the single copy DNA is devoid of them. 
The concept of genomic sequence organization advanced here is abstract, and is 
based solely on structural information . It may or may not haw relernnce to the co-
ordination of genome function. However, it is clearly important in considering the 
processes by which the genome has evoh-ed. 
(c) The eoolutwnary process of repeat sequence disperswn 
In pre,·ious articles, we haw drawn attention to the possibilit~· that eYolutionar~· 
mechanisms exist for the insertion (and disappearance) of interspersed repetitiYe 
sequences. This is directly implied by a recent study (Moore et al., l9i8). whieh 
showed that some repeat sequence families differ markedly in size among related 
species of sea urchins. One way of envisioning such a process is as follo\\·s. At an 
early stage in the growth of a repeat sequence family , one or a few potentially large 
blocks of tandem repeats are copied from a pre-existing sequence. A mechanism 
then begins to function by which the length of these blocks is progressively 
decreased, as fragments of them are excised and inserted elsewhere in the genome. 
For example, out ofregister pairing might occur, followed by excision ofnon-aligned 
sequences, some of which might then reinsert at random non-homologous locations 
by the same kinds of reactions as are responsible for insertion of foreign DKA 
elements in DNA transformation experiments (\Yigler et al ., l9i9). This process 
would ultimately result in a family of singly occurring repeats interspersed in many 
regions of the genome. Eventually, decay of recognition among the separated family 
members would be likely to occur, by means of sequence di,·ergence, deletion or 
internal reorganization . 
Viewed in light of these speculations, the 2034 family seems to be in an early stage 
of expansion and dispersion in the genome of S . purpuratus. The large repository of 
2034 sequences cited above (Moore el al ., 1980) is eYidently of recent origin , since 
this set of a very similar and probably tandem repeats is absent from the genonw of 
Strongylocentrotu.s franc1'.scanu.s. even though the repeat family itself is well-
presented in the latter species. Most other 2034 sequences now in the S . pu.rpuratus 
genome are scattered about in clusters, and only a few are as yet singly 
interspersed. These clustered sequences are probably also of recent origin, given the 
low overall degree of sequence divergence in this family (Klein et al., 19i8). In 
contrast , the 2109 family appears to be at an advanced stage of its evolutionary 
dispersion , though a few nearly contiguous 2109 sequences still exist in the genome, 
since one example was encountered in our scan of 2109 family recombinants. The 
relatiwly large differences between the sequences of many 2109 family members 
(Klein et al., 19i8 ; Posakony et al., unpublished results) suggest that the 
replication event(s) gi,·ing rise to the present families occurred much longer ago for 
the 2109 family than for the 2034 family. 
Repeat family size and organization are remarkably plastic . This raises the 
question of how evidence for specificity ofrepeat family expression (e.g. see Federoff 
et al., 1977 ; Costantini et al., 1978; Scheller et al ., 1978: Moore et al., 1980) is to be 
interpreted. A possible ans·wer is that some repeat family members are transcribed 
and are in some sense functional , while particularly in cases of large, rapidly 
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expanding families, many of the "newer" copies are not. The networks of homology 
within the genome resulting from evolutionary repeat family dispersion may thus 
include both presently expressed sets of repeat sequences, and sets that may 
potentially be deleted or in some cases included in useful patterns of expression in 
future evolutionary time. 
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The nucleotide sequences of eight randomly selected, cloned, repetitive sequence 
elemen ts wel't' determined. No homologies exist among the eight sequences that are 
sufficient to promote cross-reaction between them under standard conditions of 
measurement. Thus, each sequence is representative of a different repeat sequrnct> 
family . Statistically significant but short (8 to 41 nucleotides) internal direct and 
inverst> repetitions occupy a minor fraction of the sequence length in fiw of the 
eight repeat sequences. None contains internal reverse repeats sufficiently long to 
permit inclusion in the "foldback" DKA fraction. The general lack of internal 
sequence homology means that the sequence complexity of the eight clones is 
approximately equal to the length of the doned inserts . Nucleotide sequences of 
thrre different members of one particular short interspersed repeat sequence family 
are also reported . Comparison ofthrse srquences reveals that both the number and 
order of internal sequence subelements differ among family members. The results 
show that both fine-scale rearrangement and sequence divergence ha,·e occurred 
during the evolution of this l't'peat family. 
1. Introduction 
Moderately repetitive sequences are dispersed throughout the genomes of many 
animals and constitute a significant fraction of the DXA in most species. Many of 
these sequences are only a few hundred nucleotides long and are terminated by 
other DXA sequences, which permits their easy identification and isolation . Yet 
little information regarding the character of the nucleotide sequences in moderately 
repetitive DNA has appeared. In this paper we report sequences of eight cloned 
repeats, randomly selected from a large set of plasmid recombinants. Each ofthesP 
contains a replica of a single renaturpd repetitive DXA duplex from the sea urchin 
genome. The basic characteristics of these repeat clones, and of the genomic 
sequence families to which they belong, were reported earlier (Scheller et al., l 9iia: 
Klein et al ., 1978). The organization and characteristics of several of these repeat 
families have been reported in some detail in the previous papers of the present 
series (Anderson et al ., 1981 ; Scheller et al. , 1981 ). All of the cloned repeats whosP 
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sequences are presented here are known to be represented in sea urchin egg poly(A) 
R::\A , and are also transcribed to various extents into nuclear RX As , in a stage and 
tissue-specific manner. We regard these eight repetitive sequences as fairly typical 
of sea urchin genomic repeats, though of course the variety present in this class of 
sequences is so great that such a small sample can only be regarded as indicative. 
Xonetheless, we can draw some simple though important conclusions . l\lost of the 
eight sea urchin repeats are not translatable sequences: a relatively small fraction 
of their length consists of internal repetition, either direct or im·erse; and they are 
not related to each other. These results imply directly that sea urchin repetitive 
DXA consists of an assemblage of many distinct repeat sequence families . as 
deduced earlier from renaturation kinetics (Graham et al., l9i4 ; Klein et al., l9i8: 
Costantini et al., 1980). 
We have also compared the sequences of three cloned short repeat elements from 
different regions of the genome, all belonging to a specific interspersed repeat 
sequence family , the 2109 family (Anderson et al. , 1981 ). These repeats turn out not 
to be colinear and instead display alternative arrangements of internal sequence 
subelements. This surprising result focuses attention on relatively short sequence 
subelements, <40 nucleotides in length , in considering both the evolution and the 
function of interspersed repetitive sequences. 
2. Materials and Methods 
Detailed methods used in this laboratory for preparation of bacteriophage and plasmid 
recombinant DXAs, gel blots, electron microscope heteroduplex analysis and associated 
procedures were described by Anderson el al. (1981) and Scheller et al. (1981 ). 
(a) Preparation of 5' terminally labeled DSA fragments for sequencing 
DXAs of plasmid clones containing individual sea urchin repetitive sequence elements 
(Scheller el al .. l9i7a: Klein el al., 1978) were cut with Ec.oRJ to release the inserted 
fragment(s). D:XA of clone CSp2034 was also treated with Xbal to yield 2 sea urchin DXA 
fragments which were sequenced separately. Res,triction fragments 2 to 5 kbt long. 
previously identified as sites of sequences homologous to the CSp2109B repeat, were isolat~d 
from genomic ,\ recom binants and further digested to yield shorter fragments suitable for 
DXA sequencing. These fragments included all sequence elements reacting with the 
CSp2109B probe. Specifically, the 2·2 kb EcoRI-HindIII fragment from A2109B-12 (see 
Anderson et al. , 1981) was digested with Hinfl to yield a 270 nucleotide fragment for 
sequencing, and the 4·4 kb EcoRI-XbaI fragment from A2109B-l 8 (see Anderson et al., 1981) 
was digested with XlwI to yield a 190 nucleotide fragment. After isopropanol precipitation. 
the digested DNAs were dephosphorylated at their 5' termini with bacterial alkaline 
phosphatase and labeled by the T4 polynucleotide kinase reaction (Maxam & Gilbert, 1977 : 
Anderson et al., 1981 ). These reaction mixtures were either precipitated directly with 
isopropanol or chromatographed on Sephadex G-50 columns to remove remaining 
(y- 32 P]ATP. For strand separation the 32P-labeled DXA was dissolved in 
0·1 xTris/borate/EDTA buffer (Maxam & Gilbert, 1977) plus 10% glycerol, heat denaturt>d 
in boiling water for 3 min, and quenched in an ice/water bath. Electrophoresis was carried out 
on 4% to 6°;0 polyacrylamide slab gels (Maxam & Gilbert, 1977) at 150 \'(regulated) in a 4°C 
cold room . When tht> lab!' led DNA fragmt>nts required a secondary restriction digest before 
electrophoresis the denaturation step was omitted. Regions of the gel containing the desirt>d 
t Abbre\•iations used: kb. kilobases (103 bases}: C01, moles nucleotide liter-
1 se<'ond. 
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DNA fragments were localized by autoradiography and excised . The DXA was eluted by 
incubating crushed gel pieces in l ml O·l M-NaCI, l mM -EDTA , IO mM-Tris· HCI (pH 7·4) 
overnight at 37°C. Acrylamide was removed by glass wool filtration, after which the DXA 
was bound to a small ( -0·2 ml) bed of DE-52 (Whatman), prepared in a Pasteur pipette in 
the above buffer. The same buffer was used to wash the bound DXA, which was then eluted 
by application of l·O M-NaCI, l mM-EDTA, O·l M-Tris · HCI (pH 9·5) to the column. The 
DXA was precip!tated with isopropanol and dissolved in distilled water. 
(b) D.YA sequenciniJ 
DXA sequencing was performed by the chemical degradation methods of Maxam & 
Gilbert (l9i7). Five cleavage reactions described by these authors were employed : guanine 
cleavage (G) , strong guanine/weak adenine (G >A), strong adenine/weak cytosine (A+C). 
cytosine (q, and thymine/cytosine (C + T). Cleange products were separated by 
electrophoresis on 7 M-urea/Tris/borate/EDTA/polyacrylamide gels (Maxam & Gilbert, 1977) 
at 1000 to 1500 V. Gels (40 cm long) of3 different acrylamide concentrations (25% , 20% and 
10% ) were used routinely , in order to obtain optimal resolution for different (but 
overlapping) regions of the DXA sequence. Gels (25% and 20% ) were poured with tapered 
spacers (0·5 mm at the top to 2 mm at the bottom (Schaffner et al .. 1978)) separating the 
glass plates ; 10% gels were prepared with spacns of uniform 0·5 mm thickness (Sanger & 
Coulson, 1978). Autoradiography of sequencing gels was carried out at -80°C using 
preftashed Kodak XR-5 X-ray film and DuPont Lightning Plus intensifying screens (Laskey 
& l\lills , 1977). 
Sequencing was carried out on both strands of all strand-separated DXA fragments . This 
provided confirmation for most or all of each sequence. In addition , care was taken when 
reading the sequencing gel autoradiograms to detect EcoRJI sites containing methylated Cs 
(Ohmori et al ., 1978). 
(c) Computer analysis of D.YA sequences 
DXA sequences were analyzed using a PDP-11 /34 computer (Digital Equipment Corp.). A 
set of programs for this purpose was deYeloped by R. F. Murphy and J. W . Posakony 
(unpublished results) , with the following capabilities: sequence entry ; sequence 
complementing: rapid searching for restriction enzyme sites and other short sequence 
homologies ; mono- , di -, and trinucleotide frequency determination ; and general sequence 
comparison (using the matrix algorithm of Xeedleman & Wunsch (1970)) . 
3. Results 
(a) Nucleotide sequences of eUjh.t repetitive elem.en ts from th.e sea urch1:11 ge1wme 
The cloned DNA fragments used for sequencing were derived from renatured 
repeat duplexes, and all have been demonstrated to contain repetitiw sequences in 
renaturation reactions with genomic DXA (Klein et al ., 1978). The approach used in 
constructing these clones was as follows (Scheller et al ., 1977a). Two thousand 
nucleotide long sea urchin DNA was renatured to C0t 40 and the resulting 
structures were digested with S1 nuclease. The duplex DNA fragments resisting 
digestion were ligated to synthetic decanucleotide "linkers" (Scheller et al ., 1977b) 
containing the recognition site for EcoRI restriction endonuclease. The ligated 
structures were digested with EcoRI , then joined to the plasmid vector RSF2124 
and used to transform Escherichia coli strain C600 . Since the individual members of 
sea urchin repetitive sequence families are divergent to various degrees (Klein et al ., 
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1978), the rt'petitive DNA duplexes that entered the host bacteria during 
transformation are likely to have been mismatched. Repair or replication in the 
host would be expected to correct such mismatches. Thus the sequences reported 
here could represent intermediates between the sequences of the two repeat family 
members which constituted the original DNA duplex. However, some of the 
families to which these sequences belong display very little internal sequence 
divergence, and in addition the S 1 nuclease treatment would have eliminated any 
duplexes with large non -base-paired regions. In any case the cloned sequences can 
be regarded as representatiw of their genomic repeat families . This has been 
demonstrated in a variety of ways, including thermal stability measurements on 
duplexes between the cloned fragments and homologous genomic DXA sequences 
(Klein et al., 1978: Scheller et al., 1981), as well as by the direct sequence 
comparisons gi,·en by Scheller et al. (1981) and in this paper. 











Characteristics of eight cloned repetiti'.ve sequence elements 
Length• Reiteration frequencyb Divergence class' 
498 2500 I 
167 ~140 III 
203 80 Jid 
204 20 Jid 
180 ~900 III 
110 ~1000 Ill 
155 12,500 
257 450 II 
226 530 Jid 
•Single-stranded length(s) (in nucleotides) of EcoRI sea urC"hin DXA fragment(s) in each clone , 
including synthetiC" linker sites, were determined from the DNA sequences. 
b Approximate number of homologous sequences (repeat family members) per haploid 8. purpuralus 
genome. determined by kinetics of reassociation with whole sea urchin DXA . in the presence of an 
internal single c·opy standard (Klein el al.. 1978). Data for O•\p2034 and CSp2109A and B are from 
Anderson el al . (1981). The value for CSp2096 is from Moore el al . (1981). 
'These classifi cations are based on the thermal stability of duplexes between the clone sequenc-e and 
whole genomic· DXA ; they are a measure of the degree of sequenc-e di\·ergence within the repeat family 
represented by eaeh clone. ,jl, is the difference between the mean thermal stability of the renatured 
probe DXA and of the population of heteroduplexes formed between the cloned repeat probe and the 
genomi(' D~ A of S. purpuralus. Class I repeat families are those for which ,j/, is less than 4 deg.C. These 
families exhibit very little intrafamilial sequence divergence. Note that due t-0 DNA sequence 
polymorphism , heteroduplexes formed by the single copy DNA of any 2 average S . purpuralus genomes 
melt s about 4 deg.C below the Im of perfect duplexes of the same length (Britten et al., 1978). Class II 
families are those displaying moderate intrafamilial sequence divergence. They are defined as families 
for which ,j/, is more than 4 deg.C and for which lowering the criterion of the renaturation reaction from 
55°C to 45°C in 0· 12 M-sodium phosphate buffer (pH 6·8) does not reveal the presence of additional , more 
distantly related family members. Class III families are those for which a lowered criterion condition 
results in the appearance of additional reactive sequences in the genome, whose degree of homology is 
now sufficient t-0 promote stable duplex formation. Measurements of reiteration frequency for class III 
families are therefore criterion·limited and yield only minimum estimates of family size. ,jt, for class III 
families is generally 20 deg.C or greater. 
•The thermal stabilities of duplexes formed between this clone and whole genomic D!\'A appear t-o fall 
into 2 groups. representing relatively discret~ classes of closely and distantly related sequences. 
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the set of repetitive sequence families represented by these clones includes families 
whose size differs by two orders of magnitude and families displaying both small 
and large degrees of internal sequence dfrergence. In Figure I are displayed the 
nucleotide sequences of the sea urchin DXA inserts in the eight clones. The 
synthetic EcoRI linkers used in the construction of these clones yield, upon 
cleavage . the sequence 
5' -A-A-T-T-C-G-G-3' 
3' - G-C-C-5' 
(Scheller et al ., 197ib). As shown in Figure I, the 5' ends of most of the repeat 
fragments appear by their agreement with this sequence to have derfred from 
linker sites, though in three of the clones (CSp2034 , CSp2112 and CSp2137) one 5' 
end apparently deri,·ed from a natural EcoRI site. Two sea urchin DXA fragments, 
A and B, are released from CSp2109 on digestion with EcoRI. Evidence discussed 
belO\\" indicates that the non-linker EcoRI site separating the CSp2109 A and B 
fragments was created by mismatch repair during cloning in the host bacterium. 
Table 2 shows that most of the clones exhibit a G + C content somewhat higher 
than that of whole Strongylocentrotus purpuratus DXA. A calculation using the 
lengths and repetition frequencies of the sequenced clones (from Table 1) yields an 
approximate weighted average of 43% G + C for these sequence families compared 
to 36·6% for the S . purpura~us genome as a whole (Thiery et al., 1976). 
A "nearest neighbor" analysis of the sequences was carried out by determining 
the observed frequencies of the 16 possible dinucleotides, and comparing these 
values with those predicted from the products of the appropriate mononucleotide 
frequencies. Statistically significant (P < 0·01) deviations from random 
expectation were found for some doublets in individual clones (data not shown). 
However , significant trends invoh·ing all of the clones and contrasting with 
measurements on total sea urchin DXA (Swartz et al ., 1962) were not observed . 
(b) Features of internal sequence organization 
The internal organization of the cloned repeat sequence elements was examined 
by searching each sequence with a computer for direct or inverted repetitions. Five 
of the clones (CSp2034, CSp2108, CSp2109, CSp211 l and CSp2112) contain 
FH;. I. Nuc·leotide sequences of indh·idual sea urchin repetitive sequence elements cloned in the 
plasmid RSF'2124 (Scheller el al ., 19i7a) using synthetic EcaRI linken; (Scheller el al., 197ib). Each 
sequence terminates with the site cut by the EcoRI endonuelease. Note. however, that EroRI digestion 
of clone CSp:?J09 releases 2 sea urchin DNA fragments , A and B. The upper and lower lines of eaeh 
sequence correspond , respectively , to the upper (slower) and lower (faster) strands of each DNA fragment 
when denatured and subjected to electrophoresis on neutral polyacrylamide strand separating gels. 
Numbers refer t.o the number of nucleotides from the 5' end of the upper strand . A short sequence 
homolog~· widely shared among the clones (see the text and Table 4) is enclosed by thin-lined box es. 
Statistically signifieant direet or inverse sequence repetitions within given sequences are enclosed in 
thick-lined boxes (see Fig. 2). Vertical lines within a box separate the elements of a tandem direct repeat 
and vertical lines outside a box indicate the axis of a tandem inverse repeat. Sequenees were determined 
by the method of Maxam & Gilbert (19ii) (see Materials and Methods). Hyphens omitted for clarity 
(also from subsequent Figures). 
CSp2034 
1 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 
AATTCCATTTCCCGTTTACGTGTAATCGCCATGGGAAATGTGTTGGTATATCGGTAACGCACTTGACTTCCAAGCTCGAGATACCTGGTTTGAGTCCGGGTGTCTCCAAC 
GGTAAAGGGCAAATGCACATTAGCGGTACCCTTTACACAACCATATAGCCATTGCGTGAACTGAAGGTTCGAGCTCTATGGACCAAACTCAGGCCCACAGAGGTTG 
120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 200 210 220 
AATTTTTGTCTTCATTTCTTTTTTCTTTTTGACCTTTCACTGTACCATCTCCTTTGATTATTAAAACATTATTCGCAAATAATGTAATAAACAACCGTATTTACCTTATT 
TTAAAAACAGAAGTAAAGAAAAAAGAAAAACTGGAAAGTGACATGGTAGAGGAAACTAATAATTTTGTAATAAGCGTTTATTACATTATTTGTTGGCATAAATGGAATAA 
230 240 250 260 270 280 290 300 310 320 330 
ATTACCCTTTTTTCCACTTAATCCATTATTTAGTGCGTGTAGTCCCTATGGGGGATGACTTTTTTTTCAAATCTAGATTCTACATTCCTGTCTTTTGCGAGCAATATCGC 
TAATGGGAAAAAAGGTGAATTAGGTAATAAATCACGCACATCAGGGATAC~CCCTACTGAAAAAAAAGTTTAGATCTAAGATGTAAGGACAGAAAACGCTCGTTATAGCG 
340 350 360 370 380 390 400 410 420 ---
CGTTATTTCTGCTTGGATTTAGTTGATTTTTGAGTATGTTGTAGCTGAGACTATATGCTATCTAAATCATTCCTCATTTTTTCAATTAGA..L -----=>-
GCAATAAAGACGAACCTAAATCAACTAAAAACTCATACAACATCGACTCTGATATACGATAGATTTAGTAAGGAGTAAAAAAGTTAATCT~·~v·~~·'3"' 
460 470 480 490 500 
TCTCATTTCTCACTGAGTATTATTTATATGTCTGTCTCTCCCG 
.. " •. ·~ •.. " •....•.. _,,. AGAGTAAAGAGTGACTCATAATAAATA TACAGACAGAGAGGGCTT AA 




1 10 20 30 40 so 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 
AATTCGGGATCAAAACCGTGTCGATGTGCTATATTAGTGCCCTTTTAGGGGTTCCTGACTGACCTAAAGGTTTATAATTATCATTGAAGCATGAGCTA~TTG:!!!:TCAGAA 
GCCCTAGTTTTGGCACAGCTACACGATATAATCACGGGAAAATCCCCAAGGACTGACTGGATTTCCAAATATTAATAGTAACTTCGTACTCGATT~CAGTCTT 




1 10 20 30 40 so 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 
AATTCGGGTACGAGTTGGATTGTAGGAGTGTAGTGAGTCTTTAATGTATTGTGGCGAGATTCCATGGAGAGCCCGATAAACAAGTAACATAATTTTGAAGTGGACCCTTTTCTGGACAGG 
GCCCATGCTCAACCTAACATCCTCACATCACTCAGAAATTACATAACACCGCTCTAAGGTACCTCTCGGGCTATTTGTTCATTGTATTAAAACTTCACCTGGGAAAAGACCTGTCC 





1 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 
AATTCGGCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCAAGATAGCAGACACTTTCTTTGGATCAGGTTGAACT TTGATCACTGATCAA CACCAATGAATGTGAGCTTCTTGACATTGAACTCGCATTTGT 
GCCGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGTTCTATCGTCTGTGAAAGAAACCTAGTCCAACTTGA AACTAGTGACTAGTT GTGGTTACTTACACTCGAAGAACTGTAACTTGAGCGTAAACA 
121 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 200 
CTTTGTTCAACTTGAGATTCATTTTTCTCACAATGCTGAGAACCTCTCTCAACCTGTCACCATGCTCCTGTTGGGTAGTTCCCG 
GAAACAAGTTGAACTCTAAGTAAAAAGAGTGTTACGACTCTTGGAGAGAGTTGGACAGTGGTACGAGGACAACCCATCAAGGGCTTAA 





1 10 20 30 40 50 60 
AATTCGGGGGGCGTTTCACAAAACTTGTCATCAGTGACACATGACAGTTGTTGTTATAAGCTACTGA 
GCCCCCCGCAAAGTGTTTTGAACAGTAGTCACTGTGTACTGTCAACAACAATATTCGATGACT 




70 80 90 100 110 120 
AAACGTCAAAGCTTTCGCGCTTCGCGCGA GGGGGAGAAAGTTCATCAqf 
TTTGCAGTTTCGAAAGCGCGAAGCGCGCT CCCCCTCTTTCAAGTAGT~ 
1 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 
AATTCA TCTCCTCCTCCCGCGCGAAGCGTGGAAGTTTTGGCGTTT TTAAATTATTAGAGAAAGTAGACGATTCGTTGTACTACTACTACTACTACTACTACTACCG 
GT AGAGGAGGAGGGCGCGCTTCGCACCTTCAAAACCGCAAA AATTTAATAATCTCTTTCATCTGCTAAGCAACATGATGATGATGATGATGATGATGATGGCTTAA 
CSp2111 
1 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 
AATTCGGATTAACCTCGGCTCCTTGACTGATCAGATATTTGGTGACATCAAGATGACCACAGCCCCACTGCACTACTTATAGCCTATTGCGCCCTCTATATAGCAAACAATGCCitATAG 
GCCTAATTGGAGCCGAGGAACTGACTAGTCTATAAACCACTGTAGTTCTACTGGTGTCGGGGTGACGTGATGAATATCGGATAACGCGGGAGATATATCGTTTGTTACGG TATC 
121 130 I 140 150 
GTGACCATTGGTCACACATGGTCCCCTTTT'lt:CCG 
CACTGGTAACCAGTGTGTACCAGGGGAAAAJl.t:;GGCTTAA 






GAT- .-----··-- -· 
20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 
TGTCATGCGCTCTCTTATCTCACCACTGGTCAATAGTTGAAGATTAGCGCATAACTTTTCGGCGGCTTGGAGCATGGGGTCAAAGGAGAGCGGCTTGATTCCA 
ACAGTACGCGAGAGAATAGAGTGGTGACCAGTTATCAACTTCTAATCGCGTATTGAAAAGCCGCCGAACCTCGTACCCCAGTTTCCTCTCGCCGAACTAAGGT 
121 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 200 210 220 230 y 
GTCCTTCTCTATCACGTCCCATAAGGAC GTATTCATAATACGAGAAGAGGG GTATTCATAATACGAGAAGAGGG GCTGTTCATAATGCAATATCGGGGTCGT...L:---·--!i!-
CAGGAAGAGATAGTGCAGGGTATTCCTG CATAAGTATTATGCTCTTCTCCC CATAAGTATTATGCTCTTCTCCC CGACAAGTATTACGTTATAGCCCCAGCA"C~···~-.-.~ 




1 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 
AATTCGTTTGATAAAATTATGGAGAGCTCGCATGATACGTCATAGAGTTGCCAATTTGTGTTTGATTGATCACAACTTCAAAAATCCTAACTTCATTATTTTTAATCGGAATTTGCTCAA 
GCAAACTATTTTAATACCTCTCGAGCGTACTATGCAGTATCTCAACGGTTAAACACAAACTAACTAGTGTTGAAGTTTTTAGGATTGAAGTAATAAAAATTAGCCTTAAACGAGTT 
121 130 140 150 160 170 190 200 210 220 230 
ACTTTCACTGACTTGTTTCTCTCATTTTTCTACTCCTATTTAAACTAACTTAA GACTTTCCCTTTAAAGCCTCGTTACGAATTATTTCATTCACCG 
TGAAAGTGACTGAACAAAGAGAGTAAAAAGATGAGGATAAATTTGATTGAATT CTGAAAGGGAAATTTCGGAGCAATGCTTAATAAAGTAAGTGGCTTAA 
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TABLE 2 
G + C content of repetitive DS A sequences 






CSp2 J09B 40 
CSp2J ll 46 
Q-;p2112 44 
CSp213i 32 
\\'hole genome DXAb 36·6 
'Determined from the DXA sequences: excludes synthetiC' EcoRI 
linker sites. 
bThiery el al. (19i6). 
statistically significant features of this kind (P < 0·01 ; Dykes el al., 1975), and three 
do not. Examples were found of both direct and inverted repetitions in which 
the repeated subelements occurred either adjacent to each other or separated in 
the sequence . Figure 2 shows block diagrams in which the location and extent of 
statistically significant internal repetitions can be observed in the fiw sequences 
that contain them. A peculiar and statistically improbable feature obsen·ed in four 
of the eight clones is the presence of short nucleotide sequences conta.ining both 
direct and im·erted repetitions (the relevant sequences are boxed and can be 
examined in Fig . I) . It should be noted that the internal repetition shmrn in 
Figure 2 for CSp2I08 is found unaltered in a homologous cloned fragment of 
genomic D~A isolated from a ,\ recombinant. (A2108-16A; sequence presented in 
Fig. 5(e) of Scheller el al. (1981)). 
Though the features indicated in Figure 2 are all very unlikely to have 
occurred randomly (see legend), it is important to not.e that only a minor fraction of 
the length ofrepetitiw sequence included in the cloned repeats is occupied by these 
features . The longest regions of internal sequence repetition were found in clones 
CSp2112 and CSp2109 and these are reproduced in Figure 3(a) and (b) . As 
diagrammed in Figure 3(a) , CSp2112 contains a 68 nucleotide region of direct 
repetition that includes an alternating tandem repeat of the form '\fh~'\ which can 
also be considered a 25 nucleotide exact repeat spaced by one nucleotide. 
Figure 3(b) shows that the sequences of the A and B fragments from CSp2109 share 
a 41 nucleotide region of homology. This obsen·ation suggests that these two 
fragments were not cloned together by chance (i.e. via ligation of unrelated 
fragments) but instead resulted from the cloning of a single DXA duplex which 
then acquired an internal EcoRI site by mismatch repair in the host bacterium . 
This site is probably not a natural one since in the construction of the repeat clones 
an EcoRJ digestion was carried out after ligation of the linkers to the S 1 nuclease-
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EcoRI EaoRI 
CSp20~4 
437 453 498 
EcoR.__1 _____ ~~ 











I- - - - - - -A- - - - - - -1- - - B - - - - -I 
EcoRI 





EcoRI _.r::;::;i_<>-<>+1~--o--<>+--<>o --<>-<> EcoR I 
CSp2112 f-1 ------------c1~=:::r::::LCrl==ci==~ 
148 215 257 
Fw. 2. Block diagrams of statistically signifk,ant sequenC"e repetitions found within 5 of the 8 
sequenced repeat elements (Fig . l ). Solid horizontal lines show the length of each sequenee to scale (the 
s1·ale for CSp:2034 i' one-half that for the other sequen C'es ). Boxes represent the loeation and extent of 
the internally repeated sequence elements. Vertical lines within boxes separate the elements of tandem 
repetition H. Horizontal arrows indicate the relath·e 5' t-0 3' orientations of the element s. Numbers shown 
correspond to those in Fig. I. The probabilities that the repetitions illustrated occurred randomly were 
1·al <'ula ted essentiall~· as by D~·kes et al. (l9i5) . CSp2034: ti/6 . 6/6, 5/6 tandem dire<·t repetition . 
P = 0·002 . G'lp2108 : 8/8 tandem inverse repetition , P = 0-006 . CSp2109 : 34/41 separated inverse 
repetition . P = 2 x 10- 10 ; within this larger repetition is a 9/10 tandem inverse repetition (see Fig. 3), 
P = 0·015. The sequences of the A and B fragments of CSp2109 are shown forming a continuous 
repetiti ve element . corresponding to their genomic relationship (see the text). G'ip21 l l : 13/17 tandem in -
verse repetition. P = 0-003. CSp2112 : alternating tandem direct repetition in which 3 direct repeats are 
separated by 2 other direct repeats. This region can also be considered a 25/25 direct repeat separated by 
l nudeotide, P=4xl0- 13 . CSp2112 also contains an 8/8 tandem direct repeat . P=O·OOi. :Ko 
statisticall~· signifi "ant internal sequence repetitions were found in CSp2090. CSp2096 or CSp213i . and 
these sequences (see Fig. l) are hence omitted from this Figure . 
resistant repetitiw DXA duplexes (Scheller el al. , l9i7a). As noted above , the A 
and B fragments of CSp2109 each have one linker type and one non-linker type 
5' -terminal sequence (Fig. l ). Further eYidence comes from the sequence of a cloned 
genomic fragment discussed below (A2109B-18) which bridges the position of the 
internal Eco RI site in CSp2109 and which includes a continuous sequence 
homologous to the A and B portions of the CSp2109 sequence in the order shown in 
Figure 3(b) . Thus CSp2109 contains a naturally occurring 41 nucleotide inverse , 
separated repetition including 34 matched nucleotides. This is the longest inverse 
repeat discovered in any of the eight sequenced clones. HoweYer, this mismatched 
im·erse repeat could not form an intrastrand DXA duplex which would be stable 
under standard criterion conditions (60°C, 0· 18 M-Xa + ) , and the same is true of all 
the shorter inverse repeats indicated in Figure 2. 
Three of the eight clones were found to contain stretches of simple sequence 
repetition located immediately adjacent to a linker-type 5' end (Fig. I) : CSp2096 , 
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(AG) 11 ; CSp2l08, (C)i 6 : CSp2109B , (TAG) 8 . However, the sequence of a cloned 
genomic DNA fragment homologous to CSp2108 (A2l08-16A; see Fig. 5(e) of 
Scheller et al ., 1981) does not display this run of Cs in the corresponding location, 
although the A2108-l6A sequence is otherwise only 4% different from the CSp2108 
sequence. It is possible that these simple terminal sequence repetitions are not of 
genomic origin. On the other hand, some genomic members of the repeat families 
could contain such simple sequence elements, and the cloned examples could be 
representative of such mem hers. 
(c) Translation termination signals in repeat sequences 
Predous work demonstrated that transcripts complementary to the great 
majority of repetitive sequence families in the sea urchin genome are present in the 
RXA of the sea urchin egg (Costantini et al., 1978 ; Moore et al ., 1980). This is true of 
all the eight sequenced repeats . Recently we found that most of the repeat 
transcripts are covalently linked to single copy sequences in egg poly(A)+ RNA 
(Costantini et al., 1980). Although there are various reasons to doubt that a protein 
coding function exists for the repeat portion of the maternal poly(A) RXAs (see 
Discussion) , we examined the eight repeat sequences for the presence of translation 
termination codons . Table 3 shows that stop codons are found in all three phases of 
both strands of six out of eight of the clones sequenced . In one of the remaining 
TABLE 3 
Translation terminati'.on signals in repetitive sequence elements 
Number of stop codons in phaseb 
Clone and strand' 2 3 
C:->p2034 U JI 8 6 
C:-;p2034 L 18 10 9 
C8p2090 C 3 4 4 
CSp2090 L 1 4 i 
C<;p2096 C 6 5 3 
CSp2096 L 1 0 0 
Cf->p2108 C 2 9 0 
C8p2 108 L 4 0 5 
C8p2109 C 5 I 6 
CSp2109 L 4 5 16 
(};p2111 u 2 5 3 
CSp2111 L I 2 6 
C8p2112 u 4 4 3 
CSp2112 L 6 4 4 
C8p2137 U 7 5 1 
C8p213i L 6 9 7 
•The strand designations upper (C) and lower (L) correspond to the relative positions of the strands 
on neutral polyacrylamide strand separation gels (see Materials and Methods), and also to the upper and 
lower sequence Jines of Fig . I . 
b Determined from the DNA sequences (Fig. 1) ; the phases are arbitrary. 
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sequences, CSp2108, a very closely related genomic sequence belonging to the same 
repeat sequence subfamily has all reading frames blocked by termination codons 
(Scheller et al ., 1981 ). We conclude that the sea urchin repeat sequences are not 
usually translatable. However, it is important to note that since each family is 
more or less divergent (Table l ), it cannot be excluded that there are certain 
members of given repeat families ·which preserve one or more open reading frames. 
(d) Sequence relationships between different repeat families 
To examine the possibility that different repeat families may be related by short 
homologies we carried out detailed pairwise comparisons of the cloned sequences . 
The most important result is that no statistically significant homology shared by 
all or many of the cloned repeats could be detected. That is, the repetitive sequence 
families represented by these clones are not in general related aboYe random 
expectation. One interesting homology confined to two of the repeat clones is shown 
in Figure 4. As indicated there, a continuous 44 nucleotide block of the CSp2108 
(a) 
CSp2112 











l 1i. • B t ' ' 
TrGGTATTCATAATACGAGAAGAGGG 
a 6 




109 8 ~ 48 
18011 
(d) CSp2109 




Fie. 3. Detail of the major sequence element repetitions in Olp2112 ((a) and (c)) and C~p2109 ((b) and 
(d)). (a} and (b} Block diagrams. Solid horizontal lines show the length of each sequence to scale. Boxes 
represent the location and extent of repeated sequence elements. Vertical lines within boxes separat~ the 
elements of tandem repetitions. Horizontal arrows indicate the relative 5' to 3' orientations of the 
elements . Numbers shown correspond to those of Fig. I. In CSp2112 (a). 3 direct repeats (<> 1• <>z. <> 3 ) are 
separated by 2 other direct repeats ({3 1 , {32 ) . This sequence region also includes a 25/25 direct repeat 
(A , B) separated by I nucleotide. In CSp2109 (b) , the large repeat element in EcoRI fragment A itself 
contains a 9/ 10 tandem inverse repetition as shown. (c) and (d) Alignments of the sequences of the 
repetitions diagrammed in (a) and (b}, respectively. Numbers above the sequences correspond to those of 
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sequence is found in CSp2137, divided (in order) into four nearby though separate 
segments. This homology would not be expected to occur by chance. 
We also investigated the extent to which the eight sequences might display 
simple underlying repeating sequence structures. The frequencies of occurrence of 
all exact internal repetitions of five nucleotides or longer were measured. A detailed 
comparison showed that the frequency of occurrence of short internal repeat 
features is no greater than is found in the rabbit f3 globin gene sequence (Hardison et 
al., 1979) or in randomly generated nucleotide sequences. The interspersed 
repetitive elements in sea, urchin DNA clearly do not consist of tandem or of 
frequ ent repetitions of very short sequence subelements. Their lack of either 
extensive internal homology or significant intersequence homology means that the 
sequence complexity of the eight cloned repeats is approximately equal to the sum of 
the lengths of the cloned inserts. Thus if the clones we have sequenced are 
representative, the rate of reaction of the repetitive DNA sequences in the sea 
urchin genome observed in renaturation studies should provide a reasonable 
approximate estimate of the number of different repeat sequence families in this 
genome. Kinetic determinations carried out previously on sea urchin DNA 
(Graham et al ., 1974: Klein et al., 1978 ; Costantini et al. , 1978,1980) suggested that 
there are at least several thousand interspersed repeat families in the DNA of S. 
purpuratus . 
A short sequence element shared by five of the eight clones was also detected 
(Table 4) , but statistical calculations show that this homology could have arisen by 














CS clone consensus 














•Only sequences in which at least 7 /8 nucleotides match with the 8 nudeotide consensus sequence are 
shown . All 8 clones contained 6/8 or better matches. 
b Lerner el al. (1980). 8equenees shown are for the 5' (left) and 3' (right) boundaries of intervening 
sequences. Y =pyrimidine. 
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A total of six examples of either this sequence or a 7 /8 homologue was observed in 
the five clones. The location of this element in each of the repeat sequences is 
indicated in Figure l . As pointed out earlier (Davidson & Britten , 1979) this 
sequence may be of interest because it is similar to that noticed by Breathnach et al. 
(19i8) and Lerner et al . (1980) in junctional regions between translated messenger 
RXA sequences and the intervening sequences of various vertebrate and viral 
genes. 
(e) Sequence relationships bet1ceen genomfr members of the 2109 repeat family 
The repetitive sequence family represented by clone CSp2109 was chosen for 
further study for several reasons. The members of this family are generally short 
sequences interspersed with single copy DXA (Anderson et al. , 1981 ), a pattern 
typical of most sea urchin repeat families . Jn addition this family exhibits a 
substantial degree of intrafamilial sequence diwrgence. This was shown by 
measuring the thermal stability ofheteroduplexes formed between CSp2109B DXA 
and whole sea urchin DXA (Klein et al., 1978) or between CSp2109B DXA and 
individual ,\ recom bin ants containing homologous 2109 sequence elements (Scheller 
et al. , 1981 ). The sequence comparisons shown below provide specific examples of 
the relationships and distinctions which may exist among the members of a 
divergent interspersed repeat family . 
Figure 5 presents the nucleotide sequences of two fragments of genomic DXA , 
(a) ! 
2 3 4 
! 
CSp2108 JEDD 204 
.... - .. I.,"" I 
.. "'1 I 
CSp2137 
... 
o-·----o D EJ 
' ' 
: 4 ~ 
D 226 
l 07 116 t l 5 l so 






33 " JGJ;CA, iAATCCTAAC1 l O• 
* * **I • ** 
GAGCTCGCAT ATTTGTGTTTGA AACTTCAAA~TCATTATTTTTA C5p2137 
}LI) 150 
TCATTTTTCT CSp2137 
FJ<; . 4. Sequence homologies bf.tween CSp2108 and CSp213i. (a) Block diagram. Solid horizontal lines 
show the length of each sequence t.o sc·ale. EroRI sitt-s are indicated by downward arrows and the 
numbers at each silt- correspond t.o those of Fig. I. A continuous 44 nucleotide region in CSp2108 is 
diYidf'd (in order) into 4 separa!.t'd segments (boxes labeled I . 2. 3 . 4) in CSp213i. A R!:'cond homology in 
CSp213i t-0 segment 4 of CSp2108 is also shown. (b) Detail of the sequenC'e relationship~ between 
CSp2108 and CSp213i diagrammed in (a). Xumbers above the sequenres <'Orrespond t-0 those of Fig . I. 
and the sequence segments are labeled with the designations shown in (a). The numbered sequence 
element., of CSp2108 are shown on the upper line. and homologous segments of CSp213i are aligned 
direC'tly underneath . Asterisks mark non-homologous bases. 
A2109B-12 







1 10 20 30 40 so 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 
TCGAGTGTATAAACTGTGTTGTTATCAGTGGCGTCGATCGCTCGACGTTTCATTAAATTATTAGAGAAAGAAGACGATTCGTTGTACTGTTTTCGACTCCTAATCCTTGTCTGAATAAAG 
CACATATTTGACACAACAATAGTCACCGCAGCTAGCGAGCTGCAAAGTAATTTAATAATCTCTTTCTTCTGCTAAGCAACATGACAAAAGCTGAGGATTAGGAACAGACTTATTTC 
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each containing a member of the 2109B repeat family . The fragments were isolated 
from the recombinants ,\2109B-l2 and ,\2l09B-l8, which had been selected from a 
genome library by reaction with the 2109B probe (see Anderson et al. (1981) for a 
restriction map and other data on these DNA fragments) . Comparison of these 
sequences to those of the A and B fragments of the CSp2109 clone revealed the 
patterns of homology illustrated in Figure 6. Here it can be seen that ,\2109B-l8 
contains a continuous 86 nucleotide segment (region II) homologous to a region 
that includes the internal EcoRI site in the plasmid clone CSp2109. Though in some 
locations in the genome the A and B sequences cloned in CSp2109 apparently occur 
together, this is. not always the case . Thus some genomic,\ recom binants isolated by 
Anderson et al. (1981) react with the 2109A probe but not with the 2109B probe. 
Furthermore , the developmental variation of 2109A transcript levels in sea urchin 
R~As is different from that of 2109B transcripts (Scheller et al., 1978). The 2109A 
and B repeat sequence families may have at least a partially separate physiological 
significance. 
The most important observation in Figure 6 concerns the different arrangement 
of homologous sequence elements in ,\2109B-18 and in CSp2109. These elements are 
shown as contiguous "blocks" whose order in CSp2109 is 1-2-3-4-5 (total sequence 
included in these blocks is 111 nucleotides). In the A2109B-18 sequence the order is 
4-5-1-2-3-4-2 (total length 147 nucleotides). There are several aspects of the 
remarkable alternati\·e arrangement of sequence blocks which should be noted: ( l) 
the boxed elements in the A2109B-18 sequence are immediately adjacent to one 
another , and no other sequences intervene despite the change in order. (2) The 
various elements maintain the same orientation in the ,\2109B-18 sequence as in 
CSp2109. (3) Blocks 4 and 2 are each repeated within the A2109B-18 sequence . (4) 
At one terminus of the sequenced fragment is an EcoRI site (at the right end of the 
second occurrence of block 2) similar to that separating the A and B fragments of 
the CSp2109 clone . 
Figure 6 shows that A2109B-l2 also includes a continuous region of homology 
with CSp2109, consisting of blocks 3 and 4 and a small part of block 5. The 
homology is delimited on the left by an EcoRI site, again analogous to the internal 
EcoRI site in CSp2109. On the right, howe\·er, the homology abruptly ceases and no 
further substantial homology occurs within the next 60 sequenced nucleotides or in 
other regions of the sea urchin DXA insert in A2109B-12. Note that both A2109B-18 
and A2109B-12 contain a 41 nucleotide sequence element that is repeated in 
inverted orientation in the A and B fragments of CSp2109. 
A heteroduplex between two,\ recombinants bearing different 2109B sequence 
elements is shown in Figure 7. As is usual for diverse members of the 2109 sequence 
FJG . 5. Nucleotide sequences of2 fragmenU> of genomic DNA isolated from a,\ recombinant library on 
the basis of their homology to the B probe sequence isolated from clone CSp2109 (Anderson et al. , 1981 ). 
The sequence labeled .\2109B-12 is the relevant region of an EcoRI + Hinfl restriction fragment. The 
sequence labeled .\2109B-I 8 is the complete sequence of an Eco RI+ XlwI restriction fragment obtained 
from the clone .\2109B-18. No detectable homology to the 2109B probe sequence occurs outside the 
sequenced region of either clone. The sequences are oriented to correspond with the sequence of 
CSp2109B, as shown in Fig. 1. 
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family the DXA surrounding the complementary repeat sequences in these 
recombinants is non-homologous (cf. Anderson et al., 1981 ). The interesting feature 
shown in Figure 7 (see insert, in particular) is that the two 2109B sequence elements 
differ by the presence (or absence) of a discrete sequence su belement, visualized as a 
loop in the heteroduplex region . This demonstrates that a subelement deletion (or 
insertion) has occurred leading to a difference in the sequence subelement content 
in the two repeats. This obsen·ation is of course on a larger scale than those of 
Figure 6, but its basic import may be similar. This is that members of the 2109 
repeat family are not necessarily colinear and may differ in the arrangement and in 
the presence of particular sequence subelements. 
(f) Thernwl stabih'.ty of heteroduplexes betu:ee11 2109 repeats 
The observations shown in Figure 6 require reinterpretation of the relatively low 
thermal stability of heteroduplexes formed between different members of the 2109 
repeat family. Low thermal stability in repeat sequence duplexes has usually been 
considered the result of base-pair mismatch stemming from random sequence 
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FIG . 6. Sequenc.-e relationships among CSp2109 , A2109B-12 and A2109B-18. Solid horizontal Jines 
show the lengths of the sequences to scale. (a) Block diagram. The numbers underneath ea.ch line correspond 
to those in Figs I and 5, and selected restriction sites are indicated : (!)Eco RI; ( +) Hindlll ; ( x) Xhol . 
The large boxes enclose regions of homology among the 3 sequences and each region is labeled wit!: a 
number (I to 5). The 41 nudeotide inverse repeat in CSp2109 is represented by smaller boxes, and the 
corresponding region~ of A2109B-12 and A2109B-18 are also shown. with arrows indicating relati,·e 5' to 
3' orientations. The diagram shows that the sequem-es in A2109B-12 homologous to CSp2109 are 
immediately adjacent to the left arm of the Charon 4 cloning vector. Three regions of <'Ontinuous 
homology to CSp2109 in A2109B-18 are indicated by Roman numerals. (b) Sequence details of the 
numbered regions of homology. The top line shows the sequences of the 5 sequence blocks of CSp2109 
shown in (a). Below this are shown the sequenc.-es of homologous elements in A2109B-12 and A2109B-18 . 
In the case of A2109B-18 regions of continuous homology with C8p2109 are indicated by Roman 






1 z 3 4 s 
TGTTCTCGAtTCTTAATCCTTATCTG~ATTCAGTTCTCCTCCTCCCGCGCGAAGCGTGGAAGTTTTf.GCGTTTCATTAAATTATTAGAGAAAGTAGACGATTCGTTGTAC 
TCCCTC * * * 
AATTCAGTT CCTCCCGCGCGATGCGCGGAAGTTTTGACGTTTCATTAAATTATCAGAGAAA 
* * GACGTTTCATTAAATTATTAGAGAAAGAAGACGATTCGTTGTAC 
* * * ** ** * * * * ** * >.Zl09B-18(II) TGTTTTCGACTCCTAATCCTTGTCTGAATAAAGTTTCCCCCCTCCCGCGCGAAACGCGGAAGCTTTGGCGTTTCATTTGATTATAA 
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perfectly matched. A consequence of the alternative sequence subelement orders 
shown in Figure 6 is that the continuous lengths of duplex which could form 
between the 2109 family members are short enough to affect significantly the 
thermal stability . Thus the longest continuous alignment in the CSp2109 and 
A2109B-18 sequences is 86 nucleotides (ignoring base-pair mismatches) ; between 
CSp2109 and A2109B-12 (which may not include a complete family member) only a 
67 nucleotide segment is homologous ; while A2109B-12 and A2109B-18 are 
homologous ov~r only 60 nucleotides. 
Scheller et al. (1981) found that the thermal stability of heteroduplexes form ed 
between the B fragment ofCSp2109 and the A2109B-18 sequence shown in Figure 5 
is 20 deg .C below that of the renatured 2109B DNA. Were this difference (Lltml due 
wholly to scattered base-pair mismatch it would imply a 20% difference between 
the two sequences (Britten et al ., 1974). These two sequences differ, however. by 
only 12% (calculated over the total homologous sequence length). For this case t\\·o 
alternative heteroduplexes could form , involving either region I or region II of the 
A2109B-l8 sequence (Fig. 6) . The expected Lltm for each of these alternatives is 
calculated in Table 5, taking into account the empirical relation between duplex 
length and duplex thermal stability (see legend) . The net predicted Lltm values for 
TABLE 5 
Calculated thermal stability of heteroduplexes bet1reen CSp2109B fragment and the 
genomic 2109B-18 sequence8 
Homoduplex Heteroduplexb 
Fact.or affecting Im CSp2109B x CSp2109B CSp2109B x 2109B-18 CSp2109B x 2109B -18 
(II) 
Base-pair mismatch'(% ) 
.i:llm (deg.C) 
G + C contentd ('lo) 
.i:llm (deg.C) 
Duplex length' (nucleotides) 
.::11m (def C) 



















• See text for details. Values other than .i:llm were determined from the DNA sequences (Figs I and 5) . 
.::!Im is the differen C'e between the thermal st.ability of the heteroduplex and the thermal stability of the 
renatured B fragment probe from CSp2109 clone. 
b l!sing the numbering shown in Figs I and 5, the following bases were considered to be involved in the 
heteroduplexes : CSp2109B (43-85)/A2109B -18 (1) (<W-88) and Oip2109B (6-58)/A2109B-18 (Il) (119-
171 ). 
'(~umber of mismatched bases)/ (number of mismatched bases + num ber of mat ched bases) x 100° 0 . 
.::!Im= I deg .C/% base-pair mismatch (reviewed by Britten el al., 1974 ; Wetmur, 1976). 
d (Number of actual G +C base-pairs)/ (tot.al number of actual base-pairs) x 100%. (Mismatches were 
ignored in determining these values. ) .i:llm = % (G+C)/2·44 (Mandel & Marmur, 1968). 
'Total length of duplex region, including mismatches . .i:llm = lm(o.)-lm(L) = B/L, where l..,( o. ) is the Im of 
an infinite ly long D~A duplex. lm(L) is the Im of a duplex of length L (in nucleotides ) and B = 650. an 
empirical coefficient (Britten el al., 1974). Thus here .i:lt.., = 650/(heteroduplex length)-650/(homoduplex 
length) . 
'The 3 factors affecting Im are assumed to act independently , so the total .::!Im is calculated as the sum 
of the 3 constituent .::!Im values. 
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FIG. 7. Electron micrographs of a heteroduplex between 2 ,\ recombinants bearing 2109B sequences. 
(a) View of total duplex molecule formed by reaction of ..\2109B-52 and ..\2109B-55 (Anderson et al., 
1981 ). The sea urchin inserts begin at the forks marking the termini of the Charon 4 vector arms. One 
region of homology about 670 nucleotides in length exists within the sea urchin DNA inserts. This region 
contains the 2109B sequence (data not shown). As can be seen more clearly in the higher magnification 
insert , a 780 nucleotide sequence present in one of the genomic sequences is absent from the repeat 
sequence in the other. The structure shown is reproducible. The bar represents 0·5 kb. 
region I and region II of A2109B-18 are 17 deg.C and 21 deg.C, respectively, 
compared to the observed Lltrn of 20 deg.C. A similar analysis may be carried for 
A2109B-12 . We conclude that duplex length is indeed a major factor in the relative 
heteroduplex thermal stability decrease observed when 2109 family members are 
reacted together. The observations on the 2109 family show that the degree of 
sequence conservation in short regions of the repeat element is significantly greater 
than estimated by measuring overall heteroduplex thermal stability. 
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4. Discussion 
(a) General impliwtion$ of sequence data 
There are several interpretations of repetitive sequences that are not consistent 
with the sequence information presented in this paper, and are considered in the 
following paragraphs. 
(i) Are rrwst repeat sequences internally similar in structure to satellite DXA 
sequences? 
Figure 2 of this paper pro,·ides a diagrammatic description of the sea urchin 
repeats that is directly inconsistent with the character of se,·eral known satellite 
DX As . Several of these , e.g. guinea pig satellite (Southern, 1970) , mouse satellite 
(Sutton & McCallum, 1972; Biro et al. , 1975), certain Drosophila satellites (Gall & 
Atherton, 1974; Endow et al., 1975; Brutlag & Peacock, 1975: Cordiero-Stone & 
Lee, 1976) have been shown to consist of lengthy tandem arrays of very short 
repeating sequence elements, even though (as in the case of mouse satellite 
(Southern , 1975)) a longer tandem periodicity may also be evident. In contrast. 
most of the length of the sea urchin repeat sequences investigated here is dernid of 
any internal repetitions, and no simple "ancestral" sequence elements can be 
conYincingly discerned, though they may once have been present. This statement 
can be made for repeat sequences that have multiplied recently in evolution , as well 
as for very ancient repeat sequences such as that carried in CSp2l08 (see Scheller 
et al., 1981; Moore et al., 1978,1981; Anderson et al. , 1981 for discussion of the 
evolution of these sequences). This result implies that satellite DN"A and middle 
repetitive D~A are fundamentally different. 
(ii) Are most of the repetitive sequences in the genome di vergent variants of one or a 
small number of wnonical sequences? 
This proposition requires that statistically significant sequence homology exists 
among the divergent repeat sequence families , including those that do not react 
with each other under given conditions of renaturation. The sequences presented 
here are inconsistent with this requirn.~nent. No statistically significant homologies 
are shared by all or most of the sequenced repeats . Xor, for example , are any of 
them homologous to any extent with sequences belonging to the "Alu" repeat 
family of human DXA (Jelinek et al ., 1980). The most significant intersequence 
homology observed, that between CSp2108 sequence and the CSp2137 sequence 
(Fig. 4) , is too weak to promote stable duplex formation in standard solution 
reactions. It follows that the eight repeat sequences studied here belong to eight 
distinct repeat families . There are no reasons to assume that the sequenced clones 
are exceptional in their lack of interrelationship. Therefore this argument indicates 
(as pointed out in Results) that the renaturation kinetics of repetitiw sea urchin 
DXA must directly reflect the complexity of the repeat families , rather than 
reflecting the presence of a large number of variously diwrgent sequences related to 
a small number of canonical types. 
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(iii) Do most repeat sequene£s belong to the cla.ss of "foldback" DSA? 
63 
This proposition is prima faci:e unlikely since the amount of "fold back" DX A is 
usually much less than the amount of repetiti\·e sequence . In the sea urchin 
genome , for example, the fraction of S 1 nuclease-resistant or hydroxyapatite-
bound DXA isolated after very low C0t incubation of fragments sheared to a few 
hundred nucleotides is only about 3%, while the amount ofrepetitiYe DXA is about 
25% (Graham et al., 1974). Similar ratios were obtained for Xenopus DXA 
(DaYidson et al ., 1973) and human DXA (Schmid & Deininger. 1975). The sequences 
of the eight repeats presented here show that none of them could form stable 
fold back structures as defined by hydroxyapatite binding or S 1 nuclease resistance 
of sheared DKA at extremely low C0t. However , inYerse repeats that are separated 
by up to a few thousand nucleotides of other sequence are not uncommon (Wilson & 
Thomas, 197 4: Schmid et al ., 197 5) and these can only be obserYed after intrastrand 
renaturation of long DXA fragments. 
We now consider the proposition that the stems of structures formed from such 
separate inverse repeats were included among the cloned duplex fragments whose 
sequences are presented in Figure I. In sea urchin DXA the amount ofS 1 nuclease-
resistant intrastrand foldback formed from fragments several kb long is only 3 to 
5% (unpublished data), again a small fraction of the total amount of repetitiw 
sequence in the genome. Furthermore, the detailed studies of Anderson et al . (1981) 
show that in the 2108 and 2109 repeat families multiple family members do not 
usually occur in proximity to each other, in either inverse or direct orientation. 
This is not true of CSp2034 sequences, where both orientations haw been obserwd 
for these elements within several kb of DXA (Anderson et al ., 1981 : and 
unpublished data) . Thus, though the cloned CSp2034 sequence could indeed haw 
been a "separated inverse repeat" stem, this is unlikely in general for the cloned 
repeats, and in particular for CSp2l08 and CSp2109. In sum, it seems probable that 
most sea urchin repeat elements are not internally palindromic to an extent that 
can be recognized under the experimental conditions usually applied , nor are they 
generally to be included in the intrastrand duplex fraction formed from separated 
irn·erted sequence elements. 
(iv) Can most repetitive sequences randomly isolated from the genome be accounted for 
as regions of known classes of repetitive genes? 
It is clear that both the complexity and the amount of the repeats in the genome 
are far too high for a large fraction of them to be accounted for as ribosomal or 
transfer RXA gene sequences (including the spacers associated with these species) . 
The number of gene families coding for small nuclear RKAs (i.e . the number of 
snRXA species) is as yet not well determined , though it has been reported that 
there are 30 to 50 prominent snRNAs in sea urchin (N'ijhawan & l\farzluff, 1979) 
and human genomes (Zieve & Penman, 1976 ; Lerner et al., 1980). This again 
suggests a low complexity compared to that of the total repetitive sequence class. 
Furthermore, repeat sequences in the sea urchin genome are mainly represented in 
large nuclear RXAs rather than small nuclear R:!\'As (Costantini et al ., 1978 : 
Scheller et al., 1978) . However, a similar argument is more difficult to make 
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regarding the possibility that genomic repeat sequences are simply portions of 
multiple copy structural genes, since the number of these that exist is unknown. 
Three prior observations ha,·e made this possibility Jess attractive. First, the size of 
many repeat families (e.g. see Klein et al., 1978) seems too large for them to be 
plausibly regarded as sets of related structural genes. Secondly, a great number of 
the interspersed repeat sequences in the genomes of many animals are only a few 
hundred nucleotides long. Thirdly, both complements of structural gene sequences 
are not expected to be represented in cellular RXAs, in contrast to all the 
interspersed sea urchin repeat sequences studied (Costantini et al., 1978 ; Scheller et 
al., 1978) . The sequence data presented here provide specific evidence that at least 
some repeat sequences are not translatable. As discussed in Results (see Table 3) , 
most of the sequenced repeats contain multiple translation arrest signals in e,·ery 
reading frame of both strands. It is of course possible that other members of these 
repeat. families are permissive for translation since the various members are not 
identical in sequence. For the CSp2034 and CSp21 l2 sequences, however, this 
would require differences in the sequence resulting in the abolition of at least six 
and three particular stop codons, respectfrely, with no additional termination 
signal added in that reading frame. This is not likely since Klein et al . ( 1978) showed 
that the amount of divergence within both these families is low. The frequency of 
sequence change (alterations per nucleotide) needed to open a reading frame in the 
CSp2112 sequence, for example, would be more than five times the average 
frequency of sequence differences observed between 2112 family members (4o/o). 
Though the repeat sequences are probably not included in codogenic message 
regions , they may be included in many mRNAs as non-translated regions and they 
are very likely included in a large numbe~ of nuclear mRKA precursors. Costantini 
et al. (1980) showed that repeat transcripts are present on over 65% of the 
poly(A) RXA molecules of sea urchin eggs. These molecules are the immediate 
precursors of, or are synonymous with, the maternal message loaded on polysomes 
after fertilization. Most nuclear RXA molecules are known to contain interspersed 
repeats in sea urchins (Smith et al., 1974; Scheller et al ., 1978) as in other organisms 
(Darnell & Balint, 1971 ; Holmes & Bonner, 197 4; Federoff et al ., 1977 ; see review in 
Davidson & Britten , 1979). The repeat transcripts occur in sea urchin eggs and in 
embryo and adult nuclear R~As in a stage and tissue-specific manner. We regard 
the solution of the problem of understanding the role of these transcripts as a key to 
understanding the physiological significance of genomic repetitive sequences . 
(b) Significant internal sequence f eatures 
Statistically significant though very short direct and inverse repeat features were 
found in five of the eight sequences studied . This may be a common characteristic 
of repetitive sequences. The meaning of this observation is unknown . The fact that 
these features are statistically significant of course does not necessarily imply that 
they are functional in any sense (though they could be) , and since they are not 
present in all repeats they are clearly not a "necessary" attribute of repetitive 
sequences . "Statistical significance" merely indicates that the occurrence of these 
features in sequences of the given lengths by means of random assortment of 
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nucleotides is extremely improbable. Therefore the internal short repeat features 
probably indicate some aspect of DXA evolution which results in duplication or 
nearby insertion of very short blocks of pre-existing sequence. 
(c) Alternative sequence arrangements u·ithin the repeat family 
Figure 6 of this paper demonstrates the existence of sequence subelements of the 
2!09 family that are about 20 to 40 nucleotides in length. These subelements are 
defined by their presence in several genomic family mem hers. where they are 
terminated by different flanking sequence subelements. Figure 7 shows that a 
somewhat larger scale subelement insertion (or deletion) has also occurred in a 2109 
family member . Here a sequence a few hundred nucleotides long is present in one 
fami!)· member and absent in another. Another example is found in the recent 
studies of genomic sequences related to the CSp2108 sequence carried out by 
Scheller et al. (1981 ). This investigation revealed a large assemblage of about 1000 
partly homologous sequences constituting a repeat "superfamily". Each 2108 
sequence is se,·eral kb in length , and is composed of many sequence subelements 
that occur in a gi,·en order in given subfamilies, and in different orders in other 
subfamilies. These sequence subelements could be up to several hundred 
nucleotides in length. We conclude that repeat sequence subelements ranging in 
size from a few nucleotides up to a frw hundred nucleotides occur in various 
arrangements among related repeats in the sea urchin genome. This is probably a 
common occurrence , since it was obsen·ed in two of the three families we have 
inwstigated in this respect, viz. in the 2109 and 2!08 families . However. 
alternative subelement arrangements are probably absent in the 2034 sequence 
family , the various sequences of which appear mainly colinear (Anderson et al .. 
1981 ; and unpublished data). 
Alternatiw sequence subelement arrangement is a newly discowred property of 
repeat families or superfamilies. Wensink et al. (1979) recently described a similar 
property in some Drosophilia genomic repeats which like the "scrambled'' 2108 
repeats considered by Scheller et al. (1981) are relatiwly long sequences. 
Similarly, Jones et al. (19i9) haw observed alternati,·e sequence subelement 
arrangements in sewral families of silkmoth chorion genes. The obsen·ations 
presented here show that alternatiw sequence subelement order occurs in short 
interspersed repeats as well. The calculation giwn in Table 5 demonstrates that the 
alternative subelement order partly explains a prominent physical property of 
renatured 2109 repeats , viz. their low thermal stability . It remains to be seen to 
what extent random sequence divergence and to what extent alternatfre sequence 
subelement order accounts for the observed decrease in thermal stability generally 
obsen·ed in repeat sequence heteroduplexes . Both phenomena clearly are im·oh·ed . 
The significant consequence is that in cases such as the 2109 family the amount of 
actual sequence diwrgence between homologous subelements of different family 
members is much less than calculated on the basis that divergence alone accounts 
for their reduced heteroduplex stability . For example , block I of A.2109B-18 
contains 42 nucleotides which are only 2·4% different from the corresponding 
region of CSp2109. In other words, short sequence elements may be as well 
3 
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conserved within interspersed repeat families as are longer sequence elements in 
families displaying high heteroduplex thermal stability. 
An interesting speculative aspect of the alternative arrangement shown in 
Figure 6 is that except for the final 16 nucleotide segment of block 2 the subelement 
arrangement in A2109B-l8 is a circular permutation of that in CSp2109. It is known 
that sea urchin repeat families possess some relatively rapid means of dispersion 
to distant regions of the genome during evolution (Moore et al., 1978,1981 ; 
Anderson et al., 1981 ). One speculative interpretation of this fact is that 
repeat sequence eYolution im·olYes free circular D~A elements capable of insertion 
in various genomic regions. It may be rele\'ant that Stanfield & Lengyel ( 1979) have 
reported that Drosophila cells contain closed circular episomal DXA enriched in 
genomic repetitive sequences. 
Whatever the evolutionary mechanism by which alternatiw sequence 
subelement order occurs, small repeat sequence subelements could be the real units 
of repeat sequence evolution and perhaps function . The subelements in the 
examples we describe here are relatively conserved in sequence while the whole 
interspersed repeat unit is not . If repeat sequences (or their transcripts) participate 
in macromolecular interactions , the many different possible combinations and 
permutations of subelements could pro\'ide an enormously expanded functional 
diversity. 
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Evolutionary Conservation of Repetitive Sequence Expression in 
Sea Urchin Egg RNA's 
Abstract. Cloned repetitive DNA sequences were used to determine the number of 
homologous RNA transcripts in the eggs of two sea urchin species, Strongylocentro-
tus purpura,tus and S. franciscanus. The eggs of these species contain different 
amounts of RNA , and their genomes contain different numbers of copies of the 
cloned repeats . The specific pattern of repetitive sequence representation in the tll'O 
egg RNA 's is nonetheless quantitatfrely similar. The evolutionary conserrntion of 
this pallern suggests the functional importance of repeat sequence expression. 
The sea urchin genome contains JO' to 
106 repetitive sequence elements belong-
ing to several thousand nonhomologous 
families . These repeat families arc repre-
sented in nuclear RN A's and in egg RNA 
in a manner specific to the state of dif-
ferentiation (I . 2). The individual repeti-
tive sequence fragments were isolated by 
SI nuclease digestion of partially rena-
tured DNA from Strongylocentrotus 
purpuratus, and cloned by the addition 
of chemically synthesized restriction en-
zyme recognition sequences (3) . The 
cloned fragments were labeled and 
strand-separated, and were used as 
probes to detect RNA's homologous to 
individual repeat families . The results 
can be summarized as follows: (i) All of 
nine cloned repeat sequences studied are 
represented in nuclear RN A's and egg 
RNA, and at least 80 percent of the vari-
ous repeat families in the genome are 
represented in egg RNA. This is in 
marked contrast to single copy se-
quences, of which only a minor fraction 
are found in nuclear or egg RNA's. (ii) 
Each repeat sequence family is repre-
sented to a particular extent in each 
RNA. The sequence concentrations of 
transcripts complementary to particular 
cloned repeats may differ more than 100-
fold in a given RNA, and different fami-
lies are highly represented in each RN A 
investigated. Thus the levels ofrcprcsen-
tation are a function of the state of dif-
1046 
fcrentiation. (iii) Both strands of each 
cloned repeat are represented in all the 
RNA's studied . The complementary re-
peat transcripts in general reside on dif-
ferent RNA molecules, and probably de-
rive from asymmetric transcription of 
separate multiple genomic copies orient-
ed oppositely (4). A number of repeat 
clements of each sequence family are 
probably utilized in transcription. Re-
cent studies (5) have shown that many of 
the single copy maternal messenger 
2108 u. 
2108 L • 
21098 L : 21098 
Tr1n1C t ipt5 per ntno1r•m of 
~oocyteRNA 
Fig. I. Comparison of repeat sequence con-
centrations in the RNA of Sf and Sp eggs. 
Data arc from S. purpuratus (abscissa) and S. 
franciscanus (ordinate) of Table I. The solid 
line with slope I is the equivalence curve that 
would represent equal transcript concentra-
tions in the eggs of the two species. 
RNA transcripts stored in the egg are 
linked covalently with short repetitive 
sequence elements, and most of the re-
peat transcripts are associated with this 
interspersed RNA fraction. 
We now report experiments demon-
strating that the specific pattern of repeat 
sequence representation in egg RNA has 
been quantitatively conserved since the 
divergence of two sea urchin species. 
The lineages leading to these species, S. 
purpuratus (Sp) and S . franciscanus (Sf) . 
apparently separated 15 to 20 million 
years ago (6). They are of particular in-
terest since their genomes contain clear-
ly different numbers of copies of many 
repeat sequences (7) . An issue addressed 
in the following experiments is whether 
the pattern of repeat sequence expression 
reflects these large evolutionary changes 
in repetitive sequence family size, or is 
independent of them. 
In Table I are listed the results of mea-
surements made with six cloned repeat 
fragments . The two strands of each 
cloned repeat were separated and react-
ed individually with Sp and Sf egg 
RNA 's. The fraction of the total egg 
RNA complementary to each probe se-
quence was calculated from either kinet-
ic or titration measurements (legend to 
Table I) [see (I), the source of much of 
the Sp data listed]. In order to estimate 
the number of specific RN A transcripts. 
the mass of RNA per egg was multiplied 
by the specific fraction of the RN A hy-
bridizing with the cloned probe. This cal-
culation is of interest because the diame-
ter of the Sf egg is about 120 µm com-
pared to 80 µm for Sp , and thus the Sf 
egg is three times larger in volume . Mea-
surements by the phloroglucinol method 
(8) show that the mass of RN A per aver-
age Sf egg is 8.3 ng compared to about 3 
ng for the Sp egg (9). Thus the concentra-
tion of total RNA (most of which is ribo-
somal RNA) in the eggs of the two spe-
cies is almost the same . In Table I the 
number of transcripts complementary to 
each cloned probe per egg is given for Sp 
and Sf, respectively; these values have 
been normalized for the egg RN A con-
tent of each species to give the number 
of specific transcripts per nanogram of 
total RN A. Measurement of transcript 
prevalence by kinetic or titration analy-
sis is accurate only to within a factor of 
about 2. 
The conclusions (/) for Sp egg RNA 
hold as well for Sf egg RNA (Table I). 
Apart from clone CSp2096, which in sev-
eral ways is atypical (10), the specific 
representation of the individual clones 
differs in Sf egg RN A by factors as large 
as 50. Both strands of all but one cloned 
repeat are also represented in Sf egg 
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RNA, just as in Sp egg RNA. The ex-
ception is CSp2096, the representation 
of which is highly asymmetric in the eggs 
of both species (I 0). 
The major result is that the pattern of 
representation of the six cloned probes 
in egg RN A in essentially similar in the 
two species (Table I) . The data on tran-
scripts per oocyte show that the se-
quences highly represented in Sp egg 
RNA are also highly represented in Sf 
egg RNA . The number of specific tran-
scripts per unit of RN A mass were nor-
malized for the egg RNA content of the 
two species. With one exception 
(CSp2 I 09A) the number of transcripts 
per unit of RNA mass is the same within 
a factor of 2 in Sp and Sf eggs, while the 
size of the genomic repeat sequence fam-
ilies represented by this set of clones dif-
fers as much as ninefold . In the case of 
the CSp2109A sequence, the Sf egg has 
three to four times more homologous 
transcripts per nanogram of egg RNA, 
but the Sp genome has 20 times the num-
ber of homologous repeats as the Sf ge-
nome. When one DNA strand is more 
highly represented in RNA, this tran-
scriptional asymmetry is retained in the 
eggs of both species. This is clear in the 
case of CSp2096, and is probably also 
evident for the CSp2108 sequence. The 
degree of proportionality in the numbers 
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Fig. 2. Hybridization of S . purpura1us repeti-
tive 'ff-labeled DNA with excess S . francis-
canus and S . purpura1us egg RNA. (A) Hy-
bridization of total S. purpuratus repetitive 
'ff-labeled DNA tracer with Sp and Sf egg 
RNA . The S. purpuralus DNA was labeled in 
vivo to a specific activity of I.I x 10' cpm/ 
l'i· The 'ff-labeled DNA was denatured , re-
associated to a C,1 of 40. treated with SI 
nuclease, and chromatographed on Scpharose 
CL-28 . Included material of mode size 300 
nucleotides was hybridized with a 106-fold 
mass excess of S. purpuratus egg RNA <•> 
and S. franciscanus egg RNA (0 ) at 55"C in 
0.4M phosphate (Na•) buffer. The fraction of 
'ff-labeled DNA in RNA-DNA hybrids was 
assayed by binding to hydroxyapatite at .50"C 
in 0.12M phosphate (Na• ) buffer and elution 
at 99"C. The tracer was that described by 
Costantini er al. (/). The data were pooled and 
fit with the assumption of two kinetic com-
ponents (solid line) . The line shown is a least 
squares solution based on two kinetic com-
ponents. This analysis suggests that 38.6 per-
cent of the 'ff-labeled DNA repeat tracer hy-
bridizes with a second-order rate constant of 
1.79 x 10-'M" ' sec· • and 38.5 percent hy-
bridizes with a second-order rate constant of 
5.64 x io-•M- 1 sec• . (B) Hybridization of 
highly expressed S. purpura1us repetitive 'ff-labeled DNA with Sp and Sf egg RNA. The Sp repet-
itive 'ff-labeled DNA tracer used in (A} was fractionaled to select for those repeat sequences whose 
transcripts are most abundant by preparative reassociation with Sp egg RNA. This tracer was twice 
reassociatcd to RNA C,1 500 with a 3 x 10'-fold excess of Sp egg RNA as described (I). The 'H-
labeled DNA which bound to hydroxyapatite after the two RNA excess hybridizations consti-
tuted 19 percent of the repetitive tracer. The average sequence concentration of the RN A's 
represented in this tracer was 10' copies per egg. This selected 'ff-labeled DNA fraction was 
hybridized with a 10' -fold excess of Sp <•l and Sf(O) egg RNA , and the kinetics of the reaction 
was determined . Hybridizations and assay conditions were as in (A). On the basis of a single 
second-order kinetic component , the second-order rate constants were 7.9 x IC>-'M - 1 sec- 1 and 
3.5 x IO"M- 1 sec · •, respectively . The solid line shown is the least squares solution of the Sp 
hybridization points . 
Table I. Abundance of transcripts complementary to six cloned repetitive sequences in oocyte RNA 's of S. purpuratus and S. franciscanus . 
Genomic* 
Transcripts per oocyte§ Transcripts per 
Genomic fre· 
Clone Strand' 
Length• frequency nanograrn of RN A quency ratio 
(NT) S . pur- S. purpuratusl 
puratus S. purpuralus tl S. franciscanus , S. purpurotus .. S.franciscanus•• S.franciscanus tt 
CSp2007 u 1,100 400 7,000 N.D. 2.100 N.D. 9 L 7,000 8,300 2.100 1,000 
CSp2108 u 
204 20H 
97,000 420 .000 29.000 50.000 
0 .7 L 59,000 310.000 18,000 37 ,000 
CSp2109A u 180 900 2,500 20 ,000 800 2,400 20 L 2,800 29 ,000 800 3,500 
CSp2109B u 
Ill 200 
83.000 140,000 25 ,000 17,000 
4 
L 73 ,000 240.000 22.000 29,000 
CSp2137 u 226 530 19,000 68.000 5 ,800 8,200 L 16,000 50 ,000 4,800 6,000 
CSp2096 u 
203 80 
2,400.000 6 ,000.000 720 ,000 720,000 
2.5 L Low§§ Low§§ Low§§ LowH 
•The two complementary strands of each cloned repeat were desia:nated .. upper" (U) and "lower" (L) according to their clcctropboret ic mobility on ncutraJ 
polyacrylamide eels (.2 ). tThe lenJth of each cloned repet itive clement except CSp2007 is known from DNA sequence anaJysis (I I) . The length of CSp2007 was 
estimated from electrophorctic mobility of the duplex fragment (12) . t:Haploid genomic repetition frequency was estimated from the kinetics of reassociation of 
each cloned repeat with an excess of S. purpurarus DNA (/2 ). fThe limit of detection of RNA transcripts is dependent on the specific ac1i vity of the cloned repeat 
DNA probe . The np.(abelcd DNA probes used in this study were routinely labeled to about J07 cpm/µ.g , which allows detection of a.bout 100 transcripts per nanogram 
~{~~-~:~tcd re:,~d~~r:.:is0{0 ~~Ara~ofh"/h'ridi~r~~~f~~c t~o;:~H-e~l~dA oN~~~h ~~esdse~~e~~~ (/1).P~~eeti~t~f~~~~~~i~;n ':fy~~~~ 
tions with the cloned repeats arc approximately second order since both complementary strands arc present in the RNA . Titraiion measurements were carried out by 
reacting increasing amounts of oocyte RNA with a constanl quantil y of labeled . strand-~ted DNA tracer. Data analysis was as described (1 . 2). The values 
~:sd~~~~in~~fo~· fo~1'~:°CS~if098;~~: ~{~:i:~ ~~e~:=~ti~J :h~~fo~e;:~~=·u~~~~t1~d.e Tb::et~~ma:~~:;,~~sc;~~1~~ s~:~ 
kinetic method . The rate constants w- 1 scc- 1) were 2.5 )( 10- 3 for the CSp2108 upper strand , 4.5 x 10- > for the CSp2109B lower strand, and 2.2 x 10- 1 for the 
CSp2096 upper strand. fibc vaJues shown were determined by the kinetic method except in the case of CSp2109A upper strand and one determination of CSp2137 
upper strand. which were obtained by the titration method. The second-order rate constants w-1 scc- 1) were: CSp2108 U. 8.0 x 10- 1 ; CSp2108 L. 5.9 x JQ-> ; 
f_~P; 1 r&-\ ~~ ;~ ~~;i~nc~~~:~n~·~.; ~,~~~P~/~~ t~~·~~~~~~~sr;~'n~~t 1~} ~~~1~a~~~21~s~ri:i: ~e~;~;~§;~~,~fa: .1J. ;. :~\~~r= r~; 
CSp2137 U. I .I )( JO-'. ••The number of RNA transcripts per nanogram of oocyte RNA comlementary to a cloned DNA sequence is the number of transcripts 
per egg divided by 3.3 (nanoerams of RNA per Sp cal or 8.3 (nanograms of RNA per Sf egg). ttData from (6 , /4) . URccent work (/5 ) has shown that there are 
many sequences distantly related to CSp2J08 in the genome of Sp . The value shown refers to the size of a discrete subset of closely related sequences, which also 
~!"if~A co~t~~~;c ~l~~:: ~~=f1~~~ds~~ :::~i ~~~~:~=~~·~r~~n~~~·L~~~;~ ~~':~~~~mtst;2~itl 
prevalence , or about .S0 ,000 transcripts per nanoaram of cag RNA in both species. 
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species is shown in Fig. l, where the 
quantitative similarity in the pattern of 
repeat sequence expression in the two 
egg RNA 's extends over the full range of 
transcript sequence concentrations. 
The results in Table 1 and Fig. 1 derive 
from only six cloned repeat sequences 
and could be nonrepresentative. We at-
tempted to generalize these results by 
using repetitive DNA tracers prepared 
from whole sheared Sp DNA. As a con-
trol. in Fig. 2A the reactions of such a 
tracer with Sp and Sf egg RNA's are 
shown. The kinetics of these reactions 
are almost indistinguishable. and it fol-
lows that the overall distribution of re-
peat transcript sequence concentrations 
in the two egg RNA ·sis similar. The gen-
eralization that those repeat families 
highly represented in Sp egg RN A are al-
so highly represented in Sf egg RN A is 
tested in Fig. 2B. A subfraction of the 
genomic repeat tracer enriched for the 
sequences prevalent in Sp egg RNA was 
reacted with both egg RNA's. The ex-
periment shows that the repeat se-
quences prevalent in Sp egg RN A are 
represented in about the same concen-
trations in Sf egg RNA. We con.elude 
that the quantitative similarity in the pat-
terns of repeat sequence representation 
is general in Sp and Sf egg RN A's. 
The distribution of repeat sequence 
concentrations in egg RNA is almost cer-
tainly physiologically significant. This 
distribution is highly sequence specific, 
and different distributions have been 
found in other RNA ·s that have been 
studied . Specific processes of repetitive 
sequence transcription and RNA accu-
mulation must operate during oogenesis. 
Our results show that these processes 
have been adjusted during evolution so 
as to preserve the repeat transcript se-
quence concentrations despite signifi-
cant changes in genomic repeat family 
sizes and in egg volume and total RNA 
content. Conceivably all the repeat se-
quences belonging to expressed families 
are transcribed in both genomes. but the 
turnover and transcription rates have 
altered so as to compensate for the 
changes in repeat family size. The fol-
lowing argument suggests an alternative 
view. The particular pattern of repeat se-
quence representation present in the 
eggs of both of these species probably 
existed in their common ancestor as 
well . Therefore only a subset of the re-
peats of some repetitive families may be 
transcribed during oogenesis , since in 
the cases where the Sp families are larger 
than the Sf families this is not reflected in 
higher Sp transcript sequence concentra-
tions. Possibly only repetitive sequence 
elements of given families which are 
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present in the genomes of both species 
arc expressed. The general implication 
would be that although multiple homolo-
gous repeats are utilized in transcription, 
these may often represent a subset of the 
whole genomic sequence family. 
Our results emphasize the functional 
importance of repetitive sequence tran-
scription. The particular pattern of re-
peat sequence representation in mature 
eggs is quantitatively conserved between 
two sea urchin congeners, although the 
size of the various repeat families in their 
genomes differs significantly. The repeat 
sequences themselves have diverged less 
than single copy sequences during the 
evolution of this genus (7) . Conservation 
of repeat sequence expression suggests 
that the mechanism restraining change in 
the primary sequences is evolutionary 
selection. based on important but un-
known functions of the repetitive RNA 
transcripts. 
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Chapter IV 
Structural and Developmental Characteristics of Interspersed 
Polyadenylated RNA's of Sea Urchin Eggs and Embryos 
62 
INTRODUCTION 
A very large fraction of the sea urchin genome consists of repetitive sequence 
elements interspersed with single-copy DNA (Graham et al., 1974). These repeats 
number over 105 and belong to several thousand more or less distinct sequence families 
(Graham et al., 1974; Klein et al., 1978; this thesis, Chapter II). Members of individual 
interspersed repeat families are found widely scattered in the genome (this thesis, 
Chapter I). 
The expression of interspersed repetitive sequences in sea urchin RN A has 
recently begun to be studied in detail. Hybridization experiments (Costantini et al., 
1978; Scheller et al., 1978; this thesis, Chapter ill) have demonstrated the presence 
in egg total RNA and in gastrula stage and adult intestine nuclear RNA's of transcripts 
complementary to a set of cloned repetitive sequence elements (each representing 
a different repetitive sequence family). Different repeat sequences were found 
to be represented at different levels in each RNA, and the representation of a given 
repeat sequence in the three RNA's showed a characteristic variation. Moreover, it 
was observed that both complements of each repeat are present in the RNA, generally 
at approximately equal prevalence levels. The size of the RNA molecules bearing 
these repetitive sequence transcripts was estimated by hybridization of cloned repeat 
probes to egg total RNA and gastrula nuclear RNA fractionated on denaturing DMSO-
sucrose gradients (Costantini et al., 1978; Scheller et al., 1978). It was found that 
most of the RNA's complementary to the four probes used were 1000-2500 nucleotides 
(nt) long; however, evidence of RNA degradation in these experiments suggested 
that this might be an underestimate. Nevertheless, it was clear that the repeat-bearing 
RNA's are at least several-fold longer than the cloned repeat elements themselves. 
The nature of repetitive sequence transcripts in the polyadenylated fraction 
of sea urchin egg RNA was investigated by Costantini et al. (1980). Electron micro-
scope visualization of annealed egg poly(A)+ RNA revealed multi-stranded branched 
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structures involving approximately 65% of the RNA mass. These structures appeared 
to consist of short regions of RN A duplex separated by longer single-stranded regions. 
Based on the earlier finding (Costantini et al., 1978) that both complements of several 
cloned repeat elements are represented in egg total RNA, the duplex regions could 
be interpreted as renatured repetitive sequences. That complex networks involving 
several RNA molecules were formed by annealing suggested that many poly(A)+ 
RN A species in the egg carry more than one repeat sequence. Another experiment 
measured the kinetics of hybridization of a fraction of egg poly(A)+ RNA enriched 
in repeat-containing transcripts wit.fl excess whole sea urchin DNA. The analysis 
indicated that 85-90% of the mass of the enriched fraction consisted of single-copy 
sequence transcript. It was concluded that between 35% and 70% of egg poly(A)+ 
RNA has an interspersed sequence organization, in which short repetitive sequences 
are covalently linked to longer single-copy sequences. 
The present studies were undertaken to investigate in detail the structural 
and developmental characteristics of interspersed polyadenylated transcripts in 
sea urchin eggs and embryos. Experiments described below demonstrate that the 
two complements of a given repeat sequence are represented on different sets of 
poly(At RNAs, and that these transcripts are comparatively large; i.e., greater 
than 3 kilobases (kb) in length. The polyadenylated RNAs of three embryonic stages 
of sea urchin development are shown to contain multiple, large transcripts comple-
mentary to each of several cloned repeat sequences, and evidence of clear quantitative 
and probably qualitative developmental variation in repeat transcripts is presented. 
The interspersed nature of individual polyadenylated transcripts bearing specific 
repeat sequences is demonstrated by analysis of cDNA clones selected with two 
different repeat probes. The cloned regions are shown to consist of a repetitive 
segment complementary to the probe repeat, flanked by single-copy segments or by 
segments containing other, non-homologous repeat sequences. Single-copy fragments 
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from three of the cDNA clones are found to react with single poly(A)+ transcripts 
in egg RNA, and these transcripts are also found in the embryo, though in two cases 
an additional transcript appears at a specific developmental stage. Finally, it is 
shown that there is little similarity in size or apparent prevalence of individual repeat-
containing transcripts in the poly(A)+ egg RNA of two closely related sea urchin 
species,~· purpuratus and~· franciscanus. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
(a) Growth of sea urchin embryos 
Gametes of Strongylocentrotus purpuratus and~· franciscanus were collected 
following intracoelomic injection of 0.5 M KCl. Eggs were washed by repeated settling 
in Millipore-filtered seawater (MPFSW). 
Embryos of~· purpuratus were grown at 15-16°C at a density of 0.5-lxl04 /ml 
in MPFSW containing either 30 U/ml penicillin plus 50 µg/ml streptomycin or 40 µg/ml 
gentamicin. The embryo suspension was constantly stirred and was aerated with 
bubbles of compressed air. Development was initiated by fertilizing eggs at the 
stated density with 10 ml/liter of a 1% suspension of fresh sperm in MPFSW. Only 
cultures showing >98% fertilization and morphologically normal development were 
used for RNA preparations. 
(b) Preparation of egg and embryo poly(A)+ RNA 
+ Total poly(A) RN A of eggs and embryos was prepared as follows. All solutions 
were treated by vigorous shaking with 0.02% diethylpyrocarbonate (DEP) followed 
by autoclaving. All glassware was baked overnight in a 180°C oven, and all plastic-
ware was rinsed with 0.02% DEP in glass-distilled water (dH20) and then autoclaved. 
Eggs or embryos in MPFSW were pelleted by centrifugation and washed by resuspension 
and pelleting through ice-cold calcium-magnesium-free seawater (Hynes and Gross, 
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1970) brought to pH 3 with citric acid. The pellets were suspended in a buffer (Hough-
Evans et al., 1977) containing 7 M urea, 50 mM sodium acetate (pH 5.1), 10 mM 
EDTA, 15 mM EGTA, 1 % SDS, and 10 µg/ml polyvinyl sulfate, and homogenized 
with 5-10 strokes of a "B" pestle in a Dounce homogenizer. RNA was purified from 
this homogenate by the cesium chloride pelleting method of Glisin et al. (1974). 
The homogenate was diluted 1:1 with DEP-treated dH2o, and solid CsCl (1 g/ml) 
was added and dissolved. The homogenate was transferred to Beckman Quick-Seal 
tubes and underlaid with a cushion of 5.7 M CsCl in 10 mM sodium acetate (pH 5.1). 
Centrifugation was for 24 hat 39 If rpm, 20°C, in a 70 Ti or 60 Ti rotor. The RNA 
pellets were dissolved in DEP-treated dH20 at 4°C and precipitated twice with two 
volumes of ethanol at -20°C from 0.3 M sodium acetate pH 5.5. The RNA was again 
dissolved in dH2o and precipitated overnight at -20°C with two volumes of 4.5 M 
sodium acetate (pH 5.5) (Childs et al., 1979). The sodium acetate precipitation was 
effective in removing the considerable amounts of non-ultraviolet-absorbing carbohydrate 
contaminating the RNA of later embryos. The final pellet was dissolved in dH20 
and stored at -70°C. 
Poly(A)+ RNA was isolated from total RNA by two cycles of binding to oligo(dT)-
cellulose (Aviv and Leder, 1972) at room temperature, using the buffers suggested 
by the manufacturer (Collaborative Research). The RNA was dissolved in dH2o 
and stored at -70°C. 
A note on intactness of poly(At RNA preparations: it was occasionally observed 
that a preparation of poly(A)+ RNA examined by standard methods [e.g., electrophoresis 
in agarose gels containing methyl mercury (Bailey and Davidson, 1976)] and appearing 
largely intact was nonetheless unusable for the analysis of large (>5 kb) repeat-containing 
transcripts by virtue of being slightly degraded. This became evident upon carrying 
out gel blot hybridizations of the RNA with cloned repeat elements as probes: the 
discrete bands usually observed (particularly those representing the largest transcripts) 
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were obviously diminished in intensity, the relative intensity of lower molecular 
weight bands was emphasized, and the apparent "background" was higher. 
Obviously, the appearance on RNA gel blots of large, rare transcripts is affected 
most by slight, presumably random, degradation of this kind; the appearance of small, 
prevalent transcripts is affected least. Thus, if two RNA populations seem to differ 
in the presence or absence of a given transcript, it should be shown that the RNA 
appearing to lack the transcript nonetheless contains intact larger (and pref er ably 
rarer) transcripts than that under consideration. The point may seem trivial, but 
the literature contains increasingly· frequent "demonstrations" of RN A intactness 
in which ribosomal RNA (!) or other short, prevalent transcripts are used as standards 
of integrity for longer, rarer species (e.g., Dawid et al., 1981; Zuker and Lodish, 
1981). 
(c) Preparation and screening of a cDNA library to egg poly(A)+ RNA 
A library of cDNA clones was prepared by C. Flytzanis from~· purpuratus 
egg poly(A)+ RNA purified by three passages over oligo(dT)-cellulose. The construction 
of the library was essentially according to Rowekamp and Firtel (1980), except 
that synthesis of the first strand of the cDNA by reverse transcriptase was randomly 
primed by oligonucleotides of calf thymus DNA (Taylor et al., 1976). Following alkali 
treatment to remove the RNA and purification of the cDNA on Sephadex G-100, 
the second strand was synthesized using DNA polymerase I. The resulting double-
stranded cDNA was treated with S-1 nuclease and size-selected by chromatography 
on Biogel A-150M. The selected double-stranded cDNA was tailed with poly(dC) 
and annealed with the plasmid vector pBR322 tailed at the Pstl site with poly(dG). 
The annealed DNA was then used to transform]_. coli strain HB 101 by the method 
of Cohen et al. (1972). 
Storage and screening of bacterial colonies containing the recombinant cDNA 
plasmids was carried out essentially as described by Hanahan and Meselson (1980). 
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To select cDNA clones bearing specific repeat sequences, the library was screened 
with the cloned repetitive sequence elements CS2109A and CS2137 (Klein et al., 
1978). Hybridization was carried out in DNA hybridization buffer (see below) at 
50° or 60°C. The hybridized filters were washed at 60°C in 5X SET, 0.1 % SDS [lX 
SET is 0.15 M NaCl, 0.03 M Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 2 mM EDTA]. 
(d) Preparation of plasmid and genomic DNAs 
Bacteria containing recombinant plasmids were grown and the plasmids amplified 
according to the method of Norgard et al. (1979), and plasmid DNAs were then isolated 
.... --
as described previously (Scheller et al., 1977). 
High-molecular weight DNA from sea urchin sperm or testes was prepared 
by W. Pearson and J. Roberts following the procedure of Britten et al. (1974). 
(e) Restriction enzyme digestion and labeling of DNA 
DNA was digested with various restriction enzymes using a simplified buffer 
system, as follows: 
H-M-L-K Buffer System 
H buffer M buffer 
0.15 M NaCl 50 mM NaCl 
6 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0 6 mM Tris-HCI pH 8.0 
6 mM MgCI2 6 mM MgCI2 
L buffer K buffer 
6 mM NaCl 10 mM KCI 
6 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0 10 mM Tris-HCI pH 8.0 
6 mM MgCI2 10 mM MgCI2 
Special buffers: 
Eco RI buff er 
50 mM NaCl 
0.1 M Tris-HCl pH 7 .4 
6 mM MgC12 
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"Tag I buff er 
6 mM NaCl 
6 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.5 
6 mM MgC12 
The buffers were kept as lOX stocks at 4°C. Reducing agents were added to the 
digestion mixtures as needed. All digestions were carried out at 37°C, with the 
exception of Taq I digestions, which were at 65°C under mineral oil. 
DNA of each of the cDNA clones studied here was treated with a set of 24 
restriction enzymes; digestions were carried out in the buffers shown below: 
Enz~me Buffer 
Ava I M 
Ava II M 
Barn HI H 
Bel I M 
Bgl I M 
Bgl II M 
BstE II M 
Cla I L 
Dde I H 
Eco RI Eco RI 
Hine II M 
Hind III M 
Hinf I M 
Kpn I L 
Nae I M 
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Pst I M 
Pvu I H 
Pvu II M 
Rsa I M 
Sal I H 
Sau 3AI M 
Taq I Taq I 
Xba I H 
Xho I H 
Barn HI, Bgl II, Eco RI, Hine II, Hind m, Pst I, and Sal I were prepared by Maria Alonso; 
the remainder were from New England Biolabs. The cDNA clone inserts were mapped 
in situ in the plasmid by a combination of single and double restriction enzyme digests. 
Restriction enzymes leaving 5' overhanging bases were chosen preferentially, 
to permit the use of "filling in" (repair synthesis) by Klenow polymerase as a labeling 
method. In initial experiments, DNA was dissolved in L buffer (above) containing 
5 mM dithiothreitol (DTT) and whichever a-32P-dXTP's (Amersham; aqueous, 2000-
3000 Ci/mmol) were required to repair the ends created by the restriction enzyme(s). 
The labeled triphosphates were present in sufficient quantity to repair all the ends. 
Following addition of 1-2 units Klenow polymerase (Boehringer), the mixture was 
incubated at room temperature for 20 min, after which all four cold dXTP's were 
added to 40 µM (each) and incubation was continued for 10 additional minutes. 
The reaction was terminated by the addition of EDTA to 20 mM. In later experiments, 
labeling was routinely performed by adding DTT, labeled dXTP's, and Klenow polymerase 
directly to restriction enzyme digest mixtures in M buffer. The final buffer was 
l/2X M plus 5 mM DTT. The remaining steps were as above. 
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(f) Isolation of labeled DNA restriction fragments 
Labeled DNA fragments were separated on 4% or 6% polyacrylamide slab gels 
in Tris-borate-EDTA buffer (Maxam and Gilbert, 1977) run at 200-250 V (regulated) 
in a 4°C cold room. For isolation of duplex fragments, Klenow polymerase labeling 
mixtures (see above) were loaded directly on the gel. Labeled repetitive elements 
to be strand-separated were denatured by incubation in a boiling water bath for 
5 min and quenched in an ice/water bath before loading. 
Following electrophoresis, regions of the gel containing the desired DNA fragments 
were localized by autoradiography and excised. The DNA was eluted by incubating 
crushed gel pieces in 2 ml 0.1 M NaCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 1 mM EDTA overnight 
at 37°C. Acrylamide was removed by centrifuging the elution mixture through silanized 
glass wool in a 5 ml plastic syringe to which a plastic tube had been attached to 
receive the liquid containing the DNA. The labeled fragments were stored at -20°C. 
(g) Agarose gel electrophoresis and nitrocellulose blotting of DNA and RNA 
Restriction enzyme digests of genomic DNA were electrophoresed (5-7 µg/lane) 
on 1 % agarose gels in Tris-acetate-EDTA buffer. Hind ill-digested A. DNA and Hinf !-
digested pBR322 DNA {Sutcliffe, 1979) were used as size markers. Digests of clone 
DNA were run on 1.5%-2.5% agarose gels, using pBR322/Hinf I and vector fragments 
as markers. Following ethidium bromide (1 µg/ml) staining and gel photography, 
the DNA was transferred to nitrocellulose paper by the method of Southern (1975), 
using lOX SET as the transfer medium. After blotting (8-12 h) the filter was washed 
briefly in 3X SET, air dried, and baked for 2-3 hat 80°C in a vacuum oven. 
Poly(A) + RN A (1-2 µg/lane) was electrophoresed on 0.8% agarose gels containing 
20 mM sodium morpholinopropane sulfonic acid (MOPS; pH 7.0), 5 mM sodium acetate, 
1 mM EDTA, and 2.2 M formaldehyde (Rave et al., 1979; Lehrach et al., 1977). RNA 
samples were denatured in 60% formamide, 2.2 M formaldehyde in the above 
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MOPS-acetate-EDTA buffer for 5 min at 65°C. The running buffer was MOPS-acetate-
EDTA and was constantly recirculated with a peristaltic pump during electrophoresis. 
RNA size markers, run in parallel lanes, were as follows: ~· coli 16S (1541 nt; Brosius 
et al., 1978) and 23S (2904 nt; Brosius et al., 1980) rRNAs, sea urchin 18S (J'l840 nt; -- --
F. Costantini, unpublished) and 26S (J'3850 nt; F. Costantini, unpublished) rRNAs, 
and poliovirus virion RNA (J'7500 nt including poly(A); Kitamura et al., 1981). Poliovirus 
RNA was kindly provided by G. Larsen and E. Wimmer. 
Following electrophoresis, lanes containing markers were sliced from the gel, 
stained 1-2 h in 1 µg/ml ethidium bromide in dH2o, destained overnight at 4°C in 
dH2o, and photographed under UV illumination. Transfer of RNA from the remainder 
of the gel to nitrocellulose filters (B. Seed, personal communication) was accomplished 
as follows. The gel was equilibrated for 20-40 min in one gel volume 20X SSC (lX SSC = 
0.15 M NaCl, 0.015 M sodium citrate, pH 7 .5) with occasional agitation. Using 20X SSC 
as the transfer medium, the RNA was blotted onto nitrocellulose paper with the 
same blotting set-up as for DNA (Southern, 1975). After blotting (10-12 h), the filter 
was soaked in 20X SSC, air dried, and baked for 2-3 hat 80°C in a vacuum oven. 
(h) DNA and RNA gel blot hybridization 
DNA gel blots were preincubated in DNA hybridization buffer [5X SET, lX 
Denhardt's (Denhardt, 1966), 20 mM sodium phosphate buff er (PB; pH 6.8) and 50 µg/ml 
sheared, denatured~· coli or calf thymus DNA] for 2-4 h in sealed plastic bags 
on a shaking water bath at the hybridization temperature (see below). Heat-denatured 
radioactive probe DNA was then added, and hybridization was carried out for 14-20 h. 
When the fragment to be used as a probe contained a poly (dG)·(dC) region from 
one end of a cDNA clone (see above), poly(rC) at 15 µg/ml was present during both 
the preincubation and hybridization. The hybridized filters were washed 2-3X in 
5X SET, 0.1 % SDS at 60°C. 
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Blot hybridizations with genomic DNAs (genome blots) were carried out at 
60°C. Hybridizations with clone DNA on the filter (clone blots) were carried out 
at either 50° or 60°C. 
RNA gel blots were pre-treated in lOX Denhardt's, 5X SET, 50 mM PB for 
2-3 h in sealed plastic bags on a shaking water bath at the hybridization temperature 
(42°C). The pretreatment buffer was then removed and replaced with RNA hybridization 
buffer [5X SET, lX Denhardt's, 20 mM PB, 50 µg/ml sheared, denatured E.coli or 
calf thymus DNA, and 20-50% formamide (see below)], and the filters were pre-
incubated for 2-3 hat 42°C. As abgve, poly(rC) at 15 µg/ml was included if necessary. 
Heat-denatured radioactive probe DNA was added, and hybridization was carried 
out for 14-18 hat 42°C. The hybridized filters were washed 2-3X at 60°C in 5X SET, 
0.1 % SDS. 
The reaction criterion of RNA gel blot hybridizations in different experiments 
was varied by varying the concentration of formamide in the hybridization buffer 
(Casey and Davidson, 1977). For hybridization of sequences well-matched to the 
probe sequence (such as when single-copy fragments were used as probes), 50% formamide 
was used. To permit efficient hybridization of divergent sequences (e.g., poorly 
matched repeats), the concentration of formamide was lowered to 20%. Interspecies 
transcript comparisons (Figure 8) were carried out in 40% formamide. 
(i) Electron microscopy of annealed RN A 
Egg poly(At RNA was denatured, annealed, and spread for electron microscopy 
from 80% formamide as described by Costantini et al. (1980). Single-stranded ~Xl 74 
DNA was included as an internal size standard (Glass and Wertz, 1980). 
(j) DNA sequencing 
DNA sequencing was carried out by the method of Maxam and Gilbert (1980), 
using duplex restriction fragments asymmetrically labeled by repair synthesis with 
Klenow polymerase (see above). 
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RF.SUL TS 
(a) RNA gel blot patterns of repeat-containing transcripts in S. purpuratus egg 
+ poly(A) RNA 
A principal goal of these studies was to examine the sizes and relative prevalences 
of polyadenylated transcripts deriving from individual repetitive sequence families, 
and to compare these parameters for the two complements of each repeat. 
In Figure 1 are displayed autoradiograms of gel blots of ~· purpuratus egg poly(A) + 
RNA, hybridized at reduced criterion (see Materials and Methods) with the separated 
strands of cloned repetitive sequence elements representing four different interspersed 
repetitive sequence families (see Klein et al., 1978; this thesis, Chapter II; see also 
Chapter I; Scheller et al., 1981a). A number of observations can be made: (1) The 
repetitive sequence probes are complementary to multiple discrete transcripts of 
various sizes. (2) The patterns of bands revealed by hybridization to the two separated 
strands of a given repeat are different, demonstrating that the two complements 
of that repeat sequence are carried on different molecules. (3) The transcripts 
complementary to each repeat are relatively large; nearly all are greater than 3 kb 
in length, with a rough number average size of perhaps 5-6 kb. Thus, virtually all 
of the transcripts detected are more than ten times as long as the cloned repeat 
sequence used as a probe. (4) The much greater intensity of some bands in the auto-
radiograms compared to others indicates that certain transcript species bearing 
a given repeat sequence are much more prevalent in the poly(A)+ egg RNA population 
than are other species bearing the same repeat (though this conclusion must be drawn 
cautiously; see below). That only a small number of intensely hybridizing bands 
is observed implies that only a few members of a given repeat family are transcribed 
into prevalent polyadenylated RNA's. Conversely, the apparent light "background" 
of hybridization in these experiments is at least in part indicative of a large number 
of individual RNA species which are comparatively rare. 
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The repetitive sequence probes used in these experiments represent repeat 
families which exhibit a considerable degree of intraf amilial sequence divergence, 
particularly the 2109A and 2109B families (see Klein et al., 1978; Scheller et al., 
198la). The population of transcripts deriving from such a repeat family could thus 
be expected to include sequences both well and poorly matched to any individual 
cloned member of the family. Consequently, to permit detection of the more distantly 
related sequences, the blot hybridizations were carried out at a reaction criterion 
significantly reduced from that routinely used to detect sequences well-matched 
to the probe sequence (see Materials and Methods). Even under the reduced criterion 
conditions, however, the extent of hybridization to the various transcripts-and 
hence the relative intensity of the various bands in the autoradiogram-will still 
depend somewhat on which cloned representative of the repeat family is used as 
a probe. To test the magnitude of this effect, blot hybridizations were carried out 
with the separated strands of two different cloned DNA's representing the 2109B 
repeat family; the two probes are substantially divergent from each other (see legend 
to Figure 1). In Figure 1, the resultant autoradiograms are compared. Quantitative 
differences in the intensity of particular bands are evident, but the overall patterns 
are qualitatively very similar. Thus it seems likely that the detection of the diverse 
set of transcripts bearing 2109B repeat family sequences has been reasonably complete. 
Moreover, the interpretation of the large variations in band intensity as being indicative 
of differences in the prevalences of specific transcripts is well supported. 
(b) Repeat-containing poly(A)+ RNA's in embryonic stages of sea urchin development 
The developmental pattern of expression of individual repetitive sequence 
families was studied by hybridizing gel blots of total poly(A)+ RNA of the egg and 
three embryonic stages-16-cell, hatched blastula, and mid-gastrula-with the 
separated strands of four different cloned repetitive sequence elements. The auto-
radiograms are displayed in Figure 2. 
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It will be seen from these experiments that the general characteristics of 
repeat-containing poly(At transcripts in embryos are very similar to those described 
above for egg repeat-containing RNAs. Thus, the polyadenylated RNA of all three 
embryonic stages contains multiple discrete transcripts of various sizes complementary 
to each repeat probe; different sets of transcripts carry the two complements of 
each repeat; and the detectable transcripts are almost all greater than 3 kb in length. 
RNA from 16-cell embryos was included in these experiments because at this 
stage the very great majority of even the non-ribosomal RNA mass consists of transcripts 
inherited from the egg, with little contribution from new synthesis in the embryo 
(Ernst et al., 1980). Nevertheless, four cleavages have occurred and five hours have 
elapsed since fertilization, and the opportunity thus exists to examine the fate, 
with respect to size and relative prevalence, of maternally inherited repeat-containing 
transcripts. Figure 2 shows that the pattern of gel bands hybridizing to the various 
repeat sequence probes in 16-cell poly(A)+ RNA is qualitatively similar to that in 
egg poly(A)+ RNA, although some differences are detectable. Thus, although these 
experiments do not provide a quantitative assessment of the fate of particular transcripts, 
it is clear that there is no large-scale degradation and/or processing of maternal 
repeat-containing transcripts in early cleavage, at least up to 5 h post-fertilization. 
By the hatched blastula or midgastrula stages of development (approximately 
18 h and 40 h, respectively, after fertilization), very substantial differences are 
evident in the pattern of poly(A)+ RNAs hybridizing with most of the repeat probes, 
compared to egg poly(A)+ RNA (Figure 2). Some of these differences are due to 
the developmental disappearance or decline in prevalence of a transcript species 
prominent in egg and 16-cell RNAs. Turnover and/or processing of particular maternal 
transcripts would account for these changes. A much more common type of difference 
between the repeat-containing RNA populations of the egg and of later embryos 
is the appearance of qualitatively new transcript species or an increase in the prevalence 
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of species already present in the egg. Most of these changes are clearly the result 
of embryonic transcription, especially given the fact that at the blastula and gastrula 
stages of sea urchin development, a very large fraction of the non-ribosomal RNA 
mass has been synthesized since fertilization (Davidson, 1976). However, the relatively 
modest developmental increase in the apparent prevalence of some species could 
possibly be due to post-fertilization addition of poly(A) to maternal transcripts (Wilt, 
1977), resulting in their more quantitative isolation on oligo(dT)-cellulose. Finally, 
many of the gel bands detectable in egg RNA with the various repeat probes appear 
to persist at approximately the same intensity in the blastula and gastrula patterns. 
These may represent maternal transcripts which survive intact in the later embryo, 
or species whose embryonic transcription more or less balances the turnover of maternal 
molecules. 
In summary, these experiments show that as early sea urchin development 
proceeds, the set of transcripts representing an individual repetitive sequence family 
may participate in the same kinds of qualitative and quantitative modulation as 
observed for various mRNAs; e.g., those for the histones (Childs et al., 1979), the 
actins (Crain et al., 1981), and the tubulins (Alexandraki and Ruderman, 1981). 
(c) Isolation and mapping of repeat-containing cDNA clones of egg poly(A)+ RNA 
To permit the detailed study of specific repeat-bearing transcripts, a cDNA 
clone library of egg poly(At RNA was constructed (see Materials and Methods). 
Based on the results presented in the previous sections, which indicated a large size 
(>3 kb) for the repeat-containing transcripts in egg and embryo polyadenylated RNA's, 
the cDNA destined for cloning was synthesized by "random priming" with oligonucleo-
tides from calf thymus DNA, in order to provide a more uniform representation 
of the sequences in such long transcripts than would have been obtained by oligo(dT) 
priming at the 3'-terminal poly(A) tail. The double-stranded cDNA was inserted 
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into the Pstl site of pBR322 by the poly(dG)·poly(dC) homopolymeric extension 
method (Rowekamp and Firtel, 1980). 
Sets of cDNA clones bearing specific repeats were selected from the library 
by screening with two different cloned repetitive sequence elements, CS2109A and 
CS2137 (referred to below as "CS repeats"). These cloned elements and the genomic 
repeat families they represent have been characterized extensively in previous studies 
(Klein et al.,1978; this thesis, Chapters I and II; Scheller et al., 1981a; Moore et al., 
1981). The 2109A family has at least 900 members in~· purpuratus and is organized 
in the genome as individual short r~petitive sequence elements flanked on either 
side by single copy sequences (this thesis, Chapter I). Thus, it is a typical short 
interspersed repeat family. Less is known about the organization of the 2137 family, 
but the available evidence indicates that it consists of short (Moore et al., 1981) 
repetitive elements which are scattered in the genome (see below). The 2137 family 
has about 530 members in the~· purpuratus genome (Klein et al., 1978). 
Four cDNA clones selected with each of the two CS repeats were subjected 
to detailed restriction enzyme mapping (Figure 3). Restriction fragments bearing 
sequences homologous to the CS repeat were identified by gel blot hybridizations 
of the restriction digests used for mapping. The minimal region of each clone to 
which the CS repeat sequence could be localized is indicated in Figure 3 by an asterisk. 
In most cases the region is short compared to the total length of the cloned cDNA 
insert, and similar in size to the CS repeat itself (of course, the actual homology 
may be even shorter than shown in the figure; see below). In some of the clones, 
the CS repeat region is located at one end of the cDNA insert, but in others (e.g., 
p2109A-2) it is flanked on both sides by non-CS sequences. 
(d) Sequence analysis of a transcribed repetitive seguence 
The CS repeat region of p2109A-2 was examined in detail by determining its 
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nucleotide sequence. As shown in Figure 4, the homology to CS2109A is short (62 nt) 
but well-matched (94%). It is possible that additional homologous sequences have 
been removed from this region by RNA processing (or conceivably by artifactual 
recombination in the cDNA clone), but it is more likely that the particular member 
of the 2109A repeat family represented in p2109A-2 is simply a truncated version. 
Chapter II of this thesis demonstrates that members of the 2109A and B repeat families 
are not simply colinear variants of each other, but instead may differ by the presence 
or absence of various sequence elements. It is noteworthy that the sequence enclosed 
in brackets in Figure 4 is followed immediately in CS2109A by one element of a 
large inverse repeat (beginning at nucleotide 69 of CS2109A; see Figure 3 of Chapter II) 
which is not present in p2109A-2. 
The symmetrical representation of repetitive sequences in sea urchin RNA's 
led to the suggestion (e.g., Scheller et al., 1978) that repeat sequence transcripts 
do not play a role in the protein coding function of messenger RNA. More specific 
evidence on this point was presented in Chapter II, where it was shown that most 
repeat sequences may be untranslatable due to the presence of translation termina-
tion codons in all three phases of both strands. However, as pointed out there, it 
remained possible that those members of a repeat family which are actually trans-
cribed might contain open translational reading frames. The sequence shown in 
Figure 4 represents clear evidence that this is not true in the specific case of p2109A-2. 
The region (nucleotides 88 to 234) which has been sequenced in both directions is 
translationally blocked in all six possible reading frames; additional termination 
codons are found in the remainder of the sequence. Thus, that portion of the p2109A-2 
transcript represented in Figure 4 is non-translatable. 
(e) Sequence organization of cloned regions of repeat-containing egg transcripts 
The sequence organization of the cDNA clones was studied using isolated, 
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radioactively labeled restriction fragments from each clone as hybridization probes. 
The various fragments are indicated in Figure 3 below the restriction map of the 
source clone; each fragment is given a designation denoting the number of the source 
clone and the restriction enzyme(s) used to generate it. Thus, lOHB is a fragment 
from p2109A-10 delimited by a Hind III site and a Bgl II site. 
The probe fragments were each reacted with two different kinds of gel blots: 
restriction enzyme digests of total genomic DNA of two~· purpuratus individuals 
and restriction digests of the cDNA clones in which the cDNA insert was carried 
on a single fragment (see legend to·Figure 5). The genome blot experiments allowed 
us to determine whether a given cDNA fragment contains repetitive sequences or 
only single-copy sequence. The clone blot experiments showed whether the fragment 
contains sequences shared by the other clones or only sequences unique to the source 
clone. The results of these blot hybridization experiments are presented in Figure 5 
(A, B, D, and E) and summarized in Figure 3 and Table I. For comparision purposes, 
genome blots probed with the two CS repeats are also shown (Figure 5A and B). 
In all four of the p2109A cDNA clones, restriction fragments flanking the 
CS repeat region each react with at_ most two different-sized genomic fragments 
(Figure 5A). For reasons discussed below, we interpret the two bands in the DNA 
of a given individual as two different alleles rather than two nonallelic copies of 
the sequence. Thus, these cDNA clone fragments consist entirely of single-copy 
sequence (denoted in Figure 3A by a thin line representing the fragment). In the 
case of p2109A-2, it was possible to show that sequences on both sides of the CS 
repeat region (fragments 2A and 2HH) are single-copy in the genome. By contrast, 
restriction fragments overlapping or encompassing the CS repeat region (e.g., 2AH) 
react with the entire spectrum of fragment sizes in the genome blots, just as does 
the CS2109A repeat itself. (These repeat-containing fragments are denoted in 
Figure 3A by a thick line representing the fragment.) 
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It is important to note that the single-copy restriction fragments from different 
p2109A cDNA clones react with different fragments of genomic DNA, implying 
that these sequences are not shared between clones. This was verified directly by 
the clone blot experiments, which showed that the single-copy fragments react only 
with their respective source clone (Figure 5D; results summarized in Table I). As 
expected, restriction fragments containing all or part of the CS repeat region react 
with all four clones (though most strongly with the source clone). 
The organization of the p2137 cDNA clones is somewhat more complicated. 
As does the CS2137 repeat itself, restriction fragments from all four clones which 
overlap or contain the CS repeat region react with genomic DNA fragments of all 
sizes (Figure 5B). In three cases (p2137-5, -7, and -9), restriction fragments which 
flank the CS repeat region clearly contain other repetitive sequences (thick lines 
representing the fragments in Figure 3B). Only in CS2137-1 is a restriction fragment 
flanking the CS repeat region found to be single-copy in the genome (thin line repre-
senting the fragment in Figure 3B). The clone blot experiments (Figure 5E) show 
that the repetitive sequences flanking the CS repeat regions of p2137-5, -7, and 
-9 are not shared between clones, and that the single copy flanking sequence of 
p2137-1 is likewise unique to that clone. As expected, restriction fragments from 
the CS repeat regions themselves react with all four clones (results summarized 
in Table I). 
The results of the experiments presented above may be summarized as follows: 
(1) The eight cDNA clones represent egg RNA transcripts in which a short repetitive 
sequence (a member of either the 2109A or the 2137 repeat family) is covalently 
linked to either single-copy sequence or other repetitive sequences (Figure 3). This 
is shown by the results of the genome blot experiments with selected restriction 
fragments from each clone (Figure 5A and B). (2) The four cDNA clones selected 
with each CS repeat represent different regions of the genome containing different 
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members of the repeat family. This is demonstrated by three lines of evidence: 
the dissimilarity of the restriction maps of the clones (Figure 3); the lack of homology 
between clones in the regions flanking the CS repeat region, as well as the greater 
hybridization signal always observed in the reaction of a CS repeat region fragment 
with its source clone compared to the other clones (Figure 5D and E); and finally, 
the observation that single copy sequences from different clones (p2109A-2, -10, 
-16, and -18, and p2137-l) react with different fragments of genomic DNA (Figure 5A 
and B). 
(f) Polymorphism in genomic regions flanking transcribed repeats 
The genome blot experiments shown in Figure 5A and B suggested that the 
regions of the genome which contain the single-copy sequences of interspersed transcripts 
may be quite polymorphic, inasmuch as single-copy fragments from the cDNA clones 
(Figure 3) generally reacted with different-sized restriction fragments in the two 
individual DNA's examined. This phenomenon was studied in more detail by carrying 
out genome blot experiments with the DNA's of 6 different§_. purpuratus individuals, 
digested with two different restriction enzymes. The blots were hybridized with 
single-copy restriction fragments from five of the cDNA clones (p2109A-2, -10, 
-16, and -18, and p2137-1; see Figure 3). Representative autoradiograms are shown 
in Figure 6A-D; the overall results of these experiments are summarized in Table II. 
Two points are immediately evident from Figure 6A-D. First, there is a high 
degree of interindividual polymorphism in the sizes of the Eco RI and Hind III restric-
tion fragments of genomic DNA which contain the single-copy probe sequences. 
However, some common bands are observed, as in Figure 6A. In this case, the probe 
fragment (10 HB from p2109A-10; see Figure 3A) is bounded on one side by a site 
for the enzyme used in the genome digest (Hind III). In spite of this, at least eight 
different band sizes are evident in the six individuals (twelve haploid genomes). 
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Results similar to those shown in Figure 6A-D were obtained with the other three 
single-copy probes (Table II). 
The second point to be noted is that each probe sequence reacts with two 
different-sized restriction fragments in the DNA of nearly every individual tested 
(Table II). The two bands in a given individual DNA are best interpreted as two 
different alleles of a sequence occurring once per haploid genome (i.e., the individual 
is heterozygous), since it is extremely unlikely that an individual would be homozygous 
for two non-allelic copies of the probe sequence, given the large amount of inter-
individual polymorphism noted above. 
The great variety of alleles present in a population of sea urchins can be visualized 
by genome blot experiments using mixtures of equal amounts of DNA from many 
individuals. Figure 6E shows the results of such an experiment, in which fragment 10 HB 
from p2109A-10 was used as a probe. The most frequent alleles are revealed by their 
intense hybridization signal, while less common variants are fainter. It can be seen that 
the pattern of alleles in two different populations is detectably different. 
The possible significance of these polymorphisms will be considered in the 
Discussion. 
(g) Individual interspersed transcripts in sea urchin development 
The identification of single-copy restriction fragments within several of the 
repeat-containing cDNA clones (Figures 3 and 5) permitted an examination of the 
size and developmental characteristics of the specific interspersed transcripts repre-
+ sented by these clones. Gel blots of total poly(A) RN A of the egg and of 16-cell, 
hatched blastula, and mid-gastrula stage embryos, hybridized with single-copy fragments 
from p2109A-10, -16, and -18, are shown in the first three panels of Figure 7. In 
egg poly(At RNA, each of the probe fragments reacts with a single transcript (presumably 
the template on which the corresponding cDNA was synthesized before cloning). 
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The transcript sizes are given in Table III. It is evident that the three cDNA clones 
from which the probe fragments were taken represent three different interspersed 
polyadenylated RNAs, each bearing a sequence belonging to the 2109A repeat family. 
Moreover, the sizes of these RNAs are within the range observed when either strand 
of the CS2109A repeat itself is hybridized to egg poly(A)+ RNA (see Figure 1), suggesting 
that they are typical of transcripts homologous to this repeat sequence. 
All three single-copy probe fragments reveal in all three embryonic RNAs 
a polyadenylated transcript of the same size as that found in egg poly(A)+ RNA 
(Figure 7). The hybridizations to 16-cell stage RNA demonstrate in each case the 
persistence of the inherited maternal transcript through at least 5 h of embryonic 
development, though in the case of p2109A10 and -18, its prevalence appears to 
have declined somewhat. This may reflect the turnover of these transcripts or perhaps 
some processing event; in the latter case, however, the single-copy probe sequence 
is apparently not retained in the processed transcript, since no additional RNA band 
is detected in the blots. 
Two of the single-copy probe sequences, those from p2109A-10 and -18, detect 
in the poly(A)+ RNA of later embryonic stages a new transcript in addition to the 
predominant egg-type one: fragment 10 HB reveals a larger transcript at the mid-
gastrula stage, fragment 18AR1 a smaller one in the hatched blastula (see Table m 
for sizes). Whether these additional RNA species have any kinetic relationship to 
the predominant transcript in each case (i.e., as a result of processing) or are instead 
novel primary transcripts from the same genomic regions is unknown. 
The prevalence of all three of the maternal-type transcripts shown in Figure 7 
is apparently significantly greater in blastula and/or gastrula stage embryos than 
in the egg. This result almost certainly indicates that the embryo genome is trans-
cribed to produce qualitatively the same transcript in these three cases as is synthesized 
during oogenesis for storage in the egg. In support of this conclusion, two other 
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points should be mentioned here, with regard to the p2109A-10 transcripts. First, 
the appearance in the gastrula stage of a transcript larger than the maternal species 
clearly implies that new transcription from this locus has taken place in the embryo. 
Second, the maternal-type p2109A-10 transcript is easily detectable in total poly(A)+ 
RNA prepared from pluteus stage embryos 84 h after fertilization (Figure 7). It 
is unlikely that inherited egg transcripts could persist for this long. 
The last panel in Figure 7 shows a fourth RNA gel blot; the probe in this experi-
ment was fragment 5A2 from p2137-5. Although this fragment carries sequences 
which are repetitive in the genome·(see Figure 5B), hybridization to the gel blot 
under high stringency conditions (see Materials and Methods) reveals a single, compara-
tively rare transcript in egg poly(A)+ RNA which is apparently very much more prevalent 
in hatched blastula poly(A)+ RNA but not convincingly detectable in 16-cell and 
mid-gastrula stage RNAs. This again seems to be a repeat-containing transcript 
whose prevalence is developmentally modulated and which is synthesized in both 
oocytes and early embryos. 
(h) Asymmetric representation of single-copy sequences in interspersed 
polyadenylated transcripts 
Results presented in Figure SB show that, in contrast to all of the repetitive 
sequences which have been studied (Costantini et al., 1980; see Figure 1), the single-
copy sequences contained in the cDNA clones are represented asymmetrically in 
egg poly(At RNA. Two single-copy fragments from the same cDNA clone (results 
are shown for p2109A-16 and -18) were labeled on opposite strands and reacted 
with gel blots of egg poly(A)+ RNA. In each case, only one of the two fragments 
was observed to hybridize significantly (see lanes marked with a "P"). This result 
also establishes the 5' -to- 3' polarity of the cDNA sequences in RNA (see Figure 3A). 
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(i) Evolutionary non-conservation of specific interspersed transcripts in egg 
+ poly(A) RNA 
The quantitative measurements presented in Chapter m of this thesis show 
that the overall concentration of transcripts complementary to several cloned repetitive 
sequence elements is very similar in the egg RNAs of two sea urchin species,~· 
purpuratus and~· franciscanus. This is in spite of the generally smaller size of the 
studied repeat sequence families in the genome of~· franciscanus (Moore et al., 197S). 
These results raised the question of whether individual transcripts bearing 
a given repeat sequence are likewise evolutionarily conserved in their size and relative 
prevalence. Consequently, experiments were carried out in which gel blots containing 
equal amounts of egg poly(A)+ RNA from the two species were hybridized at reduced 
criteria either with separated strands of cloned repeat sequences or with selected 
restriction fragments from the cDNA clones (Figure 3). 
Figure SA shows that the pattern of gel bands hybridizing to individual repeat 
sequences is markedly different in the two species. Thus, the discrete transcripts 
which are most prevalent in the egg polyadenylated RNA of one species are generally 
different in size from those which are most prevalent in the other species. In the 
case of CS2109A and the L strand of CS2137, there is a significant quantitative 
difference as well, in that the overall hybridization intensity to~· franciscanus egg 
poly(A)+ RNA is much lower. (These results are not directly comparable with those 
of Chapter III, which refer to total egg RNA.) The differences observable in Figure SA 
cannot be attributed to extreme sequence divergence in the 2109A, 2109B, and 2137 
repeat families between the two genomes. Moore et al. (19Sl) showed that despite 
the lower reiteration frequency of these sequences in~· franciscanus, the interspecies 
divergence they exhibited was quite limited, leading to at most a 6°C difference 
in the average thermal stability of heteroduplexes between the CS repeat probes 
and genomic DNA. (In fact, heteroduplexes between S. franciscanus DNA and CS2109B 
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were actually more stable on the average than those formed with~· purpuratus DNA.) 
Moreover, the results shown in Figure SA for the U strand of CS2137 reveal discrete 
polyadenylated transcripts containing this sequence in~· franciscanus RNA which 
are at least as prevalent as those in~· purpuratus. The large size (>5 kb) of most 
of these transcripts argues strongly that degradation of the~· franciscanus egg RNA 
is not responsible for the present observations. In a separate control experiment 
(not shown), a coding sequence probe from a cloned~· purpuratus actin gene (SpGl 7; 
Durica et al., 19SO) was hybridized on a gel blot to the same preparations of egg 
poly(A)+ RNA used for the experiments of Figure S. The principal actin mRNA 
species was found to be the same size in both RNAs (2.2 Kb; Crain et al., 19Sl), 
and its apparent prevalence was in fact greater in~· franciscanus. 
To test for the evolutionary conservation of individual interspersed polyadenylated 
transcripts, selected fragments from the cDNA clones (Figure 3) were hybridized 
at relaxed stringency (see Materials and Methods and the legend to Figure S) to 
~· purpuratus and~· franciscanus egg poly(A)+ RN As. The results are shown in Figure SB. 
No transcript complementary to the single-copy fragment 16 PB (Figure 3A) 
was detected in~· franciscanus RNA. Hybridization with another single-copy fragment, 
10 HB (Figure 3A), revealed in~· franciscanus an apparently quite rare transcript 
(visible in the original autoradiogram at the position shown by the arrow), somewhat 
larger in size (4.9 kb vs. 4.1 kb) than that in~· purpuratus. A third single-copy fragment, 
lSARl (Figure 3A), hybridized to a transcript of the same size in both species; its 
apparent prevalence is much lower in~· franciscanus. Finally, no transcript was 
detectable in~· franciscanus RNA, under the conditions used, with the repetitive 
fragment 5A2 (Figure 3B). 
That the sequences used as probes in these experiments are in fact present 
and detectable in the genome of S. franciscanus was demonstrated by carrying out 
appropriate genome blot experiments. The relevant results are shown in Figure 5C. 
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As is the case in ~· purpuratus (Figure 5A and B), the sequences contained in fragments 
10 HB and 16 PB are single-copy in the genome of~· franciscanus, while at least 
part of fragment 5A2 consists of repetitive sequence. 
In summary, the evidence presented in this section shows that while the overall 
concentration of transcripts representing particular repeat families is similar in 
the total egg RNA of~· purpuratus and~· franciscanus (Chapter ill), the size and/or 
prevalence of individual polyadenylated transcripts bearing these repeat sequences 
is in general not the same in the two species. The specific examples displayed in 
Figure 8B reveal that some genomic regions (those in cDNA clone fragments 16 PB 
and 5A2) yield transcripts detectable in the egg poly(A)+ RNA of~· purpuratus only, 
and that while other genomic regions are transcribed during oogenesis in both species, 
their polyadenylated products in~· franciscanus are of lower prevalence (fragment 18AR1) 
or of lower prevalence and different size (fragment 10 HB). Thus, the contribution 
of these specific sequences to the population of polyadenylated RNAs stored in 
the egg does not seem to be under strong evolutionary constraint. 
DISCUSSION 
(a) Structural and organizational properties of repeat-containing polyadenylated 
transcripts 
The experiments described in this chapter provide a direct demonstration of 
several structural and organizational properties of the repeat-containing polyadenylated 
RN As of sea urchin eggs and embryos: 
(1) Individual repetitive sequence families are represented in RNA by multiple, 
discrete polyadenylated transcripts which are derived from different regions of 
the genome and carry the sequences of different members of the repeat family. 
However, in many cases a comparatively small number (2-10) of individual transcripts 
account for most of the overall prevalence of a given repetitive sequence. This 
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means that only a small fraction of the members of some repetitive sequence families 
are transcribed into prevalent polyadenylated RNAs. 
(2) The two complements of each repetitive sequence are represented on 
different sets of polyadenylated transcripts. 
(3) Repeat-containing polyadenylated RNAs are generally quite large, with 
an estimated number average length of perhaps 5-6 kb. In this respect they are 
different from most mRNAs, whose average size is perhaps closer to 2 kb. For 
example, Flytzanis et al. (1982) found that of six sea urchin embryo cDNA clones 
selected as representing developmentally regulated mRNAs, none hybridized on 
RNA gel blots to polyadenylated transcripts larger than 2.2 kb (C. Flytzanis, personal 
communication). Estimates of mRNA size in other systems (Lewin, 1980) are in 
this same range. 
(4) Many, and probably most, repeat-containing polyadenylated RNAs consist 
of short repetitive sequence elements covalently linked with longer single-copy 
sequences or with other repetitive sequences (see also Costantini et al., 1980). The 
short repetitive elements do not in general occur at the extreme ends of the trans-
cripts, but may be flanked on both sides by single-copy sequence. As noted in the 
Introduction, electron microscopic evidence suggests that many interspersed poly-
adenylated transcripts carry more than one repeat sequence (Costantini et al., 1980; 
see Figure 9). 
(5) The single-copy sequences present on interspersed polyadenylated trans-
cripts are represented asymmetrically in RNA. Taken together with (1) and (2) above, 
this implies that, as suggested earlier (Scheller et al., 1978; Costantini et al., 1980), 
the symmetric representation of most repetitive sequences in sea urchin RN As is 
a result of asymmetric transcription of different genomic regions in which members 
of a given repeat family occur in either orientation with respect to the transcribed 
DNA strand. 
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The properties described above are summarized in Figure 9. The drawings 
show two polyadenylated transcripts, each containing two short repetitive sequence 
elements flanked by either longer single-copy sequences or other repeat sequences. 
The single-copy sequences in the two transcripts are different, but both RNAs carry 
one complement of repeat sequence Rl, and could react under suitable conditions 
to form a short RNA duplex such as those apparent in the electron micrograph 
(Figure 9; Costantini et al., 1980). 
This picture of the repeat-containing polyadenylated RNAs of sea urchin eggs 
and embryos should be compared to the findings of Firtel and co-workers (Kindle 
and Firtel, 1979; Kimmel and Firtel, 1979) regarding the structure of certain inter-
spersed poly(A)+ mRNAs in Dictyostelium. In the best studied case, a single short 
repetitive sequence (designated M4) occurs at the 5' terminus of a set of mRNAs 
containing diverse single-copy sequences. Moreover, the M4 repeat is represented 
asymmetrically in poly(A)+ RNA. Thus, although many different members of the 
M4 repeat family are transcribed as part of polyadenylated RNAs, it is always with 
a fixed location and orientation in the transcript, in sharp contrast to the sea urchin 
repeats we have described (this chapter; Costantini et al., 1978; 1980; Scheller 
et al., 1978). 
+ The total poly(A) RNA of human lymphocytes has recently been shown (Crampton 
et al., 1981) to contain transcripts of several different repetitive sequences, and 
at least some of these appear to be linked to single-copy sequence transcript. 
(b) Developmental properties of polyadenylated repeat-containing transcripts 
The developmental characteristics of polyadenylated repeat-containing trans-
cripts have been studied here by RNA gel blot hybridization, using as probes either 
cloned repeat elements or fragments of cDNA clones (Figure 3). Thus, we have 
been able to compare at different developmental stages the entire set of polyadenylated 
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RNAs deriving from an individual repeat family (Figure 2) and also look for the 
presence or absence of specific transcripts as development proceeds (Figure 7). 
The experiments with 16-cell stage RNA demonstrate the persistence of most 
of the maternally inherited poly(A)+ repeat transcripts for at least the first five 
hours of development. It would be of great interest to determine whether specific 
subsets of these transcripts are distributed to the different blastomeres, since it 
is at the 16-cell stage that the micromeres are formed--four small cells into which 
the determinants for the formation of the larval skeleton are segregated. More 
generally, the intracellular location of inherited repeat-containing transcripts in 
early embryos is also unknown. 
Hybridization of cloned repeat probes to gel blots of poly(A)+ RNA from blastula 
and gastrula stage embryos reveals clear-and in some cases dramati~evelopmental 
changes in the set of transcripts bearing a specific repeat sequence. In a number 
of cases, qualitatively new transcripts, undoubtedly synthesized by the embryo, 
seem to appear (though these may instead represent sharp increases in the prevalence 
of transcripts that are comparatively rare in the egg). Nevertheless, many of the 
transcript species observed in later embryos clearly occur in the egg as well. The 
specific transcripts represented by three of the cDN A clones were found to be present 
throughout early development. The apparent increase in their prevalence between 
fertilization and the blastula or gastrula stages almost certainly indicates that the 
embryo nucleus actively transcribes some of the same repeat-containing RNA species 
as are synthesized by the oocyte nucleus for storage in the egg. Thus, it becomes 
evident that the developmental pattern of repetitive sequence transcription in sea 
urchins resembles in a qualitative way the pattern observed for mRNA sequences; 
i.e., new embryonic synthesis of many of the same sequences found in maternal 
RNA (Galau et al., 1977), accompanied by the developmental appearance of new 
species of transcript (Childs et al., 1979; Crain et al., 1981). 
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Both Kimmel and Firtel (personal communication) and Zuker and Lodish (1981) 
have described developmentally regulated sets of polyadenylated RNAs in Dictyostelium, 
the members of each set bearing a particular repeat sequence (see Davidson and 
Posakony, 1982, for review). 
(c) Polymorphism in genomic regions flanking transcribed repeats 
A high degree of genetic polymorphism was detected in the genomic regions 
surrounding the transcribed repeat sequences studied here, but its significance is 
uncertain. For example, it is unknown whether this polymorphism is due to base 
sequence differences in the regions cut by the restriction endonucleases, or to larger-
scale differences such as insertions or deletions. More importantly, it cannot be 
determined with certainty at this point whether the polymorphic regions are actually 
part of the sequences included in the transcripts represented by the cDNA clones 
or instead lie entirely outside the transcript sequences. This latter possibility is 
unlikely, however. 
A substantial amount of sequence polymorphism ( ..r 4%) is observed in the total 
single-copy DNA of§_. purpuratus individuals (Britten et al., 1978). However, a 
restriction enzyme analysis of cloned sea urchin actin genes (Scheller et al., 198lb) 
indicated that allelic restriction site differences may be largely absent from extensive 
(several kilobase) regions including and surrounding the structural genes. Thus a 
possible interpretation of the high degree of polymorphism detected in the present 
experiments is that the sequences contained in the cDNA clones are part of non-
coding regions lying some distance from any structural gene sequences. 
(d) Significance of repeat-containing polyadenylated transcripts 
The properties of sea urchin repetitive sequence transcripts which have so 
far been described permit some consideration of their significance, however tentative. 
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Although a large fraction (Costantini et al., 1980) are polyadenylated (and 
we have considered only these in this chapter), repeat-containing transcripts appear 
to have at least two structural characteristics which are in contrast to those of 
messenger RNAs. The first is their large size. The experiments presented here 
permit a rough estimate of 5-6 kb as the number average length of polyadenylated 
repeat transcripts in sea urchin eggs and embryos. Though the transcripts of only 
a few repeat families were examined, virtually all of the RNA species detected 
are longer than 3 kb. The average size of mRNAs in most cells, on the other hand, 
is generally thought to be significantly smaller, approximately 2 kb (reviewed by 
Lewin, 1980), and this conclusion is well supported by studies of specific mRNAs. 
The second point of contrast between these large repeat-containing RNAs and probably 
most mRNAs (Lewin, 1980) is the very presence of repetitive elements interspersed 
with other sequences in the transcript. Moreover, both complements of these elements 
are represented nearly equally in the RNA populations studied (Costantini et al., 
1978; Scheller et al., 1978; this thesis, Chapter III); it is demonstrated here that 
these are on different sets of molecules. Polysomal poly(At RNAs in human cells 
bearing sequences of the highly reiterated "Alu" family have been described recently 
(Calabretta et al., 1981), but not enough is known of their properties to compare 
them with the transcripts considered here. As we have seen, both the asymmetric 
representation and the fixed location in the transcript of repetitive elements found 
on certain poly(At mRNA sets in Dictyostelium (Kindle and Firtel, 1979; Kimmel 
and Firtel, 1979) make them quite unlike the polyadenylated repeat transcripts in 
sea urchins. 
Even if part of the length of these repeat-containing RN As is capable of coding 
for protein, it seems certain that the regions in which repeat elements reside do 
not have a coding function. The sequence of one such repetitive region presented 
here demonstrates directly that it is non-translatable. The data of Chapter II indicate 
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that the sequences of most repeat elements probably lack open translational reading 
frames. Moreover, as discussed in the previous section, the high degree of poly-
morphism in genomic regions surrounding transcribed repeats is consistent with 
a non-coding character. 
The very properties of polyadenylated repeat transcripts which seem to distinguish 
them from mRNAs are reminiscent of the characteristics of heterogeneous nuclear 
RNA (hnRNA). Thus, hnRNAs of many species and cell types (Lewin, 1980) consist 
of long transcripts (averaging 5-10 kb), in which repetitive sequences are known 
to be interspersed (e.g., Holmes and Bonner, 1974; Smith et al., 1974; Molloy et al., 
197 4; Fedoroff et al., 1977). A considerable fraction of these molecules is polyadenylated 
(Lewin, 1980). Moreover, the presence of intervening sequences in primary transcripts 
means that hnRNA contains substantial lengths of non-coding sequences not found 
in mature mRNA. Specific examples of repetitive sequences within intervening 
sequences have been identified (e.g., Ryff el et al., 1981). This attractive parallel 
breaks down in at least two respects, however, in the case of the repeat-containing 
transcripts of sea urchin eggs. These are known to be located primarily in the cytoplasm 
of the egg, rather than in the nucleus, and furthermore they are stable transcripts, 
synthesized in oogenesis and then stored, in contrast to hnRNAs, which turn over 
very rapidly. It should be noted that Anderson et al. (1982) have detected interspersed 
polyadenylated transcripts in manually enucleated Xenopus oocytes, thus explicitly 
demonstrating their cytoplasmic location. 
How then can the existence of repeat-containing RNAs with the properties 
we have described be interpreted? 
One proposal (Scheller et al., 1978; Davidson and Britten, 1979) has been that 
the repeat-containing transcripts in the nucleus fall into two classes: primary trans-
cripts from structural genes, which would carry repetitive elements in their intervening 
or non-coding sequences, and regulatory RNAs derived from separate transcription 
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units, containing repeat sequences complementary to those in the structural gene 
transcripts. A model was described (Davidson and Britten, 1979) by which RNA-
RNA duplexes formed between the repeat elements of these two types of transcript 
could play a role in tissue-specific regulation of RNA processing and thus mRNA 
expression. The relevance of interspersed RNAs in egg cytoplasm to this proposal 
was provided by the suggestion that the egg transcripts might be taken up into the 
nuclei of early blastomeres, there to participate in the regulatory interactions 
envisioned by the model. 
A second proposal, recently articulated by Thomas et al. (1981), is that despite 
their stability and cytoplasmic location, the interspersed polyadenylated transcripts 
of sea urchin eggs are for the most part unprocessed or partially processed mRNA 
precursors. (This hypothesis requires that RNA processing and transport in oocyte 
nuclei are fundamentally different from these events in somatic nuclei.) Such un-
processed transcripts, it was suggested, might have regulatory roles in the embryo, 
or might instead be processed after fertilization to provide a flow of mature mRNAs. 
Much of the motivation for the latter idea came from the observation of Costantini 
et al. (1980) that a fraction of egg total RNA enriched in repeat-containing transcripts 
was also enriched for 70-80% of the single-copy sequence complexity of the egg. 
Earlier studies (Hough-Evans et al., 1977) had found the large majority of these 
single-copy sequences on early embryo polysomes. The implication (Costantini et al., 
1980) is that a large proportion of the single copy sequences which constitute maternal 
mRNA in sea urchin embryos is covalently associated in the egg with repetitive 
sequences. However, this conclusion may have to be re-examined in light of the 
recent finding (Jacobs, Posakony, and Grula, unpublished) that SpG30, an embryo 
cDNA clone whose sequences were also shown to be enriched in the RNA fraction 
just described (Costantini et al., 1980), is of mitochondrial origin. Mitochondrial 
mRNAs would not be expected to carry repetitive nuclear sequences. 
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Observations described in this chapter are also relevant to the notion that 
the repeat-containing transcripts of the egg are mRNA precursors. The results 
shown in Figures 2 and 7 would seem to argue against this idea. Thus, while mRNA 
precursors might accumulate in the oocyte cytoplasm during oogenesis, it is difficult 
to understand why some of the same precursor species should achieve the high steady-
state prevalence in later embryos implied by their strong hybridization signals on 
RNA gel blots [particularly of total poly(A)+ RNA]. At the stages studied here (par-
ticularly gastrula), sea urchin embryo nuclei are actively synthesizing most or all 
of the mRNA found on the polysom~s (Galau et al., 1977), and the hnRNA is turning 
over rapidly (Davidson, 1976). High mRNA precursor levels seem inconsistent with 
this state of affairs. 
In the remainder of this section, two additional proposals for the origin, if 
not the function, of polyadenylated repeat-containing transcripts will be offered. 
The first idea is that each transcript is initiated in a transcription unit that 
usually gives rise to a messenger RNA, and in general has already undergone whatever 
RNA splicing events are characteristic of the production of mRNA from that locus. 
However, the repeat-containing transcript would carry (compared to the mRNA) 
a long extension 3' to the protein-coding sequences, resulting from the failure of 
polyadenylation to occur at the site used in the mRNA. The fact that many repeat-
containing transcripts are discrete and polyadenylated would be due to poly(A) addition 
at a downstream polyadenylation site, perhaps a fortuitous one. This proposal requires 
that the RNA polymerase continue past the "normal" polyadenylation site in producing 
such a transcript. The observation by Fraser et al. (1979) of nuclear transcripts 
extending beyond the last poly(A) addition site of the major adenovirus late transcription 
unit provides an appropriate precedent. [Indeed, the work of these and other investigators 
(Nevins and Darnell, 1978; Nunberg et al., 1980; Hofer and Darnell, 1981) suggests 
that cleavage of the primary transcript, followed by polyadenylation, is the mechanism 
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by which eukaryotic mRNA ends are defined, rather than polymerase terminationJ 
The interspersed nature of a transcript produced as described would reflect the 
interspersion of repetitive and single-copy sequences in the DNA downstream from 
the mRNA coding region. (The bypassing of the usual polyadenylation site could 
be either random or subject to regulation.) Having undergone normal splicing, such 
a transcript could conceivably be exported normally from the nucleus and perhaps 
even translated. A testable prediction of this model is that protein-coding sequences, 
but not repeat sequences, will be found close to the 5' ends of interspersed RNAs. 
An important impetus for the. foregoing came from observations in the laboratories 
of MacGregor and Gall of transcription of satellite DNA sequences in the lampbrush 
chromosomes of newt oocytes (Varley et al., 1980; Diaz et al., 1981). It was suggested -- --
by Varley et al. (1980) that such transcription might be the result of failure of trans-
cription termination in a gene or genes, causing polymerase to "read through" into 
adjacent satellite sequences. Diaz et al. (1981) were able to provide very strong 
evidence for just such read-through transcripts, initiating at histone gene promoters 
and continuing through flanking satellite DNA. MacGregor's group (MacGregor et al., 
1981) has also presented evidence of read-through transcription of ribosomal RNA 
genes by polymerase II or III. 
A second, much more speculative, proposal which will be briefly considered 
is that repeat-containing transcripts originate at fortuitous promoters lying within 
transcriptionally active domains of the chromosome. Again, many of these might 
become polyadenylated by virtue of their containing fortuitous or bona fide poly-----
adenylation signals. The fundamental idea here is that a chromosomal region which 
has become permissive for transcription in order to activate an essential gene may 
contain fortuitous or vestigial promoters, initiation at which could give rise to inter-
spersed transcripts as a reflection of the local DNA sequence organization. One 
consequence ot this model is a possible explanation for developmental modulation 
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of repeat sequence transcription, since the appearance of new interspersed transcripts 
would follow the temporal pattern of chromosomal domain activation used by the 
embryo to produce new mRNAs. 
The various ideas considered in this section are by no means mutually exclusive, 
and each of them may be correct for some fraction of repeat-containing transcripts. 
Clearly, the detailed analysis of individual transcripts and transcription units-in 
their entirety-is essential. The cDNA clones described in this chapter provide 
a starting point. 
Whatever the significance of interspersed polyadenylated transcripts in sea 
urchin eggs, evidence presented in this chapter makes it likely that the exact set 
of RNA molecules which carry a given repeat sequence is of relatively little importance. 
Thus, the sizes and relative prevalences of these transcripts have not been conserved 
in the 10-20 million years (Durham, 1966) since the divergence of lineages leading 
to~· purpuratus and~· franciscanus. Nevertheless, the overall concentration in 
egg RNA of transcripts complementary to given repeats is much more stable phylo-
genetically (this thesis, Chapter III), and this may be a functionally important parameter. 
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Table I 
Summary of genome blot and clone blot experiments 
with selected fragments of the cDNA clones 
Source Clone a Fragment a Genome Blotb Clone Blotc 
p2109A-2 2A SC NS 
2AH R s 
2HH SC NS 
p2109A-10 lOA R s 
lOHB SC NS 
p2109A-16 16A R s 
16AP SC NS 
16PB SC NS 
p2109A-18 18Hl R s 
18H2 R s 
18AR2 SC NS 
18AR1 SC NS 
p2137-1 lHT SC NS 
lPP R s 
p2137-5 5Al R NS 
5A2 R NS 
5AP R s 
p2137-7 7HR R s 
7PD R NS 
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Table I (continued) 
p2137-9 9BP2 R NS 
9BP1 R s 
aSee Figure 3. 
bSee Figure 5A and B. SC= single-copy; R =repetitive. 
cSee Figure 5D and E. S = fragment sequences are shared with the other 
three clones in the set. NS = fragment sequences not shared; unique 
to source clone. 
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Table n 
Summary of dataa on polymorphism of genomic regions 
surrounding transcribed repeats 
Probe Fragmentb Digestc 
Minimum d 
Number of Alleles 
2A Eco RI 6 
Hind III 6 
lOHB Eco RI 9 
Hind III 8 
16PB Eco RI 7 
Hind III 9 
18AR1 Eco RI 9 
Hind III 7 
lHT/lD Eco RI 10 
Hind III 7 
aFor representative examples, see Figure 6A-D. 
bSee Figure 3. 













dNumber of bands of clearly distinguishable size in a blot of six individual DNAs 
(12 haploid genomes). 
eNumber of heterozygous (two clearly distinguishable bands in genome blot) individuals 
out of six tested. 
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Table m 
Sizes of polyadenylated transcripts complementary 
to selected fragments of the cDNA clones 
Probe Fragmenta Transcript Size ( s) (kb) b 
lOHB 4.1 
7. 6 (gastrula only) 
16PB 9.2 
18AR1 6.2 
3. 2 ( blastula only) 
5A2 4. 5 (egg and blastula) 
aSee Figure 3. 
bDetermined from RNA markers of known size (see Materials and Methods). 
If not otherwise indicated, transcript appears at all developmental 
stages studied. The size of the transcript complementary to fragment 

















































































Gel blots of~· purpuratus egg poly(At RNA hybridized with the separated strands 
of several cloned repetitive sequence elements (Klein et al., 1978; this thesis, Chapter II). 
RNA (1 µg/lane) was denatured, electrophoresed, and transferred to a nitrocellulose 
filter as described in Materials and Methods. Hybridization was carried out under 
20% formamide criterion conditions (see Materials and Methods). The strand designations 
U (upper) and L (lower) refer to the relative positions of the strands on neutral poly-
acrylamide strand separation gels (see Materials and Methods). The plasmid clone 
pA.B9-1 contains a member of the 2109B repeat family. It is a subclone of a 600-nt 
Hae III fragment isolated from A.2109B-9 (this thesis, Chapter I), inserted into pBR322 
by means of Eco RI linkers. As shown in Figure 2(b) of Scheller et al. (198la), this 
particular member of the 2109B family is substantially divergent from the cloned 
element CS2109B. The size scale shows the migration of RNA markers (see Materials 
and Methods) of known size, electrophoresed in parallel lanes. The leftmost lane 
shows a lower exposure of the filter hybridized to the CS2109A U strand. Otherwise, 
exposures shown for the two strands of each pair were the same. 
1011 
CS2109A CS2109B 
u L u L 
E 16 B G E 16 B G E 16 B G E 16 B G 
Size (kb) Size(kb) 
7 ·5 - 7 ·5 -
3 ·9 - 3·9 -






L U L 
E 16 B G E 16 B G E 16 B G 
Size(kb) Size (kb) 
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Gel blots of total poly(A)+ RNA's isolated from different developmental stages of 
~· purpuratus, hybridized with the separated strands of several cloned repeat elements. 
E, egg; 16, 16-cell stage (5 h post-fertilization at 15°C); B, hatched (swimming) 
blastula stage (18 h p.f.); G, mid-gastrula stage (40 h p.f.). RNA (2 µg/lane) was 
denatured, electrophoresed, and transferred to nitrocellulose filters as described 
in Materials and Methods. Hybridization was carried out under 20% formamide 
criterion conditions (see Materials and Methods). Strand designations are as in 
Figure 1. Size scales show the migration of RNA markers of known size (see Materials 
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Restriction maps of cDNA clones of egg poly(A)+ RNA, isolated by homology to 
the cloned repetitive elements CS2109A (A) and CS2137 (B). Restriction maps of 
these elements are also shown for comparison. Details of cDNA clone preparation 
and screening are given in Materials and Methods. Restriction site designations 
are as follows: Al, Ava I; A2, Ava II; Be, Bel I; Bg, Bgl II; Bs, BstE II; D, Dde I; 
E, Eco RI; He, Hine II; Hd, Hind III; Hf, Hinf I; Ps, Pst I; Pv, Pvu II; R, Rsa I; S, Sau 3AI; 
T, Taq I; Xb, Xba I; Xh, Xho I. The designation "(Ps)" refers to vector Pst I sites 
not regenerated during cloning (see Materials and Methods); thus, the enzyme does 
not cut at these sites. All clones were treated with a set of 24 different restriction 
enzymes (see Materials and Methods); if a particular site designation does not appear 
on the map of a given clone, this signifies that the cDNA insert lacks a site for the 
corresponding enzyme. The minimal region of each cDNA clone to which homology 
to the CS repeat probe could be localized by blot hybridization is indicated by an 
asterisk below the restriction map of the clone. Restriction fragments used as probes 
in gel blot hybridizations are indicated below the map of the source clone. Fragment 
designations refer to the number of the source clone and the restriction enzyme(s) 
used to generate the fragment. Restriction fragments represented by thin lines 
were found to be single-copy in genomic DNA (see text). Fragments represented 
by thick lines were found to contain repetitive sequences. Arrows above the restric-
tion maps of p2109A-16 and p2109A-18 (A) indicate their 5'-to-3' orientation in 
RNA, determined by experiments shown in Figure 8. 
PvuI I Sau3AI 
1 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
p2109A-2 TGGATGCGTTAGAGGGAGTTGATAGAAGAGCTACCCAAGTGGGTCAGTCAGGGATAAAGCCGAGCACGAGATGTAAAqCAGCTQATGTAATGATAGAGTA~GATCl 
110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 200 210 
tGGGGGTGTTTCACAAAACTTGTCATCAGTGACAAATGACAGTCTTTGTTATAAGCTACTGlATACTTTTTTCTGATTGGCCATCGGCAGAATTGTCACTGAT CS2109A * * ** *** *** ******* AATT GGGGGCGTTTCACAAAACTTGTCATCAGTGACACATGACAGTTGTTGTTATAAGCTACTG GGAAACGTCAAAGCT··· 
1 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
TTTCACTATTTGTCATTGAAAAAAGACTTTGTGAAAC~CTGAAGTTGTTTACTCTAATATGTGCTGTAGGGAAAACAGGACTGTCAGNGATQGij;GCACC 
220 230 240 250 260 270 280 290 3fl0 310 






Nucleotide sequence of the region in p2109A-2 containing homology to the cloned 
repeat element CS2109A. For comparison, the sequence of part of CS2109A (this 
thesis, Chapter II) is shown aligned below the appropriate region of the p2109A-2 
sequence. Asterisks indicate base differences, and the region of homology between 
the two sequences is enclosed in brackets. The sequences are numbered from their 
5' ends. Previously mapped restriction sites in p2109A-2 confirmed by the sequencing 
are enclosed in boxes. (The left-to-right orientation of this figure is opposite to 
that of the restriction map of p2109A-2 shown in Figure 3A.) The sequence shown 
was obtained by the method of Maxam and Gilbert (1980) from a 360-nt Hine II-Hind III 
fragment (see Figure 3A) labeled asymmetrically at the Hind III end by Klenow polymerase 
(see Materials and Methods). The sequence from nucleotides 88 to 234 was confirmed 
by sequencing a 170-nt Ava II-Pvu II fragment (see Figure 3A) labeled asymmetrically 























































































































DNA gel blot hybridizations using selected restriction fragments from the cDNA 
clones (see Figure 3). 
A and B: Restriction enzyme digests of whole genomic DNA of two~· purpuratus 
individuals reacted on gel blots with labeled restriction fragments from p2109A cDNA 
clones (A) or p2137 cDNA clones (B). The shorthand designation (see Figure 3) of the 
fragment used as a probe appears above the corresponding autoradiogram. In each pair 
of lanes the DNA of individual No. 7 is on the left, that of individual No. 5 on the right, 
digested with the same enzyme. FPom left to right, the restriction enzyme digests of 
genomic DNA are as follows: (A) CS2109A, Eco RI; 2A, Eco RI, Hind III; 2AH, Hind III; 
2HH, Eco RI, Hind III; lOA, Eco RI; lOHB, Eco RI, Hind III; 16A, Hind III; 16AP, Hind III; 
16PB, Hind III, Eco RI; 18Hl, Eco RI; 18H2, Eco RI; 18AR1, Eco RI, Hind III; 18AR2, 
Hind III. (B) CS2137, Eco RI; lD, Eco RI; lHT, Hind III; lPP, Hind III; 5Al, Eco RI; 5A2, 
Eco RI; 5AP, Eco RI; 7HR, Eco RI; 7PD, Eco RI; 9BP2, Eco RI; 9BP1, Hind III. 
C: Restriction enzyme digests of whole genomic DNA of a single§_. franciscanus 
individual reacted on gel blots with labeled restriction fragments from the cDNA clones. 
The shorthand designation (see Figure 3) of the fragment used as a probe appears above 
the corresponding autoradiogram. Restriction enzyme digests of the genomic DNA are . 
as follows: lOHB, Hind III; 16PB, Hind III; 5A2, Eco RI. 
D and E: Insert fragments of the p2109A cDNA clones (D) or the p2137 cDNA clones 
(E) reacted on gel blots with labeled restriction fragments of the cDNA clones. 
Only the region of each gel or autoradiogram containing the insert fragments is 
shown. The insert fragments were released from vector DNA by digestion with 
Pst I. In cDNA clones lacking a Pst I site at one end of the insert (Figure 3), a second 
restriction enzyme, cutting at a site in the adjacent vector DNA, was used to release 
the insert fragment. Thus, insert fragments of p2109A-2 and p2109A-18 were released 
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Figure 5 (continued) 
by a Pst I+ Pvu I double digestion; inserts of p2137-5 and p2137-7 by Pst I+ Bgl I. 
At the top of each set of autoradiograms is shown a photograph of a representative 
gel, stained with ethidium bromide and illuminated with ultraviolet light. The insert 
fragment in each lane is identified with the number of the corresponding cDNA 
clone. Below are autoradiograms of gel blots reacted with the labeled cDNA clone 
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A - D: Restriction enzyme digests of whole genomic DNA of six~· purpuratus individuals, 
reacted on gel blots with single-copy fragments from two of the cDNA clones (Figure 3): 
lOHB from p2109A-10 (A and B) and 16PB from p2109A-16 (C and D). Restriction 
enzyme digests of genomic DNA are as indicated. Each lane is labeled with the 
designation (1, 4, 5, 6, 7, or C) of the appropriate individual. 
E: Restriction enzyme digests of mixtures of equal amounts of whole genomic DNA 
of many~· purpuratus individuals, reacted on gel blots with the single-copy fragment 
lOHB from p2109A-10 (Figure 3). "LB" designates a mixture of DNA's from 30 individuals 
collected near Laguna Beach, California; "SD" designates a mixture of DNA's from 
20 individuals collected near San Diego (Point Loma), California. Restriction enzyme 
digests of the DNA mixtures were Hind III (H) and Eco RI (E). 

























Gel blots of total poly(A)+ RNAs isolated from different developmental stages of 
~· purpuratus, hybridized with restriction fragments of the cDNA clones (Figure 3). 
E, egg; 16, 16-cell; B, blastula; G, gastrula; P, pluteus. RNA (2 µg/lane) was denatured, 
electrophoresed, and transferred to nitrocellulose filters as described in Materials 
and Methods. Hybridization was carried out under 50% formamide criterion conditions 
(see Materials and Methods). The fragment used as a probe in each case is indicated 
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Gel blots of egg poly(A)+ RNA of.§_. purpuratus (P) and.§_. franciscanus (F), hybridized 
with separated strands of cloned repeat elements (A) or with selected restriction 
fragments (see Figure 3) from the cDNA clones (B). RNA (2 µg/lane) was denatured, 
electrophoresed, and transferred to nitrocellulose filters as described in Materials 
and Methods. Hybridization in A was carried out under 20% formamide criterion 
conditions, in B under 40% formamide conditions (see Materials and Methods). The 
DNA fragments used as probes in each case are indicated. In A, strand designations 
are as in Figure 1. In B, only the regions of the autoradiograms containing bands 
hybridizing to.§_. purpuratus RNA are shown; no additional hybridization to either 
RNA was observed outside these regions. Fragments 16AP and 16PB (p2109A-16) 
and 18AR1and18AR2 (p2109A-18) were radioactively labeled on opposite strands 
for these experiments (see Materials and Methods) as a test of the symmetry of 
representation in RNA of these single-copy sequences. The arrow to the left of 
the lOHB autoradiogram (B) indicates the position of a faint hybridizing band in 
S. franciscanus RNA. 
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Top: Electron micrograph of~· purpuratus egg poly(A)+ RNA annealed to a Rot 
of approximately 1 M sec. Egg poly(A)+ RNA was denatured, annealed, and spread 
for electron microscopy from 80% formamide as described by Costantini et al. (1980). 
The central structure appears to consist of two RNA molecules annealed to a third 
by complementary short repetitive sequences (see text). The bar indicates 1 kilobase 
of single-stranded RNA length, determined by measuring single-stranded ~X174 
molecules included as internal standards and applying the corrections of Glass and 
Wertz (1980). 
Bottom: Schematic drawings of two different interspersed polyadenylated RNA 
molecules, illustrating typical organizational features of such transcripts, as deduced 
from data presented in this chapter and in Costantini et al. (1980). The RNA strands 
are represented by solid lines; their 5' ends are indicated, as are their 3'-terminal 
poly(A) tracts. SCl, SC2, etc., represent different single-copy sequences forming 
much of the length of each transcript. Rl, R2, and R3 represent repetitive sequences 
belonging to different families, interspersed within the transcripts. Rl and Rl' 
represent complementary repeat sequences, transcribed from two different members 
of the same repeat family oriented oppositely in the genome with respect to the 
direction of transcription. The two molecules illustrated in the drawing could thus 
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Summary 
We present the results of a detailed comparison of 
the primary structure of human fl-like globin genes 
and their flanking sequences. Among the se-
quences located 5' to these genes are two highly 
conserved regions which include the sequences 
ATA and CCAAT located 31 ± 1 and 77 ± 10 bp, 
respectively, 5' to the mRNA capping site. Similar 
sequences are found in the corresponding locations 
In most other eucaryotic structural genes. Calcula-
tion of the divergence times of individual fl-like 
globin gene pairs provides the first description of 
the evolutionary relationships within a gene family 
based entirety on direct nucleotide sequence com-
parisons. In addition, the evolutionary relationship 
of the embryonic E-gtobin gene to the other human 
fl-like globin genes is defined for the first time. 
Finally, we describe a model for the involvement of 
short direct repeat sequences in the generation of 
deletions In the noncoding and coding regions of 
fl-like globin genes during evolution. 
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Introduction 
Comparisons of the amino acid sequences of a large 
number of globin polypeptides from different species 
indicate that the globin gene family evolved from a 
single ancestral gene by duplication and sequence 
divergence (Dayhoff. 1972). Concomitant with the 
evolution of functionally distinct globin genes. mech-
anisms for the regulation of their developmental 
expression must have been established. Thus a study 
of the molecular evolution of the human fl-like globin 
genes and their flanking sequences may ultimately 
provide information relevant to the understanding of 
the evolution of regulatory pathways. 
In the accompanying papers. we present the com-
plete nucleotide sequences of the genes encoding 
embryonic •-gtobin (Baralle. Shoulders and Proud-
foot. 1980). fetal GY- and 'y-globin (Slightom , Blechl 
and Smithies. 1980). and adult o- (Spritz et al., 1980) 
and fl-globin (Lawn et al.. 1980). In this paper we 
compare the noncoding sequences within and sur-
rounding each of the human /3-like globin genes in 
order to identify regions of homology. The recognition 
of common sequence patterns within a family of re-
lated genes, in conjunction with functional in vitro 
(Weil et al.. 1979; Manley et al., 1980) and in vivo 
(Hamer and Leder , 1979b; Mantei . Boll and Weiss-
man, 1979; Wigler et at.. 1979) assays for gene 
expression, may permit the identification of regulatory 
signals . To obtain an accurate description of the ev-
olutionary relationships within the human fl-globin 
gene family, we make use of an improved method for 
calculating the corrected percentage of divergence 
between coding sequences (Perler et al.. 1980). 
Discussion 
Globln Gene Expression and Linkage 
Several different a-like and fl-like globin chains , which 
assemble in specific combinations to form functional 
hemoglobin tetramers. are synthesized at different 
times during human development. The embryonic 1-
(a-iike) and •- (fl-like) globins which are found in 
embryos up to eight weeks of gestation are gradually 
replaced by the adult a chain and the fetal fl-like 
chains GY and ' y (for a recent review see Weatherall 
and Clegg, 1 g79). While synthesis of the a chain 
continues during fetal and adult life, the y-globin 
polypeptides are replaced by the two adult /l-like 
globins, fl and o, during the first six months after birth. 
Genetic studies indicating the presence of two 
linked a-globin genes in most human populations 
(Bunn, Forget and Ranney, 1977; Weatherall and 
Clegg, 1979) were recently confirmed by blot hybrid-
ization (Orkin, 1978; Embury et al.. 1979) and molec-
ular cloning (Lauer, Shen and Maniatis. 1980). These 
genes have been assigned to chromosome 16 (Deis-
Cell 
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seroth et al., 1977). The linkage arrangement of the 
embryonic r- and the adult a-globin genes as well as 
an unexpressed a-globin pseudogene (ij.a1) is shown 
in Figure 1 (Proudfoot and Maniatis, 1980; Lauer et 
al., 1980). All five a-like genes have the same tran-
scriptional orientation and are arranged in the order 
s·-r,-r,-i1-a1 -a,-a,-3'. 
A similar linkage arrangement has been established 
for the human /3-like globin genes (Flavell et al. , 1978; 
Lawn et al., 1978; Mears et al., 1978; Fritsch, Lawn 
and Maniatis, 1979, 1980; Bernards et al., 197g; 
Little et al., 1 979a; Ramirez et al., 1979; Tuan et al., 
1979) (Figure 1 ). These genes are located on chro-
mosome 11 (Deisseroth et al., 1978; Jeffreys, Craig 
and Francke, 1979; Gusella et al., 1979; Lebo et al., 
1979). In addition to the five /3-like genes that corre-
spond to known globin polypeptides, two other /3-like 
sequences (>f/31 and ,Y/32) were detected by hybridi-
zation to cloned /3- or y-globin cDNA probes (Fritsch 
et al., 1980). Although the nature of these sequences 
has not yet been determined, it is possible that they 
are pseudogenes. As shown in Figure 1, the ex-
pressed /3-like globin genes have the same transcrip-
tional orientation and they are arranged together with 
1/.-/31 and >f/32 in the order 5'-(1/.-/32)-<-ay-•y-(y/31 )-
6-/3-3'. (For a review of the chromosomal organiza-
tion of the human a- and /3-like globin genes. see 
Maniatis et al.. 1980.) 
A cluster of rabbit /3-like globin genes has also been 
characterized and a similar overall organization is 
observed (Hardison et al., 1 g79; Lacy et al.. 1979). 
This cluster consists of two embryonic genes (/34 and 
/33). a pseudogene (/32) and a single adult /3-globin 
gene (/31), arranged in the order 5'-/3.-f3,-/3,-f3,-3' 
(Figure 1 ). Thus, although fetal genes are absent from 
the human a-like and the rabbit {3-like clusters , all 
three gene families are similarly organized; the genes 
are arranged in the order of their developmental 
expression . In addition, in all cases a pseudogene is 
located in the intergenic region between the embry-
onic/fetal and adult globin genes (assuming that the 
human ,Y/31 is a pseudogene). The same pattern of 
organization has recently been identified in the mouse 
/3-globin gene family (Jahn et al. , 1980). 
The chromosomal arrangement of mammalian glo-
bin genes may be related to the mechanism of their 
130 
differential expression (Bernards et al., 1979; Fritsch 
et al., 1979; Maniatis et al., 1980), or it may reflect 
their evolutionary history, or both. 
Molecular Evolution of Human /3-Like Globln Genes 
Mutations have been estimated to occur in DNA se-
quences of individual organisms at a minimum rate of 
7 x 1 o-• per nucleotide site-year (Perler et al., 1980). 
but only a fraction of these changes are fixed in a 
population (nucleotide substitutions). When the cod-
ing regions of a pair of homologous genes are com-
pared, codon to codon, two kinds of substitutions are 
evident-those resulting in amino acid replacements 
(replacement substitutions) and those leading to the 
appearance of synonymous codons (silent substitu-
tions). The rate of accumulation of replacement (but 
not silent) substitutions has been studied extensively 
by comparing amino acid sequences within protein 
families . Sequence differences between homologous 
proteins are used to estimate the replacement site 
divergence of the corresponding genes by determin-
ing the minimum number of base changes necessary 
to generate the observed amino acid replacements. In 
addition, various mathematical correction methods 
have been devised to allow for multiple base change 
events within individual codons (for review see Wilson , 
Carlson and White. 1977; Dickerson and Geis, 1980). 
It is obvious that the rate of fixation of base changes 
cannot be estimated accurately from amino acid se-
quence comparisons due to the failure to detect cer-
tain replacement substitutions. An extreme example 
is the change of an AGC to a TCC codon, both 
encoding serine. Although no amino acid replacement 
is detected, two replacement substitutions have oc-
curred in the DNA. Despite such limitations. amino 
acid sequence comparisons have been very useful in 
establishing molecular phylogenies and taxonomic re-
lationships. Within a given protein family, replacement 
changes appear to accumulate linearly with diver-
gence time as documented by the fossil record (the 
evolutionary clock hypothesis; Wilson et al.. 1977). 
A recent analysis at the DNA level , based on the 
divergence of insulin and globin gene sequences, 
indicates that replacement substitutions do in fact 
provide a reliable evolutionary clock (Perler et al., 
1980). This analysis also suggests that silent substi-
,,2 •1 •1 '161 , -=>------>-----------<~-----< >-----a: >----C>>--------
" ,, ,, •.. .. 
Figure 1. Linkage Maps of Three Mammalian Gk>bin Gene Clus1ers 
The locations of gene sequences are indicated by the solid (exons) and open (intrans) boxes. The 5 ' to 3' direction of transcription is from left to 
right and the scale is in kb . From top to bottom are shown the human ,8-like. the rabbit P-like and the human a-like globin gene clusters (see text 
tor references). 
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tutions can be used as an evolutionary clock, but only 
for recently diverged genes. We have used a clock 
based on replacement substitutions to construct an 
evolutionary tree of the human fl-like globin genes. 
To calibrate the evolutionary clock for globin genes, 
we calculated divergences at replacement substitution 
sites for pairs of genes for which the evolutionary 
divergence times are known from the fossil record. 
Silent site divergences were also. calculated. The val-
ues were then corrected for multiple base change 
events. assuming that these are Poisson-distributed 
(Holmquist, 1972; Kimura and Ohta, 1972; Salser, 
1978; see Perler et al., 1980, for a detailed descrip-
tion of the methodology). These corrected percent 
divergences are shown in Table 1. The following is a 
detailed description of the replacement site calibration 
points . 
- The average divergence between pairs of a- or 
fl-globin genes of human, rabbit and mouse (10%) 
was assumed to correspond to the mammalian radia-
tion, which occurred approximately 85 million years 
(MY) ago (Romero-Herrera et al.. 1 973). 
- The average divergence between mammalian and 
chicken a- and fl-globin genes (23%) was assumed 
to correspond to 270 MY. Data from the fossil record 
place the bird-mammal divergence at 250-300 MY 
ago (Dickerson, 1971; Moore et al. , 1976; Wilson et 
al.. 1977). 
- The divergence between the a- and fl-globin se-
quences within a species was assumed to correspond 
to 500 MY. Since the cyclostomes (lamprey and hag-
fish) have a single globin chain, while the carp has 
both a and fl chains, it is assumed that the a / f3 
dupl ication occurred some time during the evolution 
of bony fish, approximately 500 MY ago (Dickerson 
and Geis, 1980). The average intraspecies a/fl diver-
Table 1. Corrected Percent Divergences of Coding Sequences of Mammalian and Chicken Globin Genes 
Gene Pair Replacement Sites Silent Sites 
o-Globin 
Human/ rabbit 11 32 
Human / mouse 8.4 83 
Rabbit / mouse 11 82 
Human / chicken 21 75 
Rabbit / chicken 23 64 
Mouse / chicken 20 87 
P-Globin 
Human / rabbit 5.6 46 
Human / mouse 13 49 
Rabbi! / mouse 12 64 
Human/ chicken 23 70 
Rabbit / chicken 23 81 
Mouse / chicken 27 79 
Rabbit o! /3 49 92 
Mouse a / /3 51 120 
Chicken o / /J 5 1 87 
Human a!/3 46 90 
o/S 47 100 
a / G'( 51 103 
• I• 51 91 
Human Gy / "'y 0 .35 (0, 0. 1.2) 0(0. 0 , 0) 
{JIS 3.7 (5.5. 2.2. 5.1) 32 (16. 16. 112) 
G'y/( 10(16,6. 1.14) 61 (58. 43, 191) 
fl / Cy 18 (28, 15, 20) 74 (87 . 54, 145} 
!J /c. '( 19 (31, 14, 21) 75 (93. 53. 190) 
fl /• 16 (15, 16, 16) 61 (116. 66. 66) 
SI < 17 (18, 17, 18) 62 (137, 59. 82) 
Mouse ff""' I fr" 3.1 (4 .9, 3.7, 2.3) 11(0, 17, 15) 
The corrected percent divergence of reP'acement and silent substitution sites in each pair ot coding sequences was calculated by Perler et al. 
(1980}. These calculations include corrections tor multiple base change events at single sites (Holmquist. t 972: Kimura and Ohta. 1972}: 
consequently. some of the values in the table exceed 1 OO'lro . In the comparison ot an a gene versus a P-like gene. we excluded from the ca1cula11on 
the codons of one sequence corresponding to gaps in the other (for the alignment see Dayhoff. 1972}. For the comparisons of lhe human P-like 
globin genes and also mouse P-'IP. the table shows first the divergence calculated for the total coding sequence. followed by the divergences 
of the three exons separately (numbers in parentheses). Except for the mouse P-'lfr"" gene comparison. the mouser• gene sequence was 
used in all pairwise comparisons listed as involving the mouse p-globin gene. Sequence data for non-human genes or cDNAs are from Hardison 
et al . (1979) (rabbit P>. Konkel et al . (1979} (mouse /J)~ Richards el al. (1979) (chicken P>. Heindel! et al. (1978} (rabbit a) and Nisf'lioka and Leder 
(1979} (mouse o). The chicken o-globin sequence (Salser et al.. 1979} represents a transcribable a-globin gene . but it does no! correspond in 
its entirety to the two known amino acid sequences for chicken a-globins. The human a-globin cDNA seQuence is from Forge! et al. (1979}. 
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gence for rabbit. mouse and chicken is 50%; the 
average divergence of the human a/{J, a/li, a/y and 
al• gene pairs is 49%. 
These replacement site calibration points are plot-
ted in Figure 2 (solid circles). along with the corre-
sponding points for divergence at silent sites (open 
circles). A straight line (R) can be drawn through the 
origin and the replacement site points. The line serves 
as a molecular clock. Its slope gives the rate of fixation 
of replacement substitutions in globin genes, and cor-
responds to a unit evolutionary period (UEPJ of ap-
210 >OO 
TIME (MY) 
Figure 2 Calibration Curves for Divergence ot Globin Coding Se-
Quences 
The corrected percenl divergences at silent (open symbols) and 
replacement (closed symbols) substitution sites (Table 1) are ptot1ed 
against divergence time in millions of years (MY). The circles at 85. 
270 and 500 MY correspond respectively to divergences calculated 
from the following comparisons: interspecies comparisons of o- and 
,8-globin genes of different mammals: comparisons of a- and P-
globin genes of mammals with those of chicken: intraspecies com· 
parisons ol n-globin genes with p-globin genes. The time values are 
derived from generally accepted interpretations of the fossil record 
Csee text for reterences). 
The solid lines (S and A) were drawn through the calibration points 
without fitting . Line R was made to pass through the origin . Its slope 
gives the rate of fixation ol replacement substitutions in globin genes. 
and corresponds to a unit evolutionary period (UEP) of approximately 
1 o. (The UEP is the time in MY reQuired tor two initially identical 
seQuences lo acQuire a 1 % seQuence divergence (Wilson el al.. 
1977).) II should be noted that alternative interpretations of the fossil 
data wouk1 allow a more linear relationship among the replacement 
sue calibration paints. For example, certain paleontological lines ol 
evidence indica1e that the mammalian radiation can be positioned at 
100 MY (McKenna. 1969) and the bird / mammal divergence between 
200 and 250 MY (Bakker, 1975: Dickerson and Geis. 1980). Since 
line S does not extrapolate to the origin. we presume that the silent 
sites diverge linearly with a high rate for approximately 100 MY 
(dashed line). The significance of the silent site calibration was 
examined as follows. The replacement site divergences for the PI E> 
(triangles), y / t (SQuares) and p or 6 versus y or t (diamonds) gene 
pairs were first placed on line R. The corresponding silent site 
divergences (malching open symbols) were then plotted directly 
above. Nole that the latter points tall close to the silent site calibration 
lines. 
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proximately 1 0. The UEP is the time in MY required 
for the fixation of a 1 % divergence between two 
Initially identical sequences (Wilson et al., 1977). 
Using this estimate of the UEP. we have constructed 
an evolutionary tree of the human {J-like globin genes. 
We calculated replacement and silent site divergences 
between the human genes as described above for the 
evolutionary clock calibration points. The results of 
these calculations are shown in Table 1. When the 
corrected percent divergence at replacement sites of 
a given pair of genes is multiplied by the UEP, the 
result is an estimate of the time since the two genes 
began to diverge. Our analysis indicates that the {J / li 
divergence occurred approximately 40 MY ago. This 
value is significantly greater than previous estimates 
(for example see Dickerson and Geis, 1980). The y/ 
• divergence is older (100 MY ago). and within the 
limits of our calculations, we consider that the diver-
gence of the human fetal and embryonic globin genes 
occurred at approximately the onset of the mammalian 
radiation. The fJ and li genes are nearly equally diver-
gent from they and• genes (Table 1 ). This divergence 
occurred approximately 200 MY ago, some time alter 
the bird-mammal divergence. during the evolution of 
the reptiles which gave rise to mammals (Dickerson 
and Geis, 1980). 
Figure 3 presents an evolutionary tree constructed 
from the divergence times of individual gene pairs 
()1.()2 
500 MY 
Figure 3 . An Evolutionary Tree for Human .8·Like Globin Genes 
Corrected percent divergences at replacement sites of individual 
gene pairs (Table 1) were multiplied by our estimate ot the UEP for 
globln genes 10 yield the corresponding divergence times (see text) . 
An evolutionary tree was then constructed by a simultaneous eQuation 
method (Dickerson and Gets. 1980). Distances along lhe branches 
are additive and proportional to evolutionary time~ Branch points 
represent the times in millions of years (MY) from the present al which 
genes or gene lineages began to diverge. As discussed in the text. 
these branch points do not necessarily represent gene duplication 
events. 
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according to the simultaneous equation method de-
scribed by Dickerson and Geis (1 980) . The tree rep-
resents the first description of the evolutionary rela-
tionships within a gene family based entirely on direct 
nucleotide sequence comparisons. In addition , the 
evolutionary relationship of the • gene to the other 
human ,8-like globin genes is defined for the first time. 
The branch points of the tree (Figure 3) may rep-
resent times at which gene duplication events took 
place. However, it is possible that the initial products 
of a given duplication were corrected against each 
other for an unknown period of time. In such a case. 
the branch point would correspond to the time since 
the last gene correction event. Evidence for the exis-
tence of a gene correction mechanism is provided by 
structural analysis of the human fetal globin genes. 
GY and 'r (Jeffreys, 1 979; Little et al. , 1979b; Slightom 
et al., 1980). A study of the complete nucleotide 
sequences of these two genes has led Slightom et al. 
(1980) to propose a specific model for intrachromo-
somal gene conversion . In this case the time of the 
initial gene duplication event is not the same as the 
lime of the last intergenic exchange. C. -K. J. Shen, J . 
L. Slightom and 0 . Smithies (unpublished results) 
have shown that the GY and •y genes are part of a 
large duplication of about 5 kb, and they have found 
that over much of the duplication region the DNA 
sequences of the duplicates have diverged by 10-
20%. Yet within the 5 kb duplication there are ap-
proximately 1 .5 kb of virtually identical DNA sequence 
which appear to have been involved in a recent inter-
genic exchange event . This sequence includes the 5' 
two thirds oflhe genes (Slightom et al.. 1 980). Outside 
the 5 kb duplication unit, the sequences are approxi-
mately 75% divergent. These observations indicate 
that the gene correction unit is not identical to the 
gene duplication unit. 
The evolutionary tree of human ,B-like globin genes 
(Figure 3) indicates that distinct embryonic and fetal 
,8-like sequences appeared 100 MY ago, at approxi-
mately the time of the mammalian radiation . It is pos-
sible that the appearance of two different ,B-like genes 
specialized to function in the embryo or the fetus, 
respectively. was related to the novel physiological 
requirements of placental development (Bunn et al. . 
1977). The fact that some mammals such as rabbits 
and mice do not appear to have genes which are 
expressed specifically in the fetus may be due to the 
relatively short gestation times and relative immaturity 
of the neonate in these species. 
The tree also shows that the adult ,B and 6 genes 
diverged from each other approximately 40 MY ago 
(Figure 3). Amino acid sequence (Dayhoff , 1972) and 
blot hybridization (S. L. Martin, personal communica-
tion) data indicate that 6-globin genes are present in 
all higher primates. This suggests that the ,8/ 6 diver-
gence occurred prior to the divergence of the phylo-
genetic lines leading respectively to the New World 
monkeys and to the Old World monkeys, great apes 
and humans. This latter divergence has been placed 
at 35 to 40 MY ago (D. Pilbeam, personal communi-
cation). a time which is virtually identical to that cal-
culated here for the ,8/ 6 gene divergence. 
Comparisons of Individual Exons of ,B-Llke Globin 
Genes 
Individual globin gene exons are thought to encode 
funct ional protein domains (Blake, 1979; Gilbert . 
191g; Eaton. 1980). In fact . Craik , Buchman and 
Beychok ( 1980) demonstrated that the polypeptide 
encoded by the middle exon of human Q- or ,8-globin 
genes specifically binds heme in vitro. II is therefore 
possible that individual exon sequences diverge at 
different rates during evolution. To examine this pos-
sibility, we calculated divergences from pairwise com-
parisons of individual exons of ,B-like globin genes 
(Table 1 ). This analysis revealed that within four of the 
gene pairs examined (,8 / 6, y/ <. ,8/ y and 6/y ) the 
middle exon exhibits less replacement site divergence 
than the outer two exons. However, the same is not 
true in the case of the .Bl •. 6/ • or mouse fl"'"' / /f"'" 
gene pairs. Thus there does not appear to be a con-
sistent pattern of differential divergence of individual 
globin gene exons .. 
Comparison of the Flanking, Noncoding and 
Intervening Sequences of ,8-Like Globin Genes 
In the following sections we discuss detailed compar-
isons of the noncoding sequences within and sur-
rounding mammalian fl-like globin genes. The purpose 
of these comparisons is to identify conserved se-
quences which might have functional significance. 
and to examine the sequence divergence of the non-
coding regions in relation to that of the coding regions 
(see Tables 1 and 2). The comparisons were made 
after establishing the best alignment of the sequences, 
in pairs or as a group, either directly (see legend to 
Table 2) or by computer methodology (see legend to 
Figure 7). Analysis of a large group of related DNA 
sequences in this manner reveals predominant pat-
terns of homology which would not be evident from 
examination of a single pair of genes. 
5' Flanking Regions 
An alignment of the sequences located 5 ' to the mRNA 
capping site of ten different mammalian fl-like globin 
genes is presented in Figure 4 . The precise location 
of the capping site is known only for the adult mouse. 
human and rabbit ,8-globin genes (for references see 
Baralle and Brownlee, 1978) and for the human fetal 
y-globin genes (Chang et al. . 1978). The correspond-
ing site in the other ,8-like globin genes was assigned 
by analogy. 
The first region of strong homology in the 5' direc-
tion from the capping site is an AT-rich sequence. 




Table 2 . Corrected Percenl Divergences of Noncoding SeQuences of Mammalian P·Like Globin Genes 
5 ' Flanking 5' Noncoding 3' Noncochng 
Gene Pair Region Region IVS1 IVS2 Region 
Human uy/"'y 0 1.9 0 1 .4 (4 .5)1 7 .0 
fJto 34 8 .5 12 59 
G'( / f 43 65 46 71 
{J l"y •5 49 68 
fJ!G'( 63 57 86 
fJ I• 56 35 78 57 
61< 72 49 65 
Mouse ff"" I fr" 36 20 2 .6 16 36 
• The number in parentheses is the percent divergence calculated over just that part of IVS2 in which base substttutions occur (see Slightom et al .. 
1980) 
Sequence divergences for the noncoding and flanking regions were calculated from the alignments shown in Figures 4, 5 . 6 and 9 . (IVS1 and IVS2 
divergences tor the mouse r 1t {f""' gene pair were calculated from the alignment of Konkel el al. . 1979.) Direct alignment (for Figures 4. 5 and 
9) was carried out as follows. SeQuences were first aligned in pairs. Gaps were introduced in one seQuence relative to the other where necessary 
lo accommodate length ditterences and to maintain alignment of homologous seoments on either side of the gaps. Alternative alignments ot a 
given seQuence segment were examined to tdenlity the most likely homolog of that segment and to minimize the number of gaps introduced. 
Pairwise alignments were then reconciled into a single group alignment by identifying the predominanl patterns of homology of the group as a 
whole . The alignment of each sequence was adjusted where necessary to conform lo these patterns. Computer~assisted alignment (for Figure 6) 
was earned out as described in the legend to Figure 7 . In calculating divergences. gaps (or insertions) in one seQuence relative to the other 
(introduced during alignment: see above) were ignored . Thus the numbers in the table refer to sequence divergence resulting from base 
substitution. A correction factor tor multiple base change events at single sites was applied to the raw divergence values to give the percent 
divergences shown in the table . 
GC-rich segments (Figure 4). This sequence, which 
we will refer to as the ATA box, was first recognized 
in the Drosophila histone genes (0. Hogness, personal 
communication : Goldberg, 1979) and was subse-
quently identified in many other eucaryotic genes (see 
Figure 4) . The first A of the AT A trinucleotide is located 
approximately 30 nucleotides upstream from the cap-
ping site . The conserved location of the ATA box and 
its similarity to a sequence characteristic of all pro-
caryotic promoters (Pribnow, 1979) led many investi-
gators to speculate that it might have a role in the 
initiation of transcription in eucaryotes. However, the 
absence of the ATA box 5' to the regions encoding 
certain viral mRNAs suggests that the ATA box is not 
essential for transcription in these cases (Baker et al. , 
1979). The absence of the AT A box has been corre-
lated with microheterogeneity of the capped mRNA 5' 
end (Baker et al., 1979). This correlation is consistent 
with the observation that the deletion of the AT A box 
from a cloned sea urchin H2A histone gene does not 
abolish transcription of the gene in Xenopus oocytes, 
but leads to the production of transcripts with heter-
ogeneous 5' termini (Grosschedl and Birnstiel, 1980). 
On the other hand , Wasylyk et al . (1980) have recently 
shown that the AT A box is required for the transcrip-
tion of the chicken conalbumin gene in an in vitro 
system containing calf thymus RNA polymerase II and 
a cell-free extract prepared from HeLa cells. These 
contrasting results may be due to the use of different 
transcription assays (in vivo versus in vitro) or to actual 
differences in the promoters studied. In any case, the 
functional significance suggested by the conserved 
sequence and location of the ATA box and by the 
results of transcription studies remains to be estab-
lished definitively. 
In the 5' direction from the ATA box, there is a 
second region of strong homology which includes the 
sequence CCAAT ( .. CCAAT box .. ). This sequence is 
present in all the fl-like globin genes of Figure 4 
except o (which contains the sequence CCAAC), and 
it also occurs at a corresponding position in the mouse 
(Nishioka and Leder, 1979) and human (Liebhaber et 
al., 1980) o-g lobin genes. A 16 nucleotide region 
containing the CCAAT box is duplicated in the y-
globin genes (Figure 4). 
As mentioned by Benoist et al. (1980), a sequence 
similar to the globin CCAAT box is found 5' to the 
capping site in several other eucaryotic genes. An 
updated list of such sequences is shown in Figure 4 . 
As in the case of the ATA box, the widespread occur-
rence of the CCAA T box and its location with respect 
to the capping site suggest that it may play a role in 
transcription initiation. However, deletion of a region 
containing a CAAT sequence 5' to the sea urchin H2A 
histone gene does not abolish, and may even in-
crease, transcription of this gene in the Xenopus 
oocyte system (Grosschedl and Birnstiel, 1980). Sim-
ilarly, deletion of the corresponding sequence 5' to 
the chicken conalbumin gene (Wasylyk et al., 1980) 
and the human ,ll-globin gene (V. Parker , N. Proud-
foot, M. Shander and T. Maniatis, unpublished results) 
does not prevent specific in vitro transcription . 
Alignment of the sequences in the region 5' to the 
AT A box reveals considerable homology among all 
the mammalian /I-like globin genes shown in Figure 4 . 
The best alignment was obtained by a~suming that 
the y- and <-globin genes contain an additional 11 
and 8 nucleotides, respectively, immediately 5' to the 
ATA box. It was also necessary to assume that the o 
gene lacks 7 nucleotides adjacent to the ATA box . 
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Figure 4. Afignmenl of the 5' Flanking Sequences of Mammalian P-Like Glob1n Genes 
An alignment ol the seQuences preceding !he mRNA capping site ol ten different mammal ian ,q-like globin genes is shown. Dashes ind1ca1e gaps 
introduced to achieve the most consistent alignment (see legend to Table 2). Similarly, the nucleotides above a given seQuence were d isplaced lo 
give the best alignment of the seQuences on either side. Regions of seouence homology which are common 10 au globin genes seouenced to date 
(the ATA and CCAAT boxes) are indicated by shading . Similar seouences found in the 5' flanking regions of other eucaryotic genes are shown 
above the alignment . Some of the seQuences homologous to the CCAAT box are different from those pointed out by Benoist et al . (1980). 
Numbers in parentheses give the position of the indicated bases (arrows) in nucleol ides from the mRNA capping site (where known) . A histogram 
is shown below the alignment to illustrate the extent of homology at each nuc leotide position. The ordinate is freQuency ot occurrence of the 
predominant nuc leotide at each position. References tor the p-like gtobin sequences are presented in the legend to Table 1. The goat seouences 
are from Haynes, Rosleck and Llngret (1980). 
Thus considerable heterogeneity in the distance be-
tween the AT A and CCAA T boxes is observed among 
the human ,8-like globin genes, as well as among other 
eucaryotic genes (Figure 4). 
The sequences upstream from the CCAA T box are 
remarkably similar among the adult ,8-globin genes of 
different mammals. This conserved sequence appears 
to be specific to these genes. since it is not shared 
with the human embryonic / fetal ,8-like globin genes. 
the human or mouse a-globin genes or other eucar-
yotic genes (see Figure 4). 
Corrected percent divergences of the 5' flanking 
regions are shown in Table 2 for pairs of human ,8-like 
globin genes and for the mouse r·1rr~ gene pair. 
The 5' flanking sequences of the o-globin gene 
show significant deviations from the sequence fea-
tures common to the other ,8-like globin genes. The 
amount of o-globin mRNA precursor in nuclei from 
unfractionated bone marrow cells is 1 0 fold less than 
the amount of ,8-globin precursor (Kantor. Turner and 
Nienhuis, 1980). This could be due to differences in 
the rates of either (or both) transcription or turnover 
of o- and ,8-globin RNA. Perhaps the dissimilarities in 
the 5' flanking sequence of the o- and ,8-globin genes 
are related to their respective levels of expression . 
5' Noncoding Region 
Figure 5 shows an alignment of the DNA sequences 
corresponding to the 5' noncoding regions of mam-




Mouse s•in ACGI? ltiCSICIGAGTCTGI l'Gl(l I l'GAC'r!"GCAACTT-cAG-AAACAGACATC~ Figure 5 . Alignment of the 5' Noncoding Se-
quences ol Mammalian ,8-Like Globin Genes 
An alignment of the sequences be!ween lhe 
mRNA capping site and the initiator ATG (un-
derhned) of 1en different mammal ian P-like glo-
bin genes is shown . Capping sites (where 
known) are indicated by asterisks. Dashes in-
dicate gaps introduced as reQuired for ahgn-
menl (see legend to l able 2). The location of 
the sequence CUUPyUG common to the 5' 
noncoding regions of mosl eucaryolic mRNAs 
(Baralle and Brownlee. 1978) is 1nd1ca1ed by 
shading. A histogram is shown below the align-
ment to illustrate the extenl of homology at 
each nucleotide posit ion. The ordmate is the 
freQuency ot occurrence ot the predominant 
nucleotide at each position . 
Mouse s•aj AC>.~CATAGTTGTC'M'GACTCAC>.ACCC-CAG-MACAG>.C>.TCAI..G. . 
Rat>bit 6 ACAC'M'GC"l'ft"l"QACACMCTCTCTTTACTTGCAATCC-CCCAAAAC>.GAC>.G.V.~ 




Hunian 6 ACACT'M"C9IC'ICACATMCAGTGTTCACTAGCMCCT-C---AAACAGACACCATG . 
Uu111an "r ACACTCGC'l'IC'IGGACGTCTGAGATTATC>.ATMGCT-CCTAGTCCAG>.CGC~ 
:CACTCGCf'tC'io::iAACGTCTGAGCTTATCAATMGCT-CCTAGTCCACA.CGCC~ 
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NUCLEOTIDES FROM 111RNA CAPPING SITE 
the capping site and the initiator ATG is relatively 
constant (50-53 bp) among the fl-like globin genes. 
The sequence CUUPyUG , common to the 5' noncod-
ing regions of most eucaryotic mRNAs (Baralle and 
Brownlee. 1978), is found in the fl-like globin genes 
seven nucleotides 3' to the capping site . None of the 
genes contains an ATG triplet between the capping 
site and the initiation codon, consistent with the pro-
posal (Kozak, 1978) that translation is initiated with 
the ATG closest to the 5 ' end of the mRNA. 
Corrected percent divergence values for the 5' non-
coding region are shown in Table 2. 
Intervening Sequences 
All fl-like globin genes studied thus far contain a small 
and a large intervening sequence (Jeffreys and Flavell, 
1977; Konkel, Tilghman and Leder, 1978; Lawn et 
al., 1978; Smithies et al. , 1978; Tilghman et al ., 1978; 
Proudfoot and Baralle, 1979; Konkel , Maize! and 
Leder, 1979; Hardison et al., 1979; van Ooyen et al., 
1979; and the accompanying papers) . In all cases the 
small intron (IVS1) is located between the codons for 
amino acids 30 and 31, while the large intron (IVS2) 
is found between codons 104 and 1 05. Both introns 
are variable in size. IVS1 ranges from 116 bp in the 
mouse fl genes to 130 bp in the human fl gene, and 
IVS2 from 5 73 bp in the rabbit fl gene to 904 bp in 
the human GY gene (Table 3). Among the human fJ-
like genes, the size of IVS2 varies over a much nar-
rower range , from 854 bp (E gene) to 904 bp (Gy 
gene). 
Table 3 . Sizes of Intervening Sequences in Mammalian fl-Like 
Globin Genes 
Size (bp) 
Gene IVS1 IVS2 
Human fl 130 850 
6 128 889 . y 122 866. 876' ., 122 886. 904 ' 
122 850 
Rabbit {J 126 573 
Mouse ,r-• 116 653 
tr" 11 6 628 
• See $1ightom el al. . 1980 
Intervening seQuences were defined by the rule of Breathnach el al. 
(1978 ). with the dinucleot ide GT at their 5' end and the d1nucleo11de 
AG at their 3' end. Sources for lhe non-human seQuence data are 
given in the legend to Table 1. 
To compare the intron sequences and to estimate 
divergences, we attempted to align the introns of each 
pairwise combination of the human fJ-like genes. We 
made use of a computer program which prints out a 
matrix of dots indicating segments of homology be-
tween two sequences (R. J. Britten, unpublished). A 
similar program has been described by Konkel et al . 
(1979). The small introns of the Gy- and •y- globin 
genes 011 one chromosome are identical (Figure 6). In 
the case of the other human genes, IVS1 alignments 
were possible only for the {J / o, y/< and /J I• gene pairs 
(Figure 6). For example, in the dot matrix shown in 
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Figure 6 . Pairwise Alignments of the Small Intervening SeQuences of Human ,6-Like Globin Genes 
Alignments ot the small intervening seQuences of the c:.y/ ''"y. ,816. y/1. and Pl < gene pairs are shown. Vertical lines are drawn between homologous 
bases of each pair . Dashes indicate gaps introduced as required tor alignmen1 (see legend to Figure 7) . The 5' and 3 ' ends ol the inlrons are 
defined by the dinucleolides GT end AG. respectively CBreathnach et al. . 1978). 
Figure 7A, the best alignment of IVS1 for the {J / o gene 
pair (including the 2 bp insertion / deletion) is unmis-
takable. while no meaningful alignment of IVS1 for the 
/J/y gene pair is evident from the pattern shown in 
Figure 78 . The corrected percent divergences of IVS1 
of the pairs which could be aligned are shown in Table 
2 . For comparison, we also calculated the IVS1 diver-
gence of the mouse ff"" I fl"'" gene pair. Alignments ol 
IVS2 are possible only !or the human ay; •y and mouse 
fl"'•• I fl"'" gene pairs (see Slightom et al. , 1980, and 
Konkel et al. , 1979). 
Our analysis indicates that in recently diverged pairs 
of genes the small intron shows much less sequence 
divergence than the large intron. We can make this 
statement quantitatively !or the human ay/'y and 
mouse fi"'•'Jfi"'" comparisons (Table 2). In the latter 
case , the divergences of the small and large introns 
differ by more than 6 fold (2 .6% versus 16%). The 
above conclusion is also justified !or the human {J and 
o genes. The small intron divergence is quite low 
(12%), while on the basis of a dot matri x analysis 
(Figure 7C), the large intron cannot be aligned mean-
ingfully , indicating a much higher divergence. Finally , 
it is likely that there is a significant difference between 
the small and large intron divergences of the y/< gene 
pair , since one intron could be aligned readily and the 
other could not. 
How can these divergence differences be ex-
plained? One possibil ity is that , as in the case ol the 
human y-globin gene pair, 5' regions of the human 
{J / o, human y/< and mouse fi"'"Jfi"''" gene pairs were 
corrected against each other for some time during 
their evolutionary history. This hypothesis predicts 
that the divergence at silent substitution sites in the 5' 
coding regions of these gene pairs will be significantly 
less than that of the 3 ' uncorrected coding regions . In 
addition, the percent divergence of the small intron 
should be similar to the silent site divergence of the 
corrected exons. The latter prediction is based on the 
observation that for recently diverged gene pairs the 
silent site divergence and the noncoding sequence 
divergences are similar (Perler et al. , 1980). The data 
presented in Table 4 are consistent with these predic-
tions . The silent site divergence in the first two exons 
of the human {J / o gene pair is 16%, and the diver-
gence ol IVS1 is 12%. In contrast. IVS2 and the silent 
sites of ex on 3 are much more divergent. Thus , if a 
region-specific correction mechanism did act on the 
{J /o gene pair, the boundary between corrected and 
uncorrected sequences would have been located 
somewhere near the junction of exon 2 and IVS2 . A 
similar pattern of divergences is observed in the hu-
man y/< gene pair (Table 4) . In the case of the mouse 
/1"'8 '//i"'" gene pair, exon 1 and IVS1 show very little 
divergence, while exon 2. IVS2 and exon 3 are more 
divergent. Thus for this gene pair the putative bound-
ary between corrected and uncorrected regions would 
be near the junction of IVS1 and exon 2. When a 
similar analysis of the human ay;•y gene pair is made. 
the silent sites and intron sequences located 5' to a 
site within the large intron are identical , while the 
intron sequences located 3' to this site are 4 .5% 
divergent. However, no silent changes are found in 
exon 3 . 
An alternative explanation for the differential diver-
gences of IVS 1 and IVS2 of the gene pairs shown in 
Table 4 is that the two introns are subject to different 
degrees ol selection. For example, it is possible that 
the structure of the 5' region of globin nuclear mRNA 
precursors has a more important role in processing 
than does the 3' region . 
Both the size variability (Table 3) and the sequence 
alignments (Figure 6) of the introns indicate that they 
are evolving by a combination of base substitution and 
deletion / insertion as suggested by Konkel et al. 
(1979) and van Ooyen et al. (1979) . This undoubtedly 
contributes to our inability to align the large introns of 
the human /J-like globin genes (see above). In a later 
section, we will present a model !or the generation of 
deletions in introns and other parts ol the gene. 
The junctions between exons and introns in the 
globin genes are regions of particular interest , since 
they are the sites of action of the processing mecha-
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clear precursors during the production of mature 
mRNA. Figure 8 shows an alignment of the exon / 
intron boundary regions of the human ,B-like globin 
genes, along with those of the rabbit and mouse ,B-
globin genes. In agreement with the rule proposed by 
Breathnach et al. (1978). the 5' ends of both introns 
in all the genes contain the dinucleotide GT, and the 
3' ends contain the dinucleotide AG. The globin gene 
exon / intron junction sequences also show good 
agreement with consensus sequences from other eu-
caryotic genes (Breathnach et al.. 1978; Seif, Khoury 
and Dhar, 1979; Lerner et al., 1980). The 5' boundary 
of IVS2 of the ,B-like globin genes is unusual in the 
preservation of a 7 bp sequence of which 6 bp are 
within the intron (as defined by the GT dinucleotide). 
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Figure 7 . Dot Matriir; Comparison ol Interven-
ing Sequences 
A computer program (R. J . Britten . unpub-
lished) was used lo generate a matrix of dots 
indicating segments of homology between 
pairs of intervening sequences: (A) IVS l of the 
human /J- and 6-globin genes: CB) IVS 1 of the 
human /J and y genes: CC) IVS2 of the human 
/J and 6 genes. In (C) . only the comparison of 
the 5' 390 nucleotides of each sequence is 
shown: a similar pattern was observed tor the 
remainder . Although each dot represents one 
nucleotide of homology . the patterns have 
been simplified for clarity by printing out only 
those dots representing seQuence matches 
which comply with a minimum criterion for 
homology. In practice. several matrix patterns. 
representing homology criteria of varying 
stringency, were examined for each sequence 
pair . The main diagonal of each matrix repre-
sents the direct. unshifted alignment of the two 
seQuences. Diagonal lines of dots parallel to 
the main diagonal indicate regions of homol· 
ogy which require gaps or insertions in one 
sequence relative to the other for alignment. 
Scales show distances in nucleotides from the 
5' end of each seQuence. 
Table 4 . Corrected Percent Divergences in Silent Siles end 
Intervening Sequences 
Gene Pair Exon 1 IVS1 Exon 2 IVS2 Exon 3 
Mouse/f""//f'"'" 0 2.6 17 16 15 
Human /116 16 12 16 112 
Human y/( 58 46 43 - 191 
• The inability to align these sequences indicates a large divergence . 
These data are taken from Tables 1 and 2 . 
one splicing event is necessary for the production of 
a functional globin mRNA in vivo . The lack of conser-
vation of the majority of IVS2 sequences among most 
mammalian ,B-like globin genes suggests that only the 
exon / intron junction sequences and some unknown 
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amount of intervening RNA are required for splicing. 
This suggestion is supported by studies of the se-
quence requirements for splicing the SV40 late 16S 
mRNA precursor (Lai and Khoury, 1979; Gruss et al .. 
1979) which show that deletion of an exon / intron 
junction or the pertect excision of the entire intron 
prevents normal mRNA production. In addition, an 
SV40 deletion mutant in which nine nucleotides 3' to 
the leader splice junction are intact produces normally 
spliced late mRNA. while a deletion mutant in which 
only seven intron nucleotides remain makes large 
amounts of unspliced RNA (P. K. Ghosh, J. Mertz. P. 
Lebowitz and S. Weissman, unpublished results) . Fi-
nally, Hamer and Leder (1979b) have shown that 
removal of all but 18 nucleotides of exon 2 of the 
mouse rr·· globin gene still allows normal splicing of 
IVS2. 
The junction sequence alignments, along with the 
results of computer homology searches, reveal an 
unusual feature of the globin coding sequences adja-
cent to the junctions (Figure 8) . Within a given gene 
an 8 bp sequence (" A" ) at the 3' end of exon 1 is 
directly repeated at the 5' end of exon 3, and another 
8 bp sequence (' 'B") at the 5' end of exon 2 is also 
found in exon 3, separated from A by 3 bp. These 
sequences appear in the mature mRNA as a direct 
repetition of the unit A-B, in which A and B are 
separated by 3 bp. 
3' Noncodlng and Flanking Regions 
Figure 9 shows an alignment of the 3' noncoding 
regions [termination codon to the poly(A) addition site] 
of the human P-like globin genes and the rabbit p and 
mouse fr'" and fr''" genes. The site of poly(A) addition 
has been determined only for the human p (Proudfoot . 
1977) and y (Poon, Kan and Boyer, 1978) genes and 
the rabbit P gene (Proudfoot , 1977). With the excep-
A B 
Ftgure 8 . AJignmenl of Sequences surround-
ing lntron / Exon Junctions of Mammahan P-
Like Globin Genes 
An alignment of the sequences surrounding 
the four intron / exon junctions of eight mam-
malian .8-hke globin genes is shown Vertical 
lines indicate the intron/ exon junctions.. fol-
lowing the GT-AG rule of Breathnach el al. 
(1978) . The repealed sequences wilhin exons 
referred to in the text as A and B are ind1caled 
by underlining . For each 1unction, ten intron 
nudeotides beyond the point at which all eight 
genes are kSenticar (shaded regions) are 
shown . 
tion of the region near the poly(A) addition sites. there 
is very little homology among the different 3' noncod-
ing sequences (Table 2). Even the very closely related 
GY and •y genes differ by 7% in the 3' noncoding 
region . 
The hexanucleotide AATAAA. first noted by Proud-
foot and Brownlee (1976). precedes the poly(A) ad-
dition site in all the P-like genes of Figure 9 . This 
sequence is thought to play a role in either or both the 
processing or polyadenylation of mRNA molecules . 
For example. T. Shenk et al. (personal communica-
tion) have constructed variants of SV40 which carry 
a tandem duplication of an AATAAA-containing 3' 
noncoding segment. Analysis of the species of late 
RNA produced by these variants indicates that poly-
adenylation can occur 3' to either of the duplicated 
AAUAAA sequences. 
As with other eucaryotic genes, the distance be-
tween the AATAAA sequence and the poly(A) addition 
site is not conserved among mammalian P-like globin 
genes. The sequences immediately adjacent to the 
poly(A) addition site are relatively conserved among 
adult P-like genes. These sequences are not present 
in the human y- and •-globin genes, although they 
do appear in certain other eucaryotic genes (see 
Figure 8 of Benoist et al., 1980). The sequences on 
either side of the AATAAA hexanucleotide are homol-
ogous in all the p-like genes of Figure 9, except that 
in the y-globin genes, part of this region has been 
deleted. These homologies are not shared with other 
eucaryotic genes. 
In mak.ing the alignments of Figure 9, we assumed 
that there is a large deletion near the center of the 3' 
noncoding regions of the human y genes and a differ-
ent large deletion in the rabbit p-globin gene. Several 
smaller deletions (or insertions) are also indicated . 




ing the evolution of these genes suggests that the 
particular sequences which comprise the 3' noncod-
ing regions are not essential to globin mRNA function. 
Consistent with this idea are experimental results 
showing that the elimination of the 3' noncoding re-
gion of rabbit ,B-globin mRNA does not abolish in vitro 
translation (Kronenberg, Roberts and Efstratiadis, 
1979), and the observation that a short form of mouse 
dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) mRNA lack ing the 3' 
terminal 850 bases of the 3' noncoding region is 
polyadenylated and translatable in vitro (Nunberg et 
al., 1980). It is noteworthy that the normal DHFR 
mRNA contains an AAUAAA sequence near its 3' end, 
while the short form contains the sequence AUAA in 
the analogous position . 
We were unable to find any strong sequence ho-
mologies in the regions located 3' to the poly(A) 
addition sites. The sequence TTTI or TIGT occurs 
six nucleotides 3' to the poly(A) addition sites of 
certain eucaryotic genes (see Lai et al. , 1979). Similar 
tetranucleotide sequences are found 2-15 nucleo-
tides into the 3' flanking regions of all sequenced 
mammalian ,8-like globin genes. However, the signifi-
cance of these homologies is questionable in view of 
the variability in their sequence and location . Further-
more, we do not find GC-rich palindromes preceding 
T stretches such as those which occur near the tran-
scription termination sites of procaryotic genes (for 
review see Rosenberg and Court , 1979). The lack of 
such sequences in globin and other eucaryotic genes 
transcribed by RNA polymerase II suggests that proc-
essing and polyadenylation may be the mechanism by 
which the ends of their mRNAs are defined (Fraser et 
al ., 1979). The existence of nuclear transcripts which 
extend beyond the poly(A) addition sites of adenovirus 
late mRNAs is consistent with this idea (Nevins and 
Darnell, 1978; Fraser et al., 1979). 
A Mechanism for Generating Deletions within and 
surrounding P-Like Globin Genes 
Pairwise comparisons of noncoding sequences in hu-
man, mouse and rabbit ,B-like globin genes reveal that 
these regions diverge by deletion and addition as well 
as by simple base substitution (Konkel et al., 1979; 
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Figure 9 . Alignment of the 3' Noncoding SeQuences of Mammalian ,8-Like Glob1n Genes 
An alignment of the seQuences between the termination codon and the poly(A) addition site of eighl mammalian ,8-like globin genes is shown. Due 
to the high degree of sequence divergence in this region . the alignment should be considered as representative of a number of equally consistent 
alignments The location of the sequence AATAAA. which is common to polyadenylated mRNAs (Proudfoot and Brownlee . 1976). is indicated by 
shading . Dashes indicate gaps introduced as required for alignmenl (see text). Similarly, nucleotides Shown above a given sequence were 
displaced lo achieve the most consistent alignment of the sequences on either side. Termination codons are underlined and poly(A) addillon sites 
(where known) are indicated by asterisks. 
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JGJG T GTG !GJGTGTGTGTGT GC GCG CG T GT GTJJGT GTG TG T GT G 
AA.GT A- - - --------------CTTTCTCT AA TC 
A.GT CCI.l..t..IOCTCTCCTClCTCTI.l.UilMTC 
TGGT AG------------ - --------- - ----- - ---AAAC.U.CT 
TTGGCIIll.A TGCCAGGGTGACAGGGG.U.GMT AT AllllACAT AT 
TGACAT AGG---- ------ ------------------ ------- - - --- ----A.TTCT 
TG~TTCTTTTTTATTTTTTATTTATTATTTTTT~TTCT 
TGTGTGTGG- - - - ------·-AGTGTT 
GGTGIJilG.GATGTGMTitilJiAGTGTT 
CAGGT-·· -· ------GTTCCT 
CC.U.TlliTATTAAAGGlliCT 
GC.U. TA.CA.AA-------- - --------------·--- -- -- --- - -----------T AA TA.AAA T 
GT CCAACT ACIAMCTGGGGGAT ATTA TG.U.GGGCCTTc.AGCATCTGGA TTCTGCCT AAIMAAA 
A.1 AC AAA- - ==-==------------------------ ------ --- --- -T AA T A.'f:A 
TATT~CTTGGGMCAATGCCTACTTC.U.GGGTATGGC!llliCCTAATAAA 
AMA A TT A. T- - ···- ------ -- - - -- -------- ---- ------ ---GGGGACA 
.U. TTTt:..1.AI..I.A6AGGTTCCTTTGTTCCCT .U.GTCCMt!AUAAACTGGGGGA l A 
Figure 1 O Exam~es of Deletions Flanked by 
Short Direct Repeats within Noncoding Se-
quences of Mammalian ,8-Like Globin Genes 
Several examples ol pairwise alignmenl of se-
quences within noncoding regions of mam-
malian ,8-like globin genes are shown. In these 
examples. the best ahgnmenl of the two se-
quences is acMeved by assuming a deletion 
in one sequence (upper line of each pair) with 
respect to the other (lower line). Dashes rep-
resent the nucleotides not present in the upper 
sequence . Short direct repeats near the ends 
of the deletions are underlined. The two 
aligned ".., large intron sequences are those 01 
two different alleles (Slightom et al.. 1980). 
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van Ooyen et al., 1979; this paper). Examination of 
the nucleotide sequences surrounding the putative 
deletion sites strongly suggests that short (2-6 bp) 
direct repeats may be involved in the generation of 
these deletions. Several examples of this phenome-
non are shown in Figure 10. The best alignment of the 
noncoding sequences of a number of different gene 
pairs is achieved by assuming that a deletion occurred 
in one of the genes. This assumption is justified by 
the observation that in alignments such as those 
shown in Figures 4, 6 and 9, genes which are missing 
a particular part of the aligned sequence are in the 
minority. In Figure 10, we have placed the sequence 
containing the putative deletion on the top line of each 
pairwise comparison. tn every case we can locate a 
direct repeat near the endpoints of the deletion . The 
deletion removes one of the repeats entirely and either 
none or part of the other repeat. This pattern is re-
markably similar to that observed by Farabaugh and 
Miller (1976) for deletions in the lac I gene of E. coli 
in which hotspots for spontaneous mutations are 
flanked by short direct repeat sequences. Farabaugh 
and Miller (1976) point out that the presence of direct 
repeats could promote deletions by slipped mispairing 
during DNA replication according to a model proposed 
by Streisinger et al. (1966) for the generation of 
lrameshift mutations. 
The deletions observed in {l-like globin genes are 
unlikely to be a consequence of unequal crossing 
over between repeat sequences, for two reasons . 
First , most of the repeat sequences are very short. 
Second, an unequal crossing over event would pro-
duce one daughter molecule with three intact copies 
of the repeat sequence and another molecule with 
one intact copy. Only one example of the former and 
very few examples of the latter were observed in our 
analysis. 
Figure 11 shows a model for the generation of 
deletions within the {l-like globin genes. Figure 11 A 
shows a region of duplex DNA containing direct repeat 
sequences, which are labeled R1 and R2 on one 
strand and R1' and R2' on the other . As the replication 
fork moves through this region, the duplex containing 
the repeat sequences will become single-stranded 
(Figure 11 B). More than 1 kb of single-stranded DNA 
can be detected in the replication fork of bacterio-
phage T7 DNA (Wolfson and Dressler, 1972, 1979). 
Once the two strands are separated, the R2 repeat 
would be free to base-pair with the complementary 
R1' sequence (Figure 11 C) . Such an event would 
produce a single-stranded loop containing the R1 
repeat as well as the sequences which lie between R1 
and R2 . This loop could then be recognized by DNA 
repair enzymes which would excise the loop and rejoin 
the ends of the broken DNA strand (Figure 11 D). 
Subsequent replication would generate a normal 
daughter duplex and a duplex containing only one of 
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Figure 11 . A ""Slipped Mispairing · Model tor the Generation of Dele-
tions during ONA Replication 
The diagram shows successive stages in the passage of a replication 
fork through a region of ONA containing two short direct repeats . 
Solid lines. represent strands of ONA. The short di reel repeats (A 1 
and R2) . as well as their complements (Al' and A2' ), are represented 
by solid boxes. See text for description of the model. 
R1 and R2 (Figure 11 E). If the excised DNA loop 
includes part of the R2 repeat, the daughter duplex 
will contain only a truncated R2 sequence. On the 
other hand, if the excised loop includes R1 and only 
a portion of the region between R1 and R2, the 
daughter duplex will contain R2 and part of the se-
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Several known deletion variants of human P-
globin (Bunn et al.. 1 g77), in which one or 
more amino acids are missing from the poly-
peptide chain , are interpreted in terms of their 
presumed gene eeQuence. In each cC>mpari-
aon. the sequence of the appropriate portion 
of the normal human p-giobin gene is shown 
with the normal amino acid sequence under i1 . 
Numbers refer to the amino acids deleted in 
the variant. The presumed gene sequence of 
the variant ia shown on the upper line of each 
comparison. with dashes represenling the de-
ktted nucieotides. Short direct repeats occur-
ring near the ends of each deletkm are under-
lined in the normal a.equence. 
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deletion events illustrated in Figure 10 can be ac-
counted for by variability in the excision of the single-
stranded loop. 
Well characterized deletions exist in the coding 
sequence of the human /1-globin gene. These dele-
tions were identified by amino acid sequence analysis 
of structural hemoglobin variants (Bunn et al., 1977). 
Marotta et al. (1977) noted the presence of short, 
direct repeat sequences near the endpoints of these 
deletions and suggested alternative mechanisms for 
the participation of repeats in the deletion event. The 
coding sequence deletions can also be accounted for 
by the model described above. In Figure 12, we have 
aligned the normal human ,8-globin sequence (bottom 
line) with the DNA sequence predicted by the amino 
acid sequence of the structural variants . Based on 
these alignments and those of Figure 1 O, it seems 
probable that many deletion mutations in eucaryotic 
genes are promoted by the presence of short, direct 
repeat sequences. 
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